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Background: The term ‘extracellular vesicles’ (EVs) encompasses a range of vesicles. These
include apoptotic vesicles (1000-300nm), microvesicles (30-1000nm), exosomes (~30-120nm) and
retrovirus-like vesicles (90-100nm). EVs have been linked to promising diagnostic, and therapeutic
potentials. Their characterisation is poorly understood due to the lack of resolution and
standardisation in detection equipment currently used.
Aims & Methods: In this thesis, I have developed methods for flow cytometer (FCM) resolution
quantification, improvement, and standardisation. This involved building, testing and validating
FCM optical models for EV analysis standardisation, and optimising FCM settings and protocols to
increase resolution and decreasing variation in results. I then tested the benefits of these
optimisations on EV analysis, which involved comparing optimised to non-optimised EV analysis
protocols utilising clinical samples. Finally, EVs potential as translational biomarkers in nonalcoholic fatty liver disease (NAFLD) was investigated, employing the previously developed
protocols in this thesis.
Results: FCM optimisations combined with a novel fluorescent assay resulted in a validated
modelling technique, that allows diameter of EVs in plasma samples to be approximated using
their scatter power, and separation of microvesicles, apoptotic vesicles, and residual platelets.
Comparison of EV optimised to non-optimised protocols showed the FCM optimisation protocol
to have increased EV absolute count reliability, and lower variation between results, when
compared to a non-optimised FCM analysis protocol. Upon applying these methods to a biobank
of clinical samples from individuals with NAFLD, novel insights were gained between the
association of platelet-, endothelial-, and leukocyte-derived EVs in the progression of the disease.
A clinically relevant finding being leukocyte EVs showing potential as a diagnostic marker of liver
fibrosis severity.
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Definitions & Abbreviations
AFM – Atomic force microscopy.
CE - Cholesterol ester.

ISTH – International Society of Thrombosis &
Haemostasis

cFCM – Commerical flow cytometry.

Laser waist – the smallest achievable
diameter of laser geometry.

dFCM – Dedicated flow cytometry.

LDL - Low density lipoprotein.

CM – Chylomicron.

LMV – Leukocyte microvesicle.

CRM – Ceramide.

Microparticle (MP)– alternative term for
microvesicle used in earlier literature.

DLS – Dynamic light scatter.
Elastic light scatter – the wavelength is not
changed by the scattering process and
therefore no loss of energy.
EM – Electron microscopy.

Microvesicle (MV) – a type of extracellular
vesicle shed directly from the plasma
membrane of a cell. Classically defined as
~100-1000nm.

EMV – Endothelial microvesicle.

Molar Extinction Coefficient – The efficiency
of a fluorescent molecule to absorb photons.

Extracellular Vesicle (EV) – describes
vesicles that can be found outside of the cell.

Multivesicular Body (MVB) – an organelle
within the cell.

Exosome – a type of extracellular vesicle
released from multivesicular bodies, rather
than directly from the plasma membrane.
Classically defined as ~20-100nm.

NMR – Nuclear magnetic resonance.

FC - Free cholesterol.

PI – Phosphatidylinositol.

Flow Cytometry (FCM) – a technique that
passes cells through a laser, with the
scattered light from the cell providing
information.

Phosphatidylcholine (PC) – a type of lipid
found in the cell plasma membrane,
commonly found on the outer side.

Forward Scatter (FSC) – The light
measurement collected around the
obscuration bar, in line with the laser
incidence angle.
Gaussian – alternative term for normal
distribution.
Hydrodynamic Focusing – The thinning of an
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Chapter 1:

Introduction to Extracellular Vesicles (EVs)

Extracellular Vesicles (EVs) have been linked to promising diagnostic, and therapeutic potentials,
their characterisation however has been to date been poorly understood due to the lack of
standardisation in detection equipment, and lack of resolution currently detection techniques
hold. The term ‘extracellular vesicles’ encompasses a range of vesicles. These include apoptotic
vesicles (AVs, apoptotic bodies and apoptotic blebs), microvesicles (MVs, microparticles, MPs, and
ectosomes), exosomes and retrovirus-like vesicles (RLVs). Lipoproteins could also be considered
within the umbrella term of EVs, due to being structurally similar (outer lipid membrane
(monolayer), surface proteins, overlapping diameters) and possibly being mistaken for other EV
types in current isolation and detection methods.

1.1

Discovery of EVs

The discovery of extracellular vesicle has spanned the 20th century. The first of this group to be
discovered were lipoproteins, whose discovery spanned from the early 1920s to 1950. Apoptotic
vesicles, RLVs, and MVs were identified in the 1960s, followed by exosomes in the 1980s, Figure
1.1. The vesicles contributing to this umbrella term are therefore not a recent discovery. The
definitions of each of these different vesicles however remains problematic, due to the
inconsistency in published data regarding the measurable criteria allowing their differentiation.
1.1.1

Lipoproteins

Lipoproteins are phospholipid structures expressing proteins and containing lipids. Lipoproteins
are important in the regulation of metabolism and play a role in the transport of lipids around the
body. There are five main types of lipoproteins: chylomicrons (CMs), very low-density lipoproteins
(VLDLs), intermediate density lipoproteins (IDLs), low density lipoproteins (LDLs) and high density
lipoproteins (HDLs). Although all consist of lipids and proteins, each have different compositions,
diameters, and functions, as shown in Table 1.1.
1.1.2

Apoptotic vesicles

Apoptotic vesicles (AVs) are the result of programmed cell death. The term apoptosis was first
coined in 1972, describing a morphologically distinct form of cell death, though aspects of
apoptosis had been described several years before7. This process involves cell condensation and
fragmentation into vesicles, before phagocytosis of the vesicles. These vesicles range in diameter
from approximately one to three, and above, micrometres and are therefore in the approximate
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diameter range of platelets7-10. These large vesicles contain genetic information and express cell
surface proteins. They are usually differentiated from living cells using the phospholipid
phosphatidylserine (PS), which is externalized upon cell apoptosis, or by staining intracellular
genetic material using a dye, such as propidium iodide, which can only enter through the
permeable lipid bilayer of apoptotic vesicles and not living cells.
1.1.3

Microvesicles

Microvesicle (MV) identification was a result of coagulation research spanning from the 1940s by
Chargaff and West, until the late 1960s when Wolf reported visual evidence of platelet activation,
using electron microscopy11, 12. The activated platelets appeared to be shedding small vesicles (2050nm) directly from the plasma membrane, capable of thrombin generation. These vesicles were
so minute in comparison to platelets that Wolf termed them ’platelet dust’. Wolf noted a linear
correlation between the levels of platelet MVs (PMVs) and the original platelet count. He also
noted that individuals with polycythaemia had a higher concentration of PMVs, with lower
concentrations in individuals with thrombocytopenia.
1.1.4

Exosomes

Exosomes were first identified in 1987 by Johnstone, who was researching the transformation
process of reticulocytes into mature erythrocytes. Using electron microscopy, Johnstone
identified small vesicles (30-100nm) held within the cytoplasm in multivesicular bodies (MVBs).
Transferrin was identified as an abundant protein on MVBs using immunogold labelling, with the
MVBs eventually binding to the plasma membrane, releasing the enclosed exosomes13, 14.
1.1.5

Retrovirus-like vesicles

Retrovirus-like Vesicles (RLVs) are thought to arise from human endogenous retrovirus (HERV)
sequences, which contribute approximately 5-8% of the human genome, and were reported as
early as 196515, 16. RLVs are grouped into families denoted by a suffix letter i.e. HERV-A. HERV-K is
the only one of these families that contains open reading frames for functional retroviral proteins,
gag, env, rec and pol17, 18. Cells experiencing stress, such as radiation, chemical treatment,
cytokine stimulation, hormone stimulation, or oncogenic transformation can cause the usually
repressed expression HERV-K genes to be de-repressed19-26. RLVs bud directly from the plasma
membrane and their mechanism of biogenesis is thought to differ from those of MVs or
exosomes. Their diameter is currently being reported as fairly homogenous at 90-100nm27.
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1.1.6

Summary of EVs

Although each of these EVs differs, there is overlap in density, diameter, composition and
derivation. Further study for more precise definitions and function, as well as development of
better identification machinery and markers is therefore required. The main focus of the
extracellular vesicle field is on the study of microvesicles and exosomes. Whilst lipoproteins, RLVs
and apoptotic vesicles are not being highly studied in the EV field, they must be considered due to
their overlapping properties, and for potentially causing contamination and inadvertent
misinformation in publications to date due to their properties and the detection/isolation
techniques used. From this point, AVs, MVs and exosomes shall be the main focus of this thesis.
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The top of the timeline shows the identification of individual lipoprotein populations (green), retrovirus-like vesicles (yellow), apoptotic vesicles (light
blue), microvesicles (purple), and exosomes (red). The discoveries and development of theories and machinery are shown on the bottom half of the
timeline (dark blue).

Figure 1.1 | EV Discovery and Detection Developments Timeline.
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Table 1.1 | EV Lipidomic Comparisons.
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1.2

Formation of EVs

1.2.1

Eukaryotic Cell Membrane Structure and Regulation

Biological membranes are comprised of lipids and proteins, with carbohydrates linked to some of
these. Membranes tend to have a thickness of 6-10nm, equivalent to two phospholipid
molecules, forming a lipid bilayer. Lipids are structurally diverse, generally hydrophobic, and have
three general functions: to store energy, to act as 1st or 2nd messengers, and to form cellular
membranes from polar lipids28.
Amphipathic lipids form the lipid bilayer, which has an asymmetric distribution of both proteins
and phospholipids. This asymmetric distribution is maintained by multiple factors, including
biophysical properties, retentive mechanisms trapping lipids in a specific leaflet, and transporters
aiding lipid translocation28. Structural integral lipids in eukaryotic cells are glycerophospholipids,
which include phosphatidylcholine (PC), phosphatidylethanolamine (PE), PS, phosphatidylinositol
(PI) and phosphatidic acid (PA)28. The relative quantities of these phospholipids appear to differ
between lipoproteins, cell types, and EVs, Table 1.1. PC however makes up the majority in all cells
and EVs tested. The inclusion of PE within a PC bilayer asserts a curvature stress upon the
membrane due to its shape, which is thought to be utilized in budding, fission and fusion 29.
The cell plasma membrane is enriched with sphingolipids and sterols. Sphingolipids contain a
hydrophobic ceramide backbone, with the predominant mammalian sphingolipids being
sphingomyelin (SM) and glycosphingolipids. Sterols are non-polar lipids, and are predominantly in
the form of cholesterol in mammalian cells28. This high density of sphingolipids and sterols, in
comparison to glycerolipids, makes the cell membrane resistant to curvature stress. The lipidome
of EVs has shown them to be more concentrated in SM than their cells of derivation, Table 1.1,
though lipidome studies in EVs do appear to yield varying results based on their isolation
technique.
The asymmetric distribution of lipids is also a contributor to curvature stress, with PC, SM and
sterols on the outer leaflet, while PS and PE are predominantly on the inner leaflet of inert cells.
This distribution also plays a functional role. When membrane dysregulation occurs, causing a loss
of phospholipid asymmetry and PS externalization, phagocytotic signalling, and a catalyst for
thrombin generation is mediated. Transporters involved in maintaining lipid asymmetry include:
flippases, floppases and scramblases. Flippases are responsible for the ‘flipping’ of PS and PE from
the exterior surface to the interior surface, whilst floppases are responsible for the opposite.
Scramblases are capable of bidirectional transbilayer transport, and can be activated through Ca2+
currents. It is also thought that some scramblases are activated through apoptosis.
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Although steps have been made to elucidate the mechanisms in the biogenesis of EVs, much
remains to be explained. This is predominantly due to detection and isolation methodology
currently requiring development for smaller EVs.
1.2.2

Apoptotic Vesicle Formation

Apoptotic vesicles can be formed via a number of cell death pathways. Cellular death is generally
discussed dichotomously, in terms of apoptosis or necrosis, with apoptosis being an active,
programmed process, whilst necrosis has been presumed as passive, accidental cell death as a
result of environmental factors. Understanding of the process of cell death has become
increasingly complicated however, and is not a dichotomous divide as has been assumed.
Apoptosis is induced by three pathways, the extrinsic, intrinsic, and perforin/granzyme pathway,
Figure 1.2. Each pathway ends in the activation of caspase-3 leading to cytomorphological
changes such as cytoskeletal reorganisation, chromatin and cytoplasmic condensation, nuclear
fragmentation, and more. This then results in the cell blebbing, forming apoptotic vesicles (For
further details on pathway associated proteins see reviews30-33).
Figure 1.2 | Apoptotic Cell Death
Pathways.
Shown are the main pathways that
lead to apoptosis, these include the
extrinsic, intrinsic and
perforin/granzyme pathway. Each
pathway has its own initiator,
caspase-8/9/10, in turn activating
caspase-3 leading to
cytomorphological changes and
apoptotic body formation.

Contrary to the passive, accidental
cell death it was perceived to be, in
recent years necrosis has been shown
to be caused by a number of
regulated pathways, some of which
overlap with apoptosis. Some of these
regulated modes include PARP1
hyperactivation, mitochondrial
complex 1, Cys/Glu antiporter,
necrosome, NADPH oxidases, inflammasome34.
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Other forms of cell death also exist; oncosis is a form of cell death accompanied by cellular and
organelle swelling, along with membrane blebbing and membrane permeability. Along with
oncosis, pyroptosis is another form of cell death that has been characterised, and is induced by
infection32.
The crucial message is that large vesicles, resulting from regulated cell death, are not solely
derived from apoptosis but rather from cell death as a whole. The difference between these
vesicle characteristics is not something that has been investigated, and those vesicles that are in
the circulation are likely to depend upon the circumstance of the individual cells releasing
vesicles. This therefore could be important when characterising these types of vesicles in
translational studies. Here, the different large vesicles resulting from cellular death are
collectively referred to as AVs.
1.2.3

Exosomes Formation

Exosomes are formed within multivesicular bodies (MVBs). MVBs however are prone to fusion
with lysosomes, within the lysosomal pathway, causing degradation of MVBs and their contents,
Figure 1.3. There appears to be biochemical and morphological distinction between MVBs who
will undergo degradation, and those secreted from cells. The composition of exosomes from
studies to date show them to be formed of proteins from endosome, plasma membrane and
cytosolic origin. This suggests that exosomes do not contain just random proteins, but infers that
they represent a specific compartment of the cell10. Databases have since been created to
compile the published data on the exosome proteome from different origins35, 36. Exosome
formation within the MVB has been extensively studied at a molecular level, particularly in
yeast37. The endosomal sorting complex required for transport (ESCRT) machinery is very
important in the formation of exosomes within the MVB. The ESCRT proteins essentially allow
invagination of the membrane in the opposite direction to the cytosol. ESCRT-0 is important for
ubiquitin-dependant cargo clustering, with ESCRT-I (TSG101) and ESCRT-II inducing bud formation,
with vesicle scission being driven by ESCRT-III. Accessory proteins also have roles to play, with
VPS4 ATPase allowing dissociation and recycling of the ESCRT machinery itself. Further details of
the role of each protein’s role within exosome biogenesis can be found in reviews38-41. ESCRT
independent mechanisms of exosome formation have also been proposed. Mammalian cells
depleted of key ESCRT machinery components are still capable of producing MVBs42. These
involve tetraspanins, lipids and heat shock proteins.
Once formed, MVBs fuse with the plasma membrane allowing release of their exosomal contents.
The trafficking and fusion of the MVB with the plasma membrane is regulated by the RAB family
of small GTPases proteins. The RAB family of proteins appear to have major intracellular
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localizations according to their role. The RAB2B protein is localised to the endoplasmic reticulum
and Golgi apparatus, while RAB5A, RAB7, RAB9A, RAB11, RAB27A, RAB27B and RAB35 are
localised to the endosome depending on its stage within the pathway43-47.

Figure 1.3 | Overview of Exosome and Microvesicle Release.
Illustration is depicts the simplified biogenesis of exosomes from endocytosis, to early endosome
formation, multivesicular body formation, to exosome, as well as RLV release, and microvesicle
release through budding directly from the plasma membrane.
1.2.4

Microvesicle Formation

MVs are formed upon cellular activation, death and even at rest, with diameters considered to
vary from 20nm to above 1000nm. The majority of vesicles however are in the bottom half of this
range48. MVs are the result of plasma membrane vesiculation, and were originally identified on
the basis of phosphatidylserine (PS) exposure, due to dysregulation of the plasma membrane. A
wide range of stimuli can induce MV vesiculation.
10
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An initial clue to platelet MV formation came from the rare haemorrhagic disorder, Scott
syndrome49. This syndrome is associated with a genetic mutation in a scramblase, transmembrane
protein 16F (TMEM16F), also known as anoctamin 6. As a result of this mutation, platelets
exposed to Ca2+ ionophore are unable to expose PS to their outer-membrane, and are also
thought not to shed MVs50, 51. The inability to expose PS to outer-membrane is also true of
erythrocytes, T-cells and B-cells derived from individuals with Scott Syndrome. These cells
however all appear to display normal PS exposure and lipid scrambling rates when given an
apoptotic trigger52, 53. It has since been confirmed that TMEM16F can be activated both via Ca2+
currents and apoptotic signals53.
The exact mechanism of MV formation is unknown. The majority of agonists known to result in
MV formation produce a Ca2+ current or flux, with many research groups inducing MV formation
using Ca2+ ionophores such as A23187 or ionomycin54-58. Ca2+ activated K+ channels also aid MV
release, likely providing a decreased cell volume which allows the reduction in surface area
required for MV release; this has previously been observed in apoptotic cells59, 60. Further clues
into MV budding have come from the study of the ESCRT machinery. The ESCRT proteins play an
important role in the shedding of membrane vesicles, as well as the formation of MVBs, in
response to small wounds that stimulate early signalling pathways such as Ca2+ influxes61, 62. MV
morphology and mechanisms leading to budding may however differ between cell types, with
evidence in some models showing budding regulation by ADP-ribosylation factor 6, phospholipase
D and a variety of kinases39.
1.2.5

Summary of EV Formation

In each case of EV formation there appear to be multiple pathways leading to vesiculation, but
the end result of these pathways on the morphological and biochemical characteristics of the
vesicles is ill defined. Making true distinction between subsets of EVs is an area requiring study,
that translational studies may benefit from.
Due to the current limitations in distinction between EV subsets when analysing physiological
fluids, density and diameter appear to be the best option for currently of allowing distinction
between apoptotic vesicles and small vesicles (MVs & exosomes). However, due to some MVs
overlapping in diameter with exosomes, it is debatable how effective density and diameter
differentiation is in this case, and more likely protein markers and relative abundance also need
to be factored in. It is questionable whether it is even possible to differentiate between exosomes
and MVs (once they have been released) within their overlapping diameter ranges, at which both
are at their most abundant.
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1.3
1.3.1

Significance of EVs
Apoptotic Vesicle Significance

Apoptotic vesicles (AVs) tend to be investigated qualitatively using imaging techniques, or
cumulatively using techniques such as ELISA that identify features of apoptosis, such as activated
caspases, cytochrome C, PS exposure, nucleosomal DNA, to name a few63. Many cell studies
include apoptotic assays within their protocols, specifically to gate apoptotic cells out of living cell
analysis.
Studies investigating apoptotic cells and AVs have identified them as potential biomarkers in liver
fibrinogenesis and enhancing endothelial progenitor cells 8, 64. Tracking apoptotic tumour cells is a
particularly targeted area of quantifying apoptotic cell biomarkers, in order to determine the
efficacy of treatments63. Apoptotic neutrophils and T-cells have also been hypothesized to
sequester chemokines, in turn promoting resolution of inflammation65. Having detection and
detailed assays of apoptotic markers in large translational studies could therefore yield promising
avenues for novel diagnostic and prognostic biomarkers.
1.3.2

Microvesicle & Exosome Significance

MVs are becoming of particular interest due to the modulation observed in a variety of diseases,
when compared to healthy individuals. MVs vary between individuals with regard to numbers,
ratios of subsets, phenotypic markers and intracellular cargo. This enables MVs to potentially
have an important functional role in the homeostasis and pathology of individuals. MVs also hold
a great deal of potential as clinical biomarkers due to the large amount of observable variation,
particularly in cases where current definitive diagnostic biomarkers have not yet been identified,
or are inaccessible and/or would require invasive procedures to test due to the diseased area.
The function of MVs are likely to be wide ranging, due to the pleiotropic nature of MV
characteristics. It is thought all human cells can produce MVs, and almost all human media appear
to contain MVs. These include: blood, urine, saliva, cerebrospinal fluid, amniotic fluid, and breast
milk66-70. MV vesiculation is also a phenomenon conserved through three domains of life, Archaea,
Bacteria and Eukarya71-77. It therefore seems likely that these minute vesicles have come to play
important roles within these life forms, some of which we have only just started to understand.
MV modulations are correlated with cancer, autoimmune diseases, haematological disorders,
cardiovascular diseases, infectious diseases, kidney disorders, transplantation, metabolic disease,
neurological disease and more (in depth review78). While this variety in MV subsets is exciting for
the progression of the biomarker field, a number of techniques have been implemented to
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quantify MV modulation in disease without addressing the necessary standardization. Many
studies are therefore not comparable for validation purposes.
Broadly speaking platelet MVs (PMVs) remain one of the most studied MV both in terms of
function and biomarker studies. Platelet MVs have been associated with a number of functions
including coagulation, adhesion, inflammation, angiogenesis, cell proliferation76, 79, 80. Endothelial
MVs (EMVs) are also relatively well studied, with evidence suggesting they can promote antiinflammatory effects and cell survival, counter coagulation processes, or induce endothelial
regeneration as well as having deleterious effects81. Leukocyte MVs (LMVs), are some of the least
studied MVs. Leukocyte MVs have however been suggested to be mediators of the pro-resolution
pathway; being capable of regulating gene expression as well as directly mediating pro-resolution
effects82.
Exosomes are of great interest for potential therapeutic intervention due to their intracellular
genetic content, an example of which is research into using cultured cardiac explant-derived cell
exosomes in myocardial infarction (MI). Research has shown these exosomes are capable of
regenerating dead tissue post-MI by over 10% more than controls83. Other research avenues
using exosomes have developed customisable vesicles in the hope of implementing them in high
specificity therapeutic intervention84.
1.3.3

Summary of EV Significance

EVs have continued to be an area of increasing interest, with the number of publications per year
growing from 328 to 2,030 between 2000 and 2014. (PubMed - searching terms; extracellular
vesicles, exosomes, microvesicles, microparticles, ectosomes). Their role in medicine as
biomarkers and drug delivery vectors, and their roles in pathophysiology are slowly being
identified. Whilst research continues to progress on extracellular vesicles at an increasing rate, it
is limited by standardisation and detection methods.
As interest continues to grow, the International Society of Extracellular Vesicles (ISEV), the
International Society of Thrombosis and Haemostasis (ISTH), and the International Society for
Advancement of Cytometry (ISAC), have formed a partnership to address standardisation in the
field due to the growing issues of reproducibility and reliability of published results. This work
builds upon previous attempts set out by the ISTH to standardise the extracellular vesicle field85,
86

.

Whilst the prospects of EVs are exciting for a number of areas of study, in order for the functional
roles and effects of EVs on the body to be truly elucidated, standardization of detection and
isolation must first be implemented and replicated across studies. For standardization to occur,
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detailed characterization of EVs must be carried out at a basic level utilizing high resolution multiparametric analysis equipment, some of which does not yet exist.
Definitively identifying EVs remains a big challenge due to the relatively loose criteria used to
identify them, and overlapping characteristics, Table 1.1. MVs are generally defined by having a
diameter range of 30-1000nm and PS exposure. These two criteria overlap with other EV particles
as previously stated.

1.4

EV Isolation

Centrifugation, sucrose density gradients, dialysis, filtering, size-exclusion chromatography, and
immune-affinity separation have been used to isolate and concentrate EVs. These can be useful
for improving the ratio of EV events to sample-derived noise, e.g. soluble proteins, for light
scatter techniques such as flow cytometry. Each of these techniques uses different EV
characteristics to increase their relative concentration to potential background contaminants.
Extensive comparisons of EV yields using these techniques are yet to be performed, there are
however limited reviews comparing some details of those tested87-89.
All of these techniques, however, have their individual drawbacks, as well as potentially
introducing inter-sample variation, and are not being likely to give comparative results if used
interchangeably. Whilst differential centrifugation and ultracentrifugation have been popular
methods for isolating MVs, they have an effect on MV concentration depending on speeds and
types of rotors implemented90, 91. Different groups however continue to utilise their own methods
that consist of different relative centrifugal forces lasting for differing periods of time86.
1.4.1
1.4.1.1

EV Labelling
Phosphatidylserine Labelling

Annexin V is a molecule that binds to externalised PS and has been heavily used to enumerate
phosphatidylserine (PS) positive MVs. Annexin V staining has been seen as a gold-standard, likely
due to MV first being identified with flow cytometry using annexin V, along with many of the
subsequent papers92-96.
1.4.1.1.1

Annexin V

Annexin V was first isolated from chondrocytes and identified as a collagen-binding protein,
initially named anchorin CII for its ability to bind to type II collagen. This protein also bound with a
lower affinity to collagens I, IX, XI and V. Anchorin CII later became known as annexin V; it has a
four 4 domain structure with five 𝛼-helices, with a pore in the centre of the molecule serving as a
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Ca2+ channel. Domains I, II and IV each contain Ca2+ binding sites on the convex sides of the
molecule. Annexin V has become a popular marker of PS exposure, and staining dead cells,
apoptotic bodies, and EVs. However, the accuracy of annexin V in this role has been increasingly
scrutinized as more studies have been conducted, as described below, with new markers of PS
exposure subsequently being developed.
Annexin V also binds oxidised phospholipids, sulfatides and even incorporate itself into the
phospholipid bilayer and act as a Ca2+ channel97-99. Annexin V binding is not only dependent on the
amount of PS exposed, but also the amount of phosphatidylethanolamine (PE) exposure. It
requires Ca2+ binding, with the best results at high concentrations, and has a lower affinity for PS
than other markers such as milk fat globulin (MFG)- EGF8100.
Relatively recent studies have shown that the percentage of annexin-V positive PMV events vary
drastically depending on the platelet agonist, and that the majority of unstimulated plasma
membrane-derived EVs are annexin V negative56. It has also been shown that far more ionophore
induced EVs have PS exposure than those created by endogenous agonists, with respect to
annexin V binding56. These findings suggest that previous studies may have overlooked a
proportion, or majority, of EVs in their research. Many previous findings, such as EV half-life used
ionophores to generate EVs, so absolute EV counts defined by annexin V positive events may have
therefore been fundamentally flawed.
Some groups therefore choose to identify EVs by their staining for markers of interest alone. This
however does not allow an accurate absolute count of all EVs, due to background noise,
consisting of protein complexes staining positive for CD markers of interest101. To remove these
protein complexes, Triton X-100 was added and the remaining positive events in the Triton X-100
tube were subtracted from the non-treated control tube for calculation of the final count101, 102.
This is based on the theory that EVs are more susceptible to the detergent than proteins. Further
research is needed to verify these statements, however, as the flow cytometry detection methods
implemented were outdated. In summary, annexin V alternatives may provide more accurate
detection capabilities for EVs.
1.4.1.1.2

Annexin V Alternatives

Alternative markers such as milk fat globulin EFG factor 8 (MFG-E8), also known as lactadherin,
have started being implemented as MV markers103-105. MFG-E8 is an endogenous marker of PS
exposure used by macrophages for phagocytosis of MVs55, 106. MFG-E8 appears to have a higher
affinity for PS binding than annexin V, it does not require Ca2+ for binding, and is not dependent
on the amount of phosphatidylethanolamine (PE) and PS exposure100, 107. Due to its endogenous
function MFG-E8 does however bind to integrins αVβ3 and αVβ5, and therefore is not ideal108.
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Ideally the EV community requires a molecule that has a high sensitivity and specificity for PS that
is independent of Ca2+ and other phospholipid exposure for binding. A potential avenue for this
may be a molecule such as the relatively understudied evectin-2, also know has ‘pleckstrin
homology domain containing, family B, member 2’ (PLEKHB2), which is involved in the trafficking
of PS from the recycling endosome to the trans-Golgi network109-111. Another option is the range
of PSVue dyes which are based on fluorescent Zn2+-dipicolylamine (DPA) coordination complexes,
and have been shown to be highly-selective for PS, without being Ca2+ dependent112. In vitro
studies investigating the total number of MV showing PS exposure with alternative markers to
annexin V are yet to be carried out.
Novel universal EV markers for accurate and dependable identification of EVs from other
biological and non-biological noise, aiding their detection using flow cytometry, may already be
available in different cellular applications and simply need validation using EVs.
1.4.1.2

Phospholipid Bilayer Labelling

The most effective EV staining method to date uses membrane-staining techniques with dyes
such as PKH-67, and setting a threshold on fluorescence113, 114. Generally there is a higher signal to
noise ratio when a fluorescence threshold rather than FSC/SSC thresholds are used, resulting in
more accurate counting at lower diameters115. Results for this technique have been very
promising. The disadvantage of current membrane dyes is that they require a large amount of
preparation time, which for larger studies is not practical. To date therefore generalised MV
labelling has been inefficient, either in efficacy or practicality. Solutions to these problems may be
available by utilising markers used and being developed in the field of membrane phospholipid
scrambling research116.
One particular dye of interest, whose properties were intentionally engineered, is F2N12S, a
violet-ratiometric dye designed to study cell scramblase activity. This dye integrates itself into the
plasma membrane in one of two orientations. These two orientations cause the dye to emit light
at one of two wavebands. Upon phospholipid reorganisation, such as PS exposure, F2N12S reorientates itself, changing its fluorescence emission profile. This allows ratiometric discrimination
of membrane phospholipid exposure using one excitation source, and potentially provides a
particularly powerful tool in EV research, Figure 1.4.
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Figure 1.4 | Fluorescence Spectra of F2N12S in Lipid
Vesicles (a) and in Cells (b).
In (a), lipid vesicles were composed of egg-yolk
phosphatidylcholine (solid), egg-yolk
phosphatidylethanolamine (dot), egg-yolk
phosphatidylglycerol (dash dot), or PS (dash). In (b), the
spectrum of F2N12S was recorded in normal (solid) or
in apoptotic CEM cells either in the absence (dash) or in
the presence of 2mM Ca2+ (dot). The excitation
wavelength used was 400nm. The final probe
concentration was 0.1 µM. Taken from Shynkar et al117.
Utilising this dye could potentially give definitive
answers to whether all EVs are PS positive or whether
it is variable depending upon the protagonist to EV
release, as suggested by work using annexin V. More
importantly, as this dye allows EVs to be labelled, fluorescence thresholds could be utilised
increasing the detection limits without the preparation time limits imposed by membrane stains
such as PKH67. Washing steps can also be avoided, unlike PKH67 staining, as F2N12S has very low
fluorescent properties when suspended in water. If PS exposure is variable with MV release,
F2N12S provides a novel powerful phenotypic analysis tool for MV research, allowing the ratio of
PS positive to negative MVs, along with CD markers of interest to be quantified.
1.4.1.3

Intracellular Labelling

BAPTA-1-AM is a Ca2+ sensitive dye that gains entry to the cell via its acetoxymethyl ester. This is
cleaved upon hydrolysis via intracellular esterases once internalized, which stops the dye leaking
easily from the particle. BAPTA-1AM has a high affinity for Ca2+ with a Kd value of 170nM and an
FCa/FFree of ~14. Due to its Oregon-Green tag, its excitation/emission wavelength of 493/523nm,
closely resembles FITC and allows it to be excited to 93% of maximum excitation at a standard
flow cytometer illuminating wavelength of 488nm. This dye has been previously described in
applications staining ‘microparticles’. These results however require validation, owing to their
outdated analysis techniques118.
1.4.1.4

Immunophenotyping

Immunophenotyping is a method of determining the protein expression of a surface. For analysis
techniques such as flow cytometry immunoglobulins are labelled with fluorophores. These
fluorescent-conjugated antibodies are mixed with cells and passed through a laser. If the
fluorescence is seen to increase on the events that have passed through the laser, it can be
deemed the particle is positive for the protein specific to the antibody used. Limitations arise
from this method in two ways: the antibody specificity, and the fluorescence. While most
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antibodies are screened for specificity to their protein target, non-specific binding can occur
thereby giving false positives. Due to the detection of positive vs. negative particles depending on
a fluorescence increase or decrease, the ability to determine whether a particle is positive or
negative depends on the number of fluorescent molecules a flow cytometer can detect, and not
solely on whether the antibody has bound to the particle or not. Resolution also depends on how
many antibodies in the sample are left unbound, as this can increase background noise and
decrease resolution. This method of investigating particles is versatile and allows mixtures of
antibodies to be used to determine and differentiate the expression of multiple proteins
simultaneously on particles, and has enabled the deduction of cell type. Using flow cytometry this
published limit is the detection of 17 separate proteins, with many factors influencing the
expansion of this number including: technology, fluorophore emission wavelengths, data analysis
techniques119, 120. When applied to EV phenotyping limitations of Immunophenotyping are
extended. Due to the small size range of EVs, the number of proteins expressed on their surface is
far lower than cells, with small EVs expressing only single or tens of proteins with larger EVs
capable of expressing several hundred. This is opposed to cells which express proteins in the tens
to hundreds of thousands. Not only does this require high-sensitivity to the detection of individual
fluorophores but the due to small EVs have a very small surface area steric hindrance is another
likely problem limiting EV phenotyping due to a typical IgG molecule measuring ~15nm121. The
limited surface protein expression of EVs also means determining the cell-type they are derived
from needs to be done with only one or two antibodies. This is problematic due to very few celltypes expressing truly unique proteins. Many areas of EV immunophenotyping therefore require
investigation and development for the progress of the field.
1.4.2

Summary of methods for identifying EVs

Not only are fluorescent differentiation assays required for flow cytometric analysis, but also
improvement of the fluorophore panels themselves. Using very bright fluorophores will allow
detection of phenotypes with few bound markers. Multicolour panels may also be used to
increase the number of markers used in multicolour flow cytometry, with limited compensation.

1.5

Detection of EVs

Detection of EV poses a number of challenges including:
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•

a large diameter range 20-3000nm

•

the majority are very small (<500nm) and not suitable for high throughput equipment

•

limited surface area for traditional phenotyping tools

•

overlapping lipid characteristics
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•

being in the same diameter range as a number of common non-EV structures e.g. immune
complexes and calcium-phosphate micro-precipitates.

For these reasons a wide variety of equipment has been implemented to attempt EV analysis,
with no gold-standard currently existing. An ideal piece of analysis equipment would be capable
of analysing the full range of exosomes, and MVs, from 20-1000nm, as well as that of larger
vesicles, such as those from an apoptotic derivation. The equipment would be able to determine
the concentration of the analysed particles and distinguish between phenotypes of derivation or
function. Currently no machine is capable of doing all three. The current EV detection equipment
reported in the literature includes: electron microscopy (EM), super-resolution microscopy (SRM),
atomic force microscopy (AFM), conventional flow cytometry (cFCM ), nanoparticle tracking
analysis (NTA), dynamic light scatter (DLS), Raman spectroscopy (RS), nuclear magnetic resonance
(NMR), small angle X-ray scattering (SAXS), and resistive pulse sensing (RPS). An overview of when
these different EV analysis techniques came about can be seen in Figure 1.1, with how they
compare to one another in terms of detection characteristics and sample preparation
characteristics in Figure 1.5.
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Figure 1.5 | Current EV Detection Equipment.
The top half of the figures shows a Venn diagram of the desired characteristics of ideal piece EV
analysis equipment (resolution of full EV population, able to determine EV concentration, and able
to analyse phenotypic characteristics). Plotted on the top Venn diagram are the current techniques
available for EV analysis, and how they fit into each of the desired categories. The bottom half of
the figure shows a Venn diagram of the sample characteristic of piece of the EV analysis
equipment mentioned in the top of the figure, these include whether preparation techniques are
destructive, whether multiple phenotypes can be gained simultaneously, and if the technique is
high-throughput. (dFCM – dedicated flow cytometry, cFCM – conventional flow cytometry, EM –
electron microscopy, SRM – super resolution microscopy, RPS – resistive pulse sensing, DLS –
dynamic light scatter, NTA – nanoparticle tracking analysis, µNMR - µ-nuclear magnetic
resonance, SAXS – small-angle x-ray scattering, RS – Raman spectroscopy.)
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1.5.1
1.5.1.1

Current Detection Methods
Super-Resolution Microscopy (SRM)

Optical microscopy has been a cornerstone in the understanding of biology. Its resolution,
however, is limited at the small scale (<200nm) by aberration and diffraction, both of which
contribute towards the blurring of an image, making two adjacent points indistinguishable from
one another. Aberration can be corrected for through expensive optics, however, diffraction is
dependent upon the wavelength of light and the aperture of the objective according to Abbe’s
formula and the Rayleigh criterion. SRM is capable of circumventing these limitations and
therefore increasing the resolution. SRM comes in a variety of forms, working in different ways.
These include: saturated-structured illumination microscopy (SSIM), stimulated emission
depletion (STED) microscopy, reversible saturable optical fluorescence transitions (RESOLFT) and
stochastic optical reconstructive microscopy (STORM). These microscopes are capable of
resolutions down to 10-30nm and capable of utilising 2-3 fluorescent colours for phenotyping.
These microscopes are however expensive, not high throughput, and require relatively long
preparation times for samples. While calculating concentrations is possible, it is slow when
compared to equipment such as RPS, cFCM and NTA, Figure 1.5.
1.5.1.2

Electron Microscopy (EM)

EM allowed for the discovery of apoptotic vesicles, MV, exosomes and RLVs. Despite being
developed in the early 1930s, the developments that have come over the following decades have
ensured that the resolution of EM is a gold standard, currently capable of resolving 50pm122.
Although EM is tough to match in terms of resolution, it does have drawbacks. These include
lengthy sample preparation, lack of multi-parametric phenotyping, and low throughput analysis.
These characteristics make large studies using EM impractical to run, with EV concentrations
being a lengthy process to determine, and phenotypic analysis being very limited, Figure 1.5.
Variations of EM exist such as Cryo-EM which allows the imaging of frozen-hydrated specimens at
low temperatures, and therefore enables samples to retain their native structure without the
need for dyes or fixatives. This high-resolution variation of EM has been useful in showing vesicles
morphology, size, limited phenotyping, and concentration123.
1.5.1.3

Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM)

AFM was invented in 1986, and has an extremely high resolution, at the atomic level124, 125. AFM
works by measuring forces between a sharp probe (<10nm diameter) and the sample surface.
This tip is located on a cantilever, allowing flexibility. AFM is therefore able to provide a threedimensional surface profile, unlike EM, which provides two-dimensional projections. Sample
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preparation for AFM does not require special techniques, unlike EM, therefore avoiding
irreversible change or damage to samples. While the resolution of AFM is an advantage,
disadvantages include slow scanning speeds, limited image diameters, and the images generated
do not represent the true sample topography, but the interaction of the probe with the surface of
the sample, Figure 1.5.
1.5.1.4

Dynamic Light Scatter (DLS)

DLS, also known as photon correlation spectroscopy or quasi-elastic light scattering, was
developed in 1964126. The technique uses the mean diameter, concentration and refractive index
(RI) of vesicles to calculate the differential diameter distribution of particles in the range of 16000nm127. DLS is capable of giving fairly accurate concentrations with a sample of relatively
homogenous particle diameters. It is also a user-friendly technique. DLS however suffers from
drawbacks due to the way it determines diameter and concentration. Brownian motion causes
fluctuations in the scattered light intensity and this is used to determine diameter and
concentration. This measurement is easily skewed by the presence of larger diameter particles in
heterogeneously distributed samples, and does not have multi-parametric phenotyping
capabilities, Figure 1.5.
1.5.1.5

Nanoparticle Tracking Analysis (NTA)

NTA is a light scattering technique also utilising the Brownian motion of individual particles, thus
determining speed in a medium, of known temperature and viscosity, allowing the calculation of
their diameter. NTA is relatively new to the EV detection field, with studies first utilising it from
2011. NTA is now a commonly used technique that is particularly popular in the EV field studying
exosomes. This is because other high-throughput techniques do not have the appropriate
resolution for single particle analysis. Whilst NTA allows relatively high throughput, has good
resolution with small diameters, and can enable one fluorescent colour, its resolution appears to
struggle with polydispersed samples, likely due to Brownian motion being harder to measure in
larger particles. As only one fluorescent colour can be used at any one time, phenotyping is also
limited, Figure 1.5. Future developments of NTA are working towards multiple fluorescent
detection128.
1.5.1.6

Nuclear Magnetic Resonance (NMR)

NMR measures the degree of sample magnetisation when a magnetic field is applied. Biological
samples tend to be negligibly susceptible to magnetisation129. Therefore, using magnetic
nanoparticles conjugated to antibodies, the presence of antigens of interest exposed on the
vesicle can be detected. A form of NMR, known as µNMR is a microfluidic device capable of
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measuring large magnetic contrasts between biological samples and magnetic nanoparticles, with
the device currently having a detection diameter limited to 50-150nm due to the chamber
diameter130. NMR is currently limited to the exosome diameter range, is not capable of
determining concentration, and has a slow thoughput taking ~1hour per sample. It is however
capable of multi-parametric phenotyping using non-destructive sample preparation, Figure 1.5.
Small-Angle X-ray Scattering (SAXS)
SAXS uses elastic scattering (see definitions) of X-ray photons collected at low angles, allowing
deduction of structural information from nanomaterial such as plasma membrane thickness,
within a diameter range of 1-100nm. Diameter determination can be performed, provided the
sample is relatively monodispersed131. SAXS equipment powerful enough to detect biological
material requires very intense monochromatic X-rays, limiting its use to specialised synchrotron
facilities. Multi-parametric phenotyping using SAXS is not possible.
1.5.1.7

Resistive Pulse Sensing (RPS)

RPS utilises the Coulter principle to determine the absolute diameter distribution of particles in
suspension in the range of ~50-10,000nm132-134. RPS utilised in the EV field, is generally carried out
using the qNano (Izon Science Ltd, Christchurch, New Zealand). The qNano consists of two fluid
cells separated by a non-conductive membrane. An electric current is passed through a single
pore in the membrane. As particles pass through this pore, a transient attenuation of signal
occurs that is approximately proportional to the particle volume. This system is calibrated using
beads of a known diameter. Sample volumes in the qNano can be as low as 10µL. By applying
pressure differences between the fluidic cells, pressure-driven flow overcomes the flow produced
by diffusion, electrophoresis and electro-osmosis. The concentration is calculated using beads of a
known concentration135. Disadvantages of this technique are: multiple pore sizes are required to
measure the full EV size range, pores are prone to clogging, little phenotypic information
regarding the EV’s derivation is gained, and identifying EVs from similar sized contaminants is not
possible.
1.5.1.8

Raman Spectroscopy (RS)

RS uses inelastic light scattering (see definitions) properties to study living cell structure and
macromolecule chemical composition136. Samples are illuminated by a monochromatic laser
beam. Energy loss or gains due to particle composition cause light to scatter at varying
wavelengths to the illumination wavelength. This wavelength shift is molecule specific, and
therefore RS allows label-free sample analysis. Raman micro-spectroscopy has a probe volume of
<1µm3 and is therefore suitable for EV analysis, with single vesicle analysis capable of being done
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due to optical trapping. Though RS is capable of providing phenotypic information, it is not a highthroughput technique and does not allow concentration or diameter differentiation. These
disadvantages might be overcome by pairing the technique with a complementary technique,
such as RPS or flow cytometry (referred to as Raman cytometry), and these are currently being
investigated, Figure 1.5128, 137, 138.
1.5.1.9

Conventional Flow Cytometry (cFCM)

cFCM was first developed in the 1930s, and comprises three integral systems: fluidics, optics and
electronics. Particles are suspended in a fluid stream that is passed through a series of laser
beams. Upon illumination, the scattered light from the particles is collected perpendicular to the
incident laser beam, as well as just off-centre to the laser beam incident angle. From here the
light is fed to photon detectors and signals are further interpreted with a series of electronics.
This machinery was, and predominantly still is, designed for cellular analysis (>1µm). FCM is
currently one of the most popular techniques used to study extracellular vesicles, in particular
microvesicles (MVs), Figure 1.5. The majority of flow cytometers used in studies are however
working at their detection limits, as will be covered in depth later in this thesis.
1.5.1.10

Dedicated Flow Cytometry (dFCM)

Currently FCMs that have been developed for dedicated EV analysis, referred to as dedicated FCM
(dFCM), have been shown to be capable of resolving particles consistent with biological vesicles to
<30nm139. dFCM is usually found in the form of cFCMs that have been customised by a laboratory,
with only one company (Apogee) advertising explicitly that they can cater for small particle work,
and showing this in practice140, 141. Fluorescence resolution at the smaller range however remains
somewhat of a hurdle.
1.5.2

Summary of Different Technologies for EV Investigation

Selection of the best detection equipment depends upon the EVs of interest and type of data to
be collected. What is clear however is that all current detection methods require development in
order for the field to develop and contain reliable, reproducible data within and between lab
groups. Currently FCM appears to be at the forefront in terms of versatility regarding sample
preparation and detection of the majority of EVs, with its main drawback being resolution in
terms of sizing and phenotyping down to 20/30nm. Its use currently as a tool for translational EV
studies is relatively unrivalled. For these reasons flow cytometry will be the platform for
development and analysis of EVs studied in this thesis.
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Chapter 2:

Introduction to Flow Cytometry

FCM was first developed in the form of a microspectrophotometer in the 1930s, whilst the
hydrodynamic focussing of cells to the centre of the stream was developed in the later 1940s142,
143

. These machines were built to function as cell counters, and were not yet accurate enough to

differentiate between cell types or make quantitative measurements. By the early 1960s a
haemotology counter integrating fluorescence measurements with light scatter was proposed144,
145

. By the mid-1960s cell sorters had been demonstrated to work. By the late 1960s fluorescence

measurements were introduced into FCMs in order to improve quantitative and qualitative
analysis. Cell-sorters working on selective fluorescent measurements, as they do today, were then
commercialized in 1974 by Becton-Dickinson (BD). By 1979 BD, Coulter and a division of Johnson
& Johnson (Ortho) were producing cFCMs capable of measuring light scatter in the forward and
perpendicular direction to the laser, along with fluorescence of at least two different
wavelengths, with a throughput of 1000s of events per second. High-throughput quantitative
cellular analysis was born. While detection of cells was the main impetus to FCM development,
niches of specialised FCM have developed and benefitted from the advancement in cellular
analysis. One of these niches is small particle (<1µm) analysis, which is particularly applicable to
EV analysis. Despite having been researched in the form of virus detection as early as 1979, it is
only in the last decade the incentive for commercial small particle FCM has become apparent146.
Although many companies are putting resources into developing FCMs for small particle
detection, many instruments are compromised in order maintain their cellular analysis
capabilities e.g. Gallios W2 (Beckman Coulter, High Wycombe, UK). Currently the only product
solely designed for small particle detection is the Apogee series of FCMs. These were first
developed in the 1990s by Bio-Rad, intended as bio-warfare agent detectors for the U.S. Army
(the A20). The commercial version of this machine (the A30) was however made available to the
public. In 2000, Apogee bought Bio-Rad small particle cytometers and has since released the A40
and A50 machines.

2.1

Principles of Conventional Flow Cytometry

Flow cytometry systems are comprised of three integral systems: fluidics, optics and electronics.
Particles are suspended in a hydrodynamically focused fluidstream that is passed through a series
of lasers beams. Upon illumination, the scattered light from the particles is collected
perpendicular to the incident laser beam, as well as just off centre to the laser beam incident
angle. From here the light is fed to photo-detectors and signals are further processed with a series
of electronics. In detail from sample preparation to data being acquired this proceeds as follows.
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Figure 2.1 | Component Overview of Generic Conventional Flow Cytometer.
The top down view (not to scale) of the flow cytometry components depicts the monochromatic
interrogation laser beam traversing through air before reaching the silica cuvette. From the silica
cuvette the laser beam reaches the sheath filled flow cell, where the beam reaches its thinnest
point at the core stream. The illuminated region of the core stream, where particles are passed
through the beam, is known as the interrogation zone. Light scattered from the particles is sent in
all directions. The light scattered perpendicular to the laser beam can be seen travelling through
the silica cuvette before reaching an optically coupled collection lens. The collected light is then
focussed onto a collection aperture, with a fibre optic cable attached. This light is carried to a PMT
bank where it passed through a series of long pass filters, to the appropriate detector, which pass
on the electrical signals to a digital acquisition (DAQ) board for further analysis. The forward
scattered lights is passed through a neutral density filter, before being passed to a focusing lens
where the light is focussed onto a FSC detector, in turn passing the electronic information onto the
DAQ board. An obscuration bar is placed in front of the FSC collection lens in order to stop the
laser beam light saturating the FSC detector, as well as differentiating particle scatter.
•

Upon loading a sample tube into a cytometer, the sample enters the sample injection
tube (SIT), usually being forced by the increased pressure in the FACS tube. In peristaltic
or syringe pump machines, the sample enters the SIT under negative pressure.

•

The sample will then pass into the flow cell. In cell sorters there is usually extended tubing
between these two points.

•

When the sample enters the flow cell, it forms the core stream (Figure 3). The core
stream in the majority of flow cytometers is hydrodynamically focused, meaning the core
stream’s column shape and diameter is a result of its interaction with the high-pressured
sheath fluid surrounding it. The relative pressure of the core stream to the sheath fluid
will determine the diameter of both. In many cell analysers only the core stream pressure
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can be manipulated, typically having pre-sets of low, medium and high, with the sheath
fluid pressure being fixed. By having a low core stream pressure, the sheath is able to
‘push’ against it more, focusing the stream into a thinner column. If the core stream
pressure is higher however, it will be more resistant to the sheath pressure and have a
wider diameter.
•

Upon the sample entering the flow cell, forming the core stream, it passes through a
series of focussed laser beams. Cytometers tend to have elliptically focused Gaussian
laser beam profiles directed onto the flow cell, with the centre aligned to the centre of
the core stream. Gaussian optics are cheaply implemented, when compared to top-hat
laser beam profiles which have a consistent laser beam intensity distribution, rather than
a Gaussian distribution.

•

Detectors are positioned around the flow cell to capture the light scattered from the
particles suspended in the core stream. This light travels from the particle, through the
suspending sheath, through the silica/quartz flow cell, before being focussed by a
collection lens.
o

One of the detectors, located in line with the laser, is called the forward scatter
(FS/FSC/FALS) detector. So as not to saturate the detector with the beam of light
directly from the laser and to differentiate particle-scattered light, a laser
obscuration bar is placed between the flow cell and FSC detector, which the laser
is aligned to. The light scattered by a particle, around the obscuration bar, is
collected by the FSC detector. To further prevent saturation, the scattered light
passes through a neutral density filter (NDF) before hitting the FSC detector. The
NDF is not selective of the wavelength of light, and acts purely to decrease light
intensity.

o

Placed at 90° to the flow cell is the side scatter (SS, SSC, SALS) detector. The FSC
measurement has been related to diameter, whilst the SSC measurement has
been related to the granularity/complexity of the particles being detected. While
this remains the case for large particles, such as cells, this is not the case for submicron particles. In order to observe the evidence for this, modelling must be
done of particles of different diameters and refractive indices, as described in
Chapter 5:.

•

Upon reaching the FSC and SSC detectors, light is carried to a photodiode or
photomultiplier tube (PMT) via fibre optic cables, where light scatter signals are then
converted into electronic signals. After the sample has passed through the focussed laser
beam, the core stream will proceed to the waste tank in a cell analyser, or pushed
through a nozzle for cell sorting in a sorter. A basic overview can be seen in Figure 2.1.
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2.2

Using Conventional Flow Cytometry for EV Analysis

EV concentrations differ by as much as 300,000 fold between healthy and diseased patients147. It
is therefore important when undertaking large patient cohort studies to dilute appropriately, in
order to reduce errors due to a phenomenon known as swarm detection where several particles,
separated in space, are illuminated simultaneously and therefore have their fluorescent
characteristics merged into one data point148. Although nanoparticle tracking analysis and
resistive pulse sensing would seem appropriate methods of determining EV concentration prior to
flow cytometric analysis, these techniques have limitations where polydispersed samples are
concerned, and particularly struggle with large diameter particles. Currently, dedicated flow
cytometry appears to obtain results not too dissimilar from these techniques where
concentration is concerned, as well as offering more power in terms of phenotypic analysis and
not struggling with the polydispersity of samples147.
EV phenotyping is a field of emerging interest. As flow cytometry technology has progressed, so
too has its application, with labs now starting to use multiple markers in order to characterize cell
function. Some labs have been able to characterise 17 fluorescent markers simultaneously119. In
the case of EVs, this could provide an insight into the phenotype of the parent cell at its
generation – acting as a biomarker. Using larger numbers of fluorophores, however, means
introducing more rigorous controls and having accurate compensation. Due to the limited surface
area of EVs, and therefore limited numbers of each membrane protein bound by antibodyfluorophore conjugate, the staining efficiency of multiple fluorophores is debated. This means
that only a portion, if any, of the MV population is detected depending on the FCM used, with
diameter and density discrimination at the smaller diameters being inaccurate or impossible. The
standards of EV detection also appear to differ. While some labs have stringent gating analysis for
multiple events and electronic noise, others have more relaxed protocols and gating. This is
particularly important in the case of detecting doublet EVs that are either separated in space or
have adhered to one another. These differences result in contradictions within the field and
hinder its progress.
MV research tends to utilise flow cytometry, as it is a readily available technique within research
institutions, often provided as communal machines. However, this makes permanent alterations
to machine settings difficult. Flow cytometry is also capable of providing powerful high
throughput, multi-parameter, quantitative analysis, which alternative techniques such as
nanoparticle tracking analysis are not yet capable of. The majority of flow cytometers being used,
however, are optimised for cell detection rather than submicron particle analysis. While this
remains the case, the accuracy of MV analysis using cell-calibrated flow cytometers remains
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questionable. There are, however, a number of steps that can be implemented to further improve
the analysis of EVs using cell-optimised flow cytometers that shall be discussed.

2.3

Flow Cytometer Resolution

The ideal FCM used for detection of EVs will have a high resolution in order to detect these small
particles. Understanding FCM resolution, and making attempts to quantify it, therefore aid in
selecting the best FCM available. FCM measurements are based around the detection of light.
There are two types of light quantified by flow cytometers: scatter, and fluorescence. When
defining the resolution of scatter and fluorescence, scatter can be quantified by determining the
smallest particle size capable of detection using FCM, while fluorescence can be quantified by the
minimum number of fluorophores that are detectable by the FCM, and how well these can be
distinguished from an unstained population.
Methods for quantifying fluorescence resolution, in order to determine the minimum number of
fluorescent molecules detectable by a FCM, and the optimum detector settings, are complex. The
underpinning methodology relies on utilising a measure of detector efficiency (Q) and background
noise (B). This is a large complex topic that will not be reviewed here, but has been described
previously149-155.
Methods for quantifying scatter resolution in absolute terms are not currently available. This is
likely due to size and scatter power not having a completely linear relationship to extrapolate
from, and to the determination of an extrapolation curve requiring collection angles and
geometry to be taken into account. To date, quantifications of the ability of a flow cytometer to
distinguish small particles from one another has predominantly been tested by whether it can, or
cannot, detect polystyrene beads of increasingly smaller size. Determining the separation
between differently sized bead populations has also been used as measure of scatter resolution
between instruments156, 157. Not only is this inaccurate due to the scatter difference of polystyrene
beads compared to biologicals, due to refractive index (RI), but it also does not give any idea of
resolution difference between platforms with differing collection optics which will affect the
difference in separation of particles with different refractive indices due to possessing different
collection geometries 148. The simplest hypothetical method of determining the ability of a flow
cytometer to detect EVs across platforms, is to analyse particles with fixed diameters resembling
EV in RI A stable particle of fixed size with a RI resembling an EV across various size ranges has yet
to be demonstrated. Novel methods must therefore be developed. While this would enable users
to have a yes/no answer as to whether they are able to detect EVs of a specific RI it would not be
possible to compare resolution across different FCMs unless there was a way of integrating the
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collection optics criteria also, as this would affect how one would extrapolate from the detectable
particles to undetectable particles.
A situation where it is appropriate to use polystyrene beads in order to determine and track
changes in resolution, is during optimisation of a single flow cytometer. This is, however,
restricted to cases where modifications do not alter the scatter collection angle e.g. fluidic
optimisation. One would then go about tracking resolution alterations using the separation index
(S.I.), Equation 1.
𝑆. 𝐼. =

𝐵 −𝐴
𝜎- + 𝜎/

Equation 1 |Separation Index Formula.
A and B denote population measurement in arbitrary units of two different diameters, and the
median (𝐴, 𝐵) and standard deviation(𝜎) refer to their recorded arbitrary units on the parameter
of interest. A higher ratio ouput infers a better resolution.

2.4

Flow Cytometer Optimisation

Flow cytometers are complex and expensive pieces of equipment, ranging from ~£50,000£500,000. Commercial flow cytometers give users very limited access to adjusting the machine
parameters, or to technical information, with one being at risk of voiding the warranty if
attempting to alter parameters not intended for user modification. The term ‘optimizing’ from
here on shall refer to increasing the analysis accuracy of flow cytometers for:
•

EV sizing – quantified in scatter,

•

Phenotyping - quantified by fluorescence scatter

•

Absolute counts – quantified by fluidic stability.

2.4.1

Optical Optimization

The optics system is arguably the most important component of the flow cytometer to optimize
as it determines the amount of scatter by the particle as well as the signal to noise ratio of
collected light scatter. The optics system has a large number of components to consider. These
include:
1. Laser power, wavelength, beam geometry
2. Flow cell dimensions
3. Sheath noise
4. Cuvette dimensions, composition (RI)
5. Collection lens numerical aperture and placement
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6. Collection optics apertures
7. Optical density filter presence
8. Obscuration bar dimensions
9. Collection optics composition
10. Optical filter placement (transmission/reflection)
11. Detector type
Altering any of the above should therefore be considered for the optimisation of the optical
system for EV analysis, particularly in terms of resolution. Optimizing these components for EV
detection requires quantifying the resolution with acquired data, discussed in section 2.3, as well
as with theoretical and standardisation data, introduced in section 6.1.1.
Optimisations made for an EV dedicated FCM would ideally have a continuous increase in scatter
power with increases in particle diameter, and no regions of levelling off, or periodic decreases.
This would enable a less ambiguous approximation of diameter between particles of interest
when comparing them to particles with different diameters and refractive indices. This type of
calculation is dependent upon how light is scattered from the particle of interest and how this
scattered light is collected. This is predominantly optimised therefore through the flow cell and
cuvette dimensions, with some emphasis on the collection lens numerical aperture.
The optimum signal to noise ratio is vital in increasing the resolution to its maximum. This can be
done by reducing noise in the system – particularly through filtration of the focussing sheath fluid,
where micro precipitants occur, and implementing this filtering as close to the flow cell as
possible. Removing optical density filters and deciding on the wavelength filter arrangement will
ensure that the maximum number of photons are able to reach the detector. Once the photons
have reached the detector, the selection of detector becomes important, so as to be optimally
sensitive for the particular wavelength of light being measured.
2.4.2

Electronic Optimization

Flow cytometer detectors convert collected photons into electronic signals, which are in turn
converted to digital data. A particle scatters photons when passing through the laser beam. This
scattered light is focused by a lens onto a fibre optic cable. From the fibre optic cable, the light is
separated in wavelength by optical filters, directing wavelengths of choice to different detectors.
Light hitting the detector generating an electronic pulse, undergoes a series of amplifications
before undergoing quantization at the analogue-to-digital (ADC) converter. The ADC resolution in
bits defines the dynamic range of the system. Many current cytometers have a resolution of
18bits, this means the arbitrary scale will contain 218 channels (262,144). The electronic signal
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pulse represents the particle’s scatter, be it fluorescence or not, in the form of a height (H), width
(W) and area (A) parameter. These can be seen in Figure 2.2.

Figure 2.2 | Shows the electronic signal of one event in a flow cytometry system.
Pictured is a pulse from a single sample event, with the overall width representing the time spent
in the laser, and the height being the intensity of light reaching the detector. The green baseline
line represents no events at a set voltage, with the purple line representing the detector having a
voltage of 0V. The red threshold line represents the arbitrary threshold unit setting, with the green
pulse area event above this line being recorded. Events below the red line are not recorded.
The electronic aspect of the flow cytometer is one of the harder areas to adjust on both
conventional and dedicated flow cytometers. Adjustments such as sampling rate and raw event
rate analysis are often tied into complex software that is not easily altered without knock-on
effects. Component aspects that should be considered for electronic optimisation include
detector type and ADC. Software electronic optimisations to consider include window extensions,
laser delays, sampling rates, and gating strategies.
2.4.2.1

Window Extension & Laser Delays

The time interval for which the pulse is above the set system threshold is referred to as the
window gate (WG), Figure 2.3. However, to ensure that the pulse is properly integrated by the
system, a set amount of time can be allocated on either side of the window gate, referred to as
the window extension (WE). The WE is usually in the region of 3-5µs on either side of the window
gate, depending on the core stream velocity, and ensures only single events are detected. When
double peaks are detected in the WE the event will be aborted (not recorded). Having an
inappropriate window extension setting can lead to incorrect data analysis.
Although accurate sample acquisition is a priority, accurate analysis of the results is equally
important. Submicron particle analysis differs to that of conventional flow cytometry analysis in
terms of parameters used for gating and scales used on certain parameters.
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Figure 2.3 | Diagram outlining the laser delays as well as window gate (WG) and window
extension (WE).
The left-hand side of the figure shows a particle travelling through the core stream, with its
trajectory intercepting the lasers shown by the green dashed line.
2.4.2.2

Gating Strategies

Due to the large difference in diameter between the interrogation zone and EVs, multiple events
entering this zone at the same time is to a certain extent unavoidable. However, its incidence can
be significantly reduced through dilution, and by reducing the diameter of the interrogation zone
through smaller laser beam spot diameters and smaller core stream diameters. It is therefore
important that multiple events that do occur are excluded from data analysis. Singlet gates to a
great extent are capable of doing this post analysis. This can be done by gating fluorescent events,
ideally with a universal EV marker, then viewing them in SSC-H vs. SSC-A, Figure 2.4. A singlet gate
that follows the area scaling linearly can then be drawn. This will exclude the doublet/swarm
events, shown with an arrow in Figure 2.4. All subsequent gates would then be a subgates of the
singlet gate.
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Figure 2.4 | Singlet gating using SSC-H to SSC-A plots.
The figure shows non-fluorescent sample of platelet poor plasma, acquired at a low flow rate on a
Fortessa X-20. A singlet gate has been drawn using the SSC-H vs. SSC-A parameters, with a linear
correlation show for events that fit inside the singlet gate. Aggregated, or swarm events appear
outside of this gate, highlighted by blue arrows.
Gating on area takes diameter into account, since larger particles will spend slightly longer in the
interrogation zone, generating a longer width and higher height, therefore biasing diameter,
Figure 2.5. So as not to bias diameter only the height parameter (which is the strongest signal)
should be used to gate scatter for submicron particles, unlike cellular analysis, which uses area.

Figure 2.5 | Diagram outlining the difference between gating on a parameters area rather than
height.
The figures show analysis of a non-fluorescent sample acquired at a low flow rate on a FACSAria.
A) shows gating of non-fluorescent sample on FITC-A at 99.95% of the population. B) shows gating
of non-fluorescent sample on FITC-H at 99.95% of the populations. C) shows a FITC pulse area to
width dot-plot, with dark green events highlighting, 0.05% FITC-A positive events, while light green
events highlight 0.05% FITC-H positive events. The height to area correlation with width is shown
in red. D) shows a FITC pulse height to width dot-plot, with dark green events highlighting, 0.05%
FITC-A positive events, while light green events highlight 0.05% FITC-H positive events.
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2.4.3

Fluidic Optimization

The fluidic system is arguably the simplest system in terms of function. It is required to carry a
sample from a receptacle to the interrogation zone, before being carried to a waste tank or sorted
into another receptacle. An outer sheath fluid under pressure focuses an inner stream (core
stream). This is known as hydrodynamic focussing. The illuminated region of the core stream is
the interrogation zone of the flow cytometer. Its diameter determines how many particles are
capable of fitting in this zone at once. Although reducing the laser beam waist can reduce the
interrogation zone volume, one of the easiest ways is by reducing the core stream diameter.
Despite its relative simplicity, the fluidic component of the flow cytometer is one of the most
difficult to optimise for submicron particles. Its optimisation however, is vital for EV detection and
accurate concentration determination.
2.4.3.1

Enumeration of Core Stream Flow Rate

Due to the role of EVs being poorly understood, translational medicine has focused on quantifying
EVs in terms of counts. A relative count can be determined by recording markers of interest,
providing the ratio of one phenotype to another. However, this does not provide an absolute
count, due to issues such as whether a particular phenotype has increased or decreased relative
to another. An absolute count requires flow rate measurement, which can be used to deduce
sample concentrations.
Some flow cytometers are capable of determining particle concentration due to having syringe or
peristaltic pumps. The accuracy of pumps for quantification is, however, limited by the tolerances
of the components. Prior to pumps being integrated into flow cytometers, many counts were
done using a known concentration of beads. These beads could be mixed with a sample to
determine its concentration. These beads however are generally >4µm, and have a number of
flaws, particularly when enumerating sub-micron particles, such as EVs.
When using a bead based enumeration method, one has to assume that the beads are
homogenously dispersed within the sample, and that none have aggregated. When samples are
run at too high a concentration, swarm detection, and event aborts become more frequent. All
event aborts affect EV quantification; if bead events were electronically aborted, however, the
absolute count is significantly more skewed than if a single sample event were aborted. It is not
however possible to know what event was aborted. Aggregated populations of beads can occur
either due to the beads sticking to one another, or through simultaneous detection of closely
spaced beads. Even a few of these occurring can have large knock-on effects on the absolute
count calculation, which also depends on how a research group chooses to interpret the data.
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Along with their other flaws, calibration beads are also particularly expensive for studies with
large sample numbers. A cheaper alternative is to determine the core stream flow rate at
intervals throughout an experiment and then use an average to calculate the EV concentrations.
This can be done with beads or spectroscopic dyes. When using beads to determine flow rate,
even if beads were perfectly dispersed in the sample and no electronic aborts occurred, it would
still have to be assumed that there were no fluctuations in the flow rate. There will always be
fluctuations in flow rates however, and so the accuracy of this type of calculation will be
dependent upon the tolerances of the flow rate.
The outer sheath and inner core stream should ideally be of matching constituents and RI,
reducing noise and laser beam aberrations. The inner core stream should be kept at a consistent
flow rate, allowing for accurate concentration calculation, with a fairly low velocity so as to
extend particle duration in the interrogation zone, and of small diameter, so as to reduce the
likelihood of multiple particles in the interrogation zone. As the largest EVs of interest (MVs) have
an upper limit of 1000nm the core stream diameter need not be much higher than this, ideally
~1.5µm. The optimum velocity and tolerance of flow rate is something that must be established.
As well as establishing a core stream diameter that is both small and highly stable for
quantification, the fluidics themselves ideally need to have a small surface area between the
sample receptacle and the flow cell, with highly hydrophobic surfaces, so as to avoid sample
particles sticking to the inner tubing, and skewing concentrations as well as contaminating other
sample analysis.
In conclusion, it can be seen that a variety of factors need to be accounted for before attempting
small particle FCM analysis. The detection efficiency of the system can also be improved using a
number of methods.
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Chapter 3:

Thesis Objectives

It can be seen from the previous chapters that current technologies and methodologies cannot
adequately count or phenotype EVs. The following chapters will describe improvements made to
FCM in order to increase detection capabilities and data reliability, before validating and applying
these methods to clinical sample analysis. The specific objectives for each chapter are as follows:
Chapter 4: Quantifying Flow Cytometer Resolution Using Separation Index
•
•

To investigate how separation index varies across FCM platforms
To investigate how separation index can be utilised in order to track resolution increases
from FCM optimisation

Chapter 5: Understanding the Relationship between Small Particle Diameter and the Amplitude of
Collected Light Scatter in Flow Cytometry Systems
•
•

To understand how single EVs of varying size scatter light.
To understand how collection geometry affects the relationship between total collected
scatter amplitude and diameter.

Chapter 6: Implementing Mie Scatter Modelling as a Standardisation Technique for EV Analysis
•
•
•
•

To investigate Mie theory as a standardisation technique for the EV field, with
comparisons to previous standardisation attempts across multiple cFCM platforms.
To develop Mie theory as a standardisation technique that is accessible without the need
for proprietary information, geometric data and component refractive indices.
To compare developed standardisation techniques.
To validate Mie theory as a standardisation technique by using a staining assay that
differentiates between EV subsets.

Chapter 7: Conventional Flow Cytometer Optimisation for EV Analysis
•
•

To optimise optical, fluidic and electronics systems in cFCMs for EV analysis in order to
produce higher optical resolution instruments, with increase counting accuracy.
To develop method of enumerating vesicles using cell sorters, via core stream
quantification

Chapter 8: Effect of Conventional Flow Cytometer Optimisation on Clinical EV Sample Acquisition
•

To compare non-optimised EV analysis protocols, with an optimised protocol in order to
understand the benefits of optimisation on analysis accuracy.

Chapter 9: Clinical EV Sample Analysis: Non-Alcoholic Fatty Liver Disease
•

To investigate the potential of platelet, endothelial and leukocyte EVs as novel
biomarkers in non-alcoholic liver disease, utilising modelling and optimisation steps
developed previously, and a biobank of clinical samples.
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Chapter 4:

Quantifying Flow Cytometer Resolution

Using Separation Index
4.1

Introduction

An ISTH initiative initially aiming to improve standardisation within the EV field resulted in a
particular set of fluorescent polystyrene beads being produced, ‘Megamix’ beads. These beads
have since become a source of contention as accumulating evidence suggests these beads relate
to different biological sized populations on different flow cytometers (FCMs)140, 158, 159.
Megamix beads have been used to determine resolution on flow cytometers using separation
index. A high separation index score infers a better separation between the two different
diameter ranges being compared, whilst a lower score infers worse separation between the two
diameter ranges under comparison. For fluorescently labelled spheres the relationship between
particle diameter and fluorescent intensity, assuming all particles are saturated with fluorophore,
would be linear on a log10 scale as it is showing the relationship between particle surface area
(how many fluorophores can fit on its surface) and diameter. This relationship is consistent across
FCMs, and can therefore be used as a form of quantifying the fluorescent resolution of FCMs. For
separation index to be used as a comparable quantitative method of determining the scatter
signal resolution between FCMs, all particles must either scatter light isotropically, or the
normalisation for FCM collection angle with each particle’s angular scattering distribution must be
taken into account.
Here we investigated how separation index compares across conventional FCM (cFCM) platforms,
and how it can be implemented in a useful manner for EV research. Since normalisation is not
used, and scatter is not isotropic across all diameters, I hypothesize separation index scores to be
inconsistent with the lowest particle detectable.

4.2
4.2.1

Method & Results
Resolution Quantification of cFCMs Using Separation Index

System resolution of sub-micron particles using separation index shall be tested. Flow cytometer
resolution has previously been quantified in terms of its ability to detect and resolve fluorescent
polystyrene beads, and the separation index between these beads. This type of resolution
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quantification was undertaken as a baseline on cytometers before more advanced resolution
modelling was conducted (Chapter 5:Chapter 6:), acting as a comparison.
4.2.1.1

Bead Acquisition and Separation Index Calculation

SSC and FSC separation indices (see Section 2.3 for equation) were calculated in multiple cFCM
systems by analysing fluorescent polystyrene beads of 100, 300, 500, 900nm (Megmix Plus FSC,
Biocytex, France). Separation index was calculated between adjacent bead populations. All beads
were acquired at the system’s lowest attainable flow rate, with 10,000 bead events being
acquired. FCM threshold settings differed between FSC and SSC depending upon the cFCM.
4.2.1.2

Result of Separation Index Calculation Across FCM Platforms

A comparison of obtained SSC separation indices can be seen in Figure 4.1, with a comparison of
FSC separation indices seen in Figure 4.2. The acquisition of the same polystyrene bead
populations in a variety of flow cytometers yielded very different results. Inter-comparisons of
machines shows that having a low separation index with a larger diameter bead population i.e.
500-900nm, compared to another cytometer, does not diminish its ability to detect a smaller
diameter bead populations i.e. 100-300nm, Figure 4.1. In the case of the Attune NxT, it has a
separation index of <5 for the 500-900nm population, whereas the Aria and Gallios W2 have
separation indices of >5 for this population. However, the Attune NxT has a separation index of
8.6 for the 100-300nm population, while Gallios W2 has a separation index of 2, and Aria was
unable to detect the 100nm population at all, Figure 4.1. The separation index alone does not
therefore appear to confer directly to cytometer resolution. It can be seen that generally
cytometers with high separation index units for their SSC resolution, have a low FSC resolution, in
terms of separation index units, and vice versa.
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Figure 4.1 | SSC Resolution Quantification in Various Conventional Flow Cytometers using
Separation Index and Sub-Micron Fluorescent Polystyrene Beads.
Shown are the calculated SSC separation index for Megamix Plus FSC beads acquired on the
Fortessa X-20, Gallios W2, LSR Fortessa, Attune NxT, FACSAria, and Accuri C6.
It can be seen that flow cytometry platforms even with the same optical component geometries
(Fortessa X-20 and LSR Fortessa) show different separation indices. This could be due to a number
of factors including: variation in alignment of lasers and collection apertures, differing illumination
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intensities, quality of photomultiplier tubes, and more.
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Figure 4.2 | FSC Resolution Quantification in Various Conventional Flow Cytometers using
Separation Index and Submicron Fluorescent Beads.
Shown are the calculated SSC separation index for Megamix Plus FSC beads acquired on the
Fortessa X-20, Gallios W2, LSR Fortessa, Attune NxT, FACSAria, and Accuri C6.
In conclusion, while it could be assumed at a glance the LSR Fortessa has the highest SSC
resolution, and the Gallios W2 has the highest FSC, due to each having the highest separation
indices when compared to other FCMs. When looking more closely it can be seen that a high
separation index for one set of bead diameter populations does not confer to increasingly smaller
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bead diameter separation indices. It is therefore reasonable to assume that these beads are not
scattering light isotropically, and the collection angles across machines are not identical.
Therefore, assumptions about comparative resolution cannot be made, a method taking into
account angular scatter distribution for each particle along with the collection angle of each
cytometer must be taken into account in order to have a comparable method of comparing
cytometer resolution.
4.2.2

Tracking FCM Resolution Increases Using Separation Index

Flow cytometer collection fibres have oversized circular collection apertures when compared to
the rectangular focal spot size of the focussed illuminated flow cell. This accounts for the multielement lens correction not being perfect and therefore accommodating a higher average
fluorescence resolution across a large wavelength range i.e. 405-800nm. Here we tested the
effect of slit apertures on SSC (488nm) signal resolution of different sized fluorescent beads.
4.2.2.1

Effect of Optical Density (OD) Filter Removal on SSC Separation Index

Megamix Plus FSC and Megamix Plus SSC Beads were mixed in a 1:1 ratio, and acquired at a low
flow rate on an ‘Attune NxT Custom Modified for Small Particles’. Separation index units were
calculated, and also converted to a percentage change compared to baseline, Figure 4.3. The SSC
OD2 results were used as baseline, due to the filter being a standard setting in the Attune NxT.
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Figure 4.3 | Change in Separation Index Units (Top) and as a Percentage (Bottom) with and
without OD2 SSC Filter.
Shown are the calculated SSC separation index for Megamix Plus FSC beads acquired on the
Attune NxT with a SSC OD0 and SSC OD2 filter.
It can be seen that the removal of the OD2 SSC filter increases resolution for all bead populations,
with the exception of the largest bead population 900-500nm, Figure 4.3. Furthermore, the
separation index as a percentage change from baseline, shows that the smaller the bead
population is, the greater benefit is gained from removing the OD2 filter. Its placement in cFCMs
is due to a number of reasons: limiting saturation of the SSC detection, not requiring high scatter
resolution for cells and therefore providing a higher dynamic range to cell types e.g. platelets,
monocytes, and granulocytes analysis simultaneously.
4.2.2.2

Slit Modification, Bead Acquisition and Separation Index Calculation

FCM systems have oversized collection optical fibres in order to account for the differing focal
points of different wavelengths of light, as well as making alignment easier. These however both
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add noise, due to stray light being collected. This is less of an issue for cellular analysis which have
much higher signals than EVs. We attempted to fine-tune a FCM system by using increasingly
smaller slit apertures to block out background noise, and gain a better signal-to-noise ratio for the
SSC parameter.
The naked optical fibres 950µm diameter along with slit apertures of 450µm and 200µm were
tested on an ‘Attune NxT Custom Modified for Small Particles’. The 200µm aperture was placed
on first. The optimum position was found by running Megamix Plus FSC beads, gated on FSC and
moving the collection optics forwards and backwards until the highest signal was achieved from
the Megamix beads. When this position was found the collection optics were screwed into place.
Megamix data was recorded and the other aperture diameters were then tested. Beads were all
acquired at a low flow rate.
4.2.2.3

Effect of Slit Size on SSC Separation Index

The 450µm and 200µm apertures both result in higher separation indexes than the open 950µm
collection aperture, for all 3 populations of polystyrene beads being compared, Figure 4.4.The
200µm aperture provides the highest separation index for the smallest bead populations (300100nm), while the 450µm aperture provides the highest separation index for the largest of the 3
bead populations (900-500nm), though only by a small margin compared to the 200µm aperture.
The 200µm aperture therefore appears to be optimal for small particle acquisition.
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Figure 4.4 | Slit Aperture Testing of Attune NxT Optics using Separation Index Units (Top) and
Percentage (Bottom) to show Resolution Changes.
Shown are the calculated SSC separation index for Megamix Plus FSC beads acquired on the
Attune NxT with an open aperture (950µm), 450µm and 200µm slit apertures.

4.3

Conclusion

Testing of separation index across cFCM platforms shows that each has very different resolutions
of the bead populations, whether it be FSC or SSC. Knowing how collection amplitude varies for
small particles due to the collection geometry (refer to Chapter 4:) these values cannot be taken
at face value, unless the relationship between diameter and scatter amplitude is taken into
account in each system. This is because the collection geometry creates an intrinsic maximum
separation distance between different sized populations, due to different scatter powers being
collected for each particle depending on the collection angle (investigated in Chapter 5:). This is
unlike fluorescence which has a linear correlation between surface area fluorescence intensity
(assuming saturated) and particle diameter. It can be seen however that separation index can be
a useful tool when collection geometry is fixed and modifications are made, as seen with the OD2
filter removal, and slit aperture placement.
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Separation index calculation and detection of beads across platforms is therefore not a fair test
and development of standardisation tools are required. A method of standardisation accounting
for angular scatter distribution and collection geometry will therefore be investigated next.
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Chapter 5:

Understanding the Relationship between

Small Particle Diameter and the Amplitude of
Collected Light Scatter in Flow Cytometry Systems
5.1

Introduction

FCM systems are based around the detection of a particle’s scattered light. As seen in the
previous Chapter the collection angle and angular scattering distribution of particles must be
taken into account in order to compare FCM scatter resolution.
Therefore, here I start by understanding the angular scattering distribution of particles with
varying size and composition. Once this type of small particle scatter is understood, the collection
of this scatter in a FCM – with particular regard to how the total collected scatter amplitude
changes with size will be investigated. In order to accomplish both of these goals, a model of
particle scatter must be constructed.
5.1.1

Parameters to Model

A model must be built in order to standardisation particle angular scattering distribution and the
FCM scatter collection angle. This model would also enable the calculation of theoretic flow
cytometer optimisations regarding scatter collection angles and therefore component geometries
e.g. flow cells. Inputs and outputs of this model will include:
Inputs:
•

Formation of sphere (coated/homogenous)

•

Diameter of sphere

•

RI of sphere

•

Collection geometry (circular/rectangular)

Outputs
•

Angular scattering distribution in horizontal plane of spheres

•

Collected light scatter from homogenous and coated spheres in three dimensions for
varying collection angles and geometries
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These outputs will serve to allow visualisation of a coated sphere (a sphere with one RI surround
by a layer with a second RI, such as the cytosol, and membrane), and homogenous sphere’s
angular light scatter distribution. This will provide an understanding of how particles in the EV
diameter range which are below, around, and above the illuminating wavelength vary in the way
they scatter light, Figure 5.1. From here, the FCM collection limiting angle based on its component
geometry will be investigated, to see the effect it has on the relationship between diameter. From
here, the basis for testing particles of a known diameter and RI, within a system of known
dimensions can be investigated (see Chapter 6:). This will serve to see how well the theory relates
to the reality, and whether RI can be accounted for within these systems. This in turn should be
able act as a standardisation method for EV analysis, due to EVs having a lower, more complex RI
that changes with size due to being a coated sphere (membrane shell, cytosolic interior)
compared to the homogenous polystyrene and silica particles which to date have been used.

Figure 5.1 | Modelling Objectives.
Particle scatter modelling shows a particle illuminated by a laser beam, scattering light in all
directions. SSC collection limited geometry modelling shows a particle being illuminated in a laser
beam, with the outline of a flow cell, with the SSC collection limited angle highlighted. FSC
collection limited geometry modelling shows a particle again being illuminated in a laser beam,
with the outline of a flow cell, with the FSC collection limited angle highlighted as the angle
between the obscuration bar and flow cell limit. Laser spill-over around the obscuration bar is also
highlighted.
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5.1.2

Selecting a Suitable Model

The model outputs listed in Section 5.1.1, require a model capable of predicting light scatter from
spheres of different refractive indices, with total and limited collection angles, in both a
rectangular and circular fashion.
5.1.2.1

Rayleigh Scatter

Rayleigh scattering theory was developed over a period of decades by Lord Rayleigh in the late
19th Century, and is an approximation of elastic light scatter for very small particles. This theory of
light scatter requires the radius of particle to be significantly smaller than the wavelength. Flow
cytometry uses monochromatic lasers with FSC and SSC generally collected at 488nm. Using a
non-dimensional diameter parameter (𝑥) of one, with a wavelength (𝜆) of 488nm, particles with a
radius (𝑟) of 75nm (𝑥=1), and above, would therefore not be suitable for the total diameter range
of EVs. The non-dimensional diameter parameter can be calculated using the equation:
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. When

considering the microscopic density fluctuations in liquids however Rayleigh scatter is an ideal
choice and could potentially be used to investigate system noise from sheath and combined with
laser beam spill to calculate the ideal obscuration bar size in a particular FCM.
5.1.2.2

Mie Theory

Mie theory was first published in 1908 by Gustav Mie, and is based up on predicting the amount
of light scatter derived from a spherical particle being illuminated160. This theory, based on the
Maxwell equations, was first applied to relating particle diameter using flow cytometry in 2003;
and translated to EV detection in 2012148. Using the Maxwell equations, it is possible to derive the
incident, scatter, and internal fields. Rayleigh scatter as originally formulated applies to small
spherical, non-absorbing particles, whereas Mie theory applies to both absorbing and nonabsorbing particles, and does not have a cap on spherical diameter. This type of modelling is
therefore suited to modelling the full range of EV.
5.1.3

Summary of Scatter Resolution Quantification Investigation

Before a novel modelling technique is approached, the current methodologies of using separation
index will first be implemented to serve as a comparison with models158 . Modelling of particle
light scatter will then be done, giving an insight into how scatter varies with diameter.
Understanding how changing the collection angle and geometry of scattered light will then be
investigated to examine the correlation between diameter and light scatter.
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5.2

Methods & Results

5.2.1

Model Selection Process of System and Small Particle Modelling

A model was built in MATLAB to quantify the collected light from a particle of known size and RI
within a flow cytometry system with a known collection angle and geometry, Figure 5.2. Due to
the extremes of collection being either, a rectangle due to slit apertures and/or component
limitation geometry, or circular due to light being focussed onto a naked optical fibre, two
variations of the same model were built. Scripts were based on those by Matzler161, and further
edited by Dr. Peter Horak to account for circular and rectangular collection geometries, Figure
5.2. Input parameters were modified by J. Welsh to account for the particular system/application
being modelled. Input parameters needing consideration within these models included:
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•

Flow cell geometry & RI

•

Cuvette geometry & RI

•

Collection lens presence, distance, numerical aperture (N.A.)

•

Obscuration bar geometry, distance

•

Collection limiting angle determination

•

Slit aperture presence

•

Homogenous sphere, diameter, RI

•

Coated sphere, diameters, RIs

•

Laser illumination intensity, wavelength, divergence

•

Suspending medium RI
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Figure 5.2 | Overview of Rectangular & Circular Aperture Model Inputs.
Rectangular aperture modelling (left) had 4 parameters. 𝜙8 & 𝜙3 increases/decreases particle
collection angle range around the circumference of illumination input, whilst 𝜃8 & 𝜃3
increases/decreases the collection angle range around the cross-sectional plane of the particle.
Circular aperture modelling (right) had 3 parameters. 𝜙 altered the direction of the collection
geometry in line with the illumination source, whilst 𝜃 altered the collection direction around the
circumference of the illumination source, 𝜀 increased/decreases the collection half-angle range of
the circular aperture collection in the given direction of 𝜃 & 𝜙. Apertures geometry is highlighted
in red.
5.2.2

Mie Theory Modelling of Small Particle Scatter

The optimisation of FCM for small particles, particularly with regard to light scatter collection,
requires an understanding of the relationship between small particles of varying diameters and
refractive indices, and visualising how the light scatter they produce, with regard to relative
amplitude and spatial distribution differs.
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5.2.2.1

Model Design for Small Particle Scattering

Mie scatter was used to predict the light scatter
cross-section, Figure 5.3, for 100, 250, 500, &
1000nm EV diameters, using the input parameters
seen in Table 5.1, which resemble that of a
conventional FCM. This model determined light
Figure 5.3 | Cross-Sectional Plane
Through a Sphere and Top Down View of
Cross-Section (right)

scatter amplitude of each particle in 0.5°
increments from 0° to 180° (0°=incoming laser
direction), and assumed to be illuminated by a laser

wavelength and intensity found within a conventional cytometer, Figure 5.4. This gave a relative
amplitude of light scatter between different diameter particles. The same was repeated, however
the maximum scatter amplitude reached for angles 0-180° was used as a denominator for all
other angles. This normalised particle scatter amplitude irrespective of diameter, so that the
direction of predominant light scatter could be visualised with ease, Figure 5.4.
5.2.2.2

Model Output of Small Particle

Model Input Parameters

Scattering

Water RI

1.337

Cytosolic RI

1.38

Membrane RI

1.48

Vesicle Thickness (nm)

10

Modelling of EV scatter through the crosssectional plane of the particles (Figure 5.4 &
Figure 5.5) gives an insight into the way in which
light scatter varies with diameter variation.
When looking at the log scale of scatter
amplitude and normalised scatter amplitude in
Figure 5.4 and Figure 5.5, respectively, many
peaks and troughs are seen. These are known
as Mie resonances. As the particle becomes

Illumination Wavelength (nm)
-2

Illumination Intensity (Wm )

488
1.09x107

Table 5.1 | 𝜽 Scan Model Input Parameters.
Summaries are the Mie scatter 𝜃scan script
Input parameters for modelling the scatter
cross-section of EVs in a flow cytometry
system. Refer to section 6.1.1 for details on
selected RI values

smaller than the illuminating wavelength the resonances disappear and light scatter becomes
more isotropic. As particles decrease in RI the Mie resonance troughs become deeper with peaks
appearing wider, Figure 5.5.
It can be seen in Figure 5.4 that polystyrene particles scatter more light than those of silica and
EVs, across all angles. Silica particles also scatter more light than EVs over the majority of angles,
though there are small regions where overlap is seen due to Mie resonance e.g. 500nm silica
particles scatter less light than EVs of the same size at angles between 116° and 130°.
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The peak amplitude for all particle sizes, regardless of composition, is at 0°. Interestingly there is
one exception. 250nm EVs scatter the majority of their light at 61.5°. The peak scatter amplitude
of a 1000nm EV compared to a 100nm EV is 1.86x108 times greater, assuming the modelled
refractive indices and illumination wavelength, Figure 5.4.
When considering collection of particle light scatter, detectors would ideally be placed where the
highest quantity of light is being scattered. Looking at the cumulative light scatter across angles
from 0-180° gives insight into the ideal collection range, Figure 5.6. For particles of 1000nm,
regardless of composition, 90% light is scattered in the first 17°. This for 500nm particles however
extends, with 90% of light not being collected until 33° is reached for polystyrene and silica
particles, with EVs being ever further, at 40°. For 250nm particles, this extends further still with
90% of light scattered being collected at angle of 76.5° for polystyrene and silica particles, with
EVs reaching 90% of total light scatter at 145°. At 100nm, the curves appear to be relatively linear
for polystyrene and silica particles, and EVs reaching 90% of total light scattered at a smaller
collection angle (137°) than those of silica and polystyrene (157.5°).
These results show that polystyrene and silica beads are not good representative markers for EV
size based on scatter alone, as each scatters light at differing angles across each size range, when
compared with EVs. Both polystyrene and silica also scatter far more light than EVs. These results
also show that a single optimum collection angle for EVs does not exist, as particles of 1000nm
scatter light very differently from those of 100nm. It is clear that a wide scatter angle for a FSC
detector would be beneficial as all particles across the EV size range 30-99% of their total light
scatter in the first 45°, Figure 5.6.
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Figure 5.4 | Modelled Cross-Sectional Scatter Field Amplitudes of Small Particles.
Small particles of different diameters (1000, 500, 250, 100nm), and compositions (polystyrene – RI
1.59, silica – RI 1.45, EV - cytosolic RI – 1.38 and membrane RI – 1.48, with membrane thickness of
10nm) were modelled. All particles were assumed to be in water (RI – 1.337) and illuminated at
488nm with an illumination intensity of a conventional cytometer (1.09x108 W m-2). Left graphs
show scatter on a linear scale, with right hand graphs showing scatter on a log scale.
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Figure 5.5 | Modelled Cross-Sectional Scatter Field Normalised Amplitudes of Small Particles.
Small particles of different diameters (1000, 500, 250, 100nm), and compositions (polystyrene – RI
1.59, silica – RI 1.45, EV - cytosolic RI – 1.38 and membrane RI – 1.48, with membrane thickness of
10nm) were modelled. All particles were assumed to be in water (RI – 1.337) and illuminated at
488nm with an illumination intensity of a conventional cytometer (1.09x108 W m-2). Scatter
amplitudes were normalised to a percentage, by dividing all angles by the angle with the highest
scatter amplitude for a particular particle.
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Figure 5.6 | Modelled Cross-Sectional Scatter Field Cumulative Amplitudes of Small Particles.
Small particles of different diameters (1000, 500, 250, 100nm), and compositions (polystyrene – RI
1.59, silica – RI 1.45, EV - cytosolic RI – 1.38 and membrane RI – 1.48, with membrane thickness of
10nm) were modelled. All particles were assumed to be in water (RI – 1.337) and illuminated at
488nm with an illumination intensity of a conventional cytometer (1.09x108 W m-2). Scatter
amplitudes were normalised to a percentage of total, by starting from 0° and adding each scatter
amplitude to the previous angle before dividing the sum by the total scatter amplitude for a
particular particle and multiplying by 100.
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Now it is possible to determine the angular scattering distribution of spherical particles of varying
diameter and RI, this can be applied to further building of models to determine the approximate
scatter amplitude difference collected in flow cytometers with different optics. Based on these
results is seems practical within a dedicated EV system to use a large angle collection in order to
increase the number of photons reaching the detector increasing the signal, since EVs <500 are
scattering light relatively isotropically. The relationship between the amplitude of collected light
scatter perpendicularly (SSC) with varying collection angles and particle diameter, within a FCM
system must next be investigated. It can be seen that the maximum SSC collection angle in several
FCM systems, as determined by their flow cell dimensions differs, Figure 5.7. It can be seen that
due to difference in scatter between EVs and polystyrene/silica, and the differing collection angles
of the systems the relationship between particle size and scatter may differ between FCMs. This
difference must therefore be investigated to understand the use of polystyrene/silica beads as
size standards across multiple FCMs.
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Figure 5.7 | Modelled Cross-Sectional Scatter Field Normalised Amplitudes of 100nm Particles
with Flow Cytometer Flow Cell Limiting SSC Collection Angles
Top - Small particles of different diameters (1000, 500, 250, 100nm), and compositions
(polystyrene – RI 1.59, silica – RI 1.45, EV - cytosolic RI – 1.38 and membrane RI – 1.48, with
membrane thickness of 10nm) were modelled. All particles were assumed to be in water (RI –
1.337) and illuminated at 488nm with an illumination intensity of a conventional cytometer
(1.09x108 W m-2). Scatter amplitudes were normalised to a percentage, by dividing all angles by
the angle with the highest scatter amplitude for a particular particle. Bottom - Flow cell limiting
SSC collection angles from a variety of flow cytometers were calculated using the technical
specifications provided by companies.
5.2.3

Effect of Limiting Small Particle Scatter Collection Angle on SSC Amplitude

cFCM systems collect light at varying angles depending upon the system application or
manufacturer, Table 6.1. As seen in the previous results, light scatter amplitudes vary due to size,
and composition, along with showing differing scatter amplitudes at different angles. These
features, combined with differing FCM collection angles and geometries of light collection
(rectangular/circular) likely introduces system differences between the separation of bead size
standard beads. When considering EV analysis, a consistent increase in collected scatter
amplitude with diameter would be ideal for determining the diameter of EVs, and therefore
interpret the type of EV being analysed, and deduce the system limits with ease. Investigating the
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effect of changing the collection geometry and angles is therefore required in order to understand
the trend between collection angles, collection geometries, and particle diameter with the
collected scatter amplitude of particles with different diameters.
5.2.3.1

Model Design Investigating SSC Collection Angle on Collected Amplitude of
Submicron Particles

Models were based on circular and rectangular aperture collection geometries, Figure 5.2, for
coated spheres, representing EVs, and solid spheres. The different geometries were to account
for the two extremes of light collection within cFCMs. These were modelled using the input
parameters in, Figure 5.2. Both geometries calculated the power of collected light scatter from
between a range of 45-135° in 10° increments up to 0°-180° of collection, with 0° representing the
incident illumination angle. Using rectangular modelling this involved 10° increases in 𝜃and 𝜙
ranges, for circular modelling this involved 5° increases in epsilon values. Modelling assumes
cFCM illumination, with a wavelength of 488nm and an intensity of 4x106 Wm-2. Particles were
assumed to be suspended in water (RI 1.337), with particle having refractive indices as highlighted
in Figure 4.1.
The effect of altering the Phi angle alone in the
rectangular aperture collection was done at a fixed 𝜃

Table 5.2 | Input Parameters for
Rectangular and Circular Collection
Apertures.

collection angle range of 45-135°, whilst the 𝜙

Rectangular & Circular Aperture
Modelling Input Parameters

collection angle range increased from 45-135° in 10°

Water RI

1.337

increments up to a 0-180° collection angle range.

Cytosolic RI

1.38

Membrane RI

1.48

Vesicle Thickness (nm)

10

Polystyrene RI

1.605

Silica RI

1.45

Modelling assumes cFCM illumination characteristics
(488nm wavelength and an intensity of 4x106 Wm-2).
Particles were assumed to be suspended in water (RI
1.337), with compositions of polystyrene, silica and
EVs. Refractive indices as highlighted in Table 5.2.
5.2.3.2

Illumination Wavelength (nm)
-2

Illumination Intensity (W m )

488
4x106

Model Output for Small Particle Collection Angle Variation on SSC Amplitude

Here I seek to understand how circular and rectangular collection apertures influence the
relationship between particle diameter and scatter power collected. The scatter amplitude
collected for varying ranges in both rectangular and circular aperture models are shown in Figure
5.8. It can be seen with a low range of 𝜃 collection angles (45-135°) in rectangular aperture
modelling, and a low 𝜀 half-angle in circular aperture modelling, that the trend between diameter
and scatter power begins to plateau more quickly than larger collection ranges (0-180°), Figure
5.8. In the case of all particles tested with rectangular aperture collection at the lowest collection
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angle (45-135°), not only is there tailing off, but also a slight trough between 450 and 500nm,
Figure 5.8. This does not appear to happen for the circular aperture modelling at the lowest
collection angle however.
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Figure 5.8 | SSC Collection Modelling of Polystyrene, Silica, and EV spheres.
Rectangular and circular geometries were modelled from 45-135° in 10° increments up to 0-180°
of collection. Using rectangular modelling this involved 10° increases in 𝜃 and 𝜙 values, for circular
modelling this involved 10° increases in epsilon values. Modelling assumes illumination at a
wavelength of 488nm and an intensity of 4x106 Wm-2, particles being suspended in water (RI
1.337), and small particle having a RI as highlighted below each graph.
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The lowest collection angle showing a clear continuous increase in diameter and scatter power,
using rectangular aperture modelling, from 50-1000nm is between 10-170° and 15-165°, whilst
for the circular aperture modelling it is between 20-160° and 25-155°.
The modelled rectangular aperture collection from particles of different RI look relatively similar
in general trend from 0-180° collection to 45-135° collection, Figure 5.8. The same is true of
circular modelling also. Though the trends are similar, the particles produce less scatter power in
total i.e. a rectangular aperture collection 500nm polystyrene particle, with light being collected
from 45-135°has an amplitude of ~3x10-7 mW, while silica and EVs have an amplitude of ~6x10-8
mW and ~1.5x10-8 mW, respectively. These powers would likely be far lower in a system due to
the transmission efficiency not being 100% through optical components.
When comparing rectangular and circular aperture modelling directly, each of the trends have
subtle differences between corresponding collection angles and refractive indices. Rectangular
aperture modelling however consistently provides higher amplitudes of collected light, due to
collecting a larger relative surface area of scattered light for each set angle. This would therefore
aid detection of smaller particles. Normalising on surface area alone however would not give
equal collection powers due to light not being equally distribution on all axis.
It can be seen from changing the 𝜙 collection angle range in rectangular aperture modelling, that
there is very little change in the correlation between collected light and particle diameter occurs,
Figure 5.9. The features appear as they do for the same collection angle in Figure 5.8, but merely
transpose up in amplitude, when the 𝜙 collection angle range increases, and down in the
amplitude, as the 𝜙 collection angle decreases. Although very small, the difference between the
largest collection and smallest collection angle is bigger at the smallest size, than at the largest
size. The relationship between collected scatter power and diameter, regarding peaks, troughs,
tailing off therefore appears to be predominantly dependent on the 𝜃 collect angle range, when
symmetric collection is concerned. This also accounts for the larger spread of collected light
scatter across the varying circular collection half-angles, when compared to rectangular aperture
collection models.
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Figure 5.9 | Fixed 𝜽, Altering 𝝓 Rectangular SSC Collection Modelling of Polystyrene, Silica, and
EV spheres.
The effect of altering the 𝜙 collection range alone in the rectangular aperture collection was done
at a fixed 𝜃 angle of 45-135°, whilst the 𝜙 collection range increased from 45-135° in 10°
increments up to 0-180° of collection. Modelling assumes illumination at a wavelength of 488nm
and an intensity of 4x106 Wm-2, particles being suspended in water (RI 1.337), and small particle
having a RI as highlighted below each graph.
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In summary, there appear to be trade-offs for circular and rectangular collection aperture
geometries, with circular apertures offering better linearity between size and collected scatter
power at lower angles, while rectangular collection apertures with collection ranges the same as
circular apertures, will consistently provide a higher amplitude of collected scatter. It now needs
to be determined whether acquired data in cFCMs correlates well with the predicted data within
these models.

5.3

Conclusion

EV angular scattering distribution modelling has shown that as particles become smaller than the
wavelength, light is more universally scattered in all directions around the particle, rather than
with the majority in the forward direction, as particles above the illumination wavelength do. For
this reason, SSC will in most cases will likely have a greater resolution than FSC due to the
collection angles inherently being wider, and their signal likely having less noise due to not
requiring blocking of the excitation laser.
Modelling collection of light at different angles has shown that larger angles of collection provide
a more continuously increasing relationship between scatter amplitude and particle diameter,
required for accurate EV sizing. If smaller angles (45-135°) are used, rectangular collection
geometry provides an increased light scatter amplitude when compared to circular collection. At
very small angles, however, circle collection is optimal due to rectangular collection having peaks
and troughs in its diameter to collected scatter power relationship. An ideal system would
therefore have a rectangular collection limiting geometry, but at an angle high enough to produce
a continuously increasing relationship across diameter ranges up to 1000nm, with scatter
amplitude.
Now that small particle scatter of various bead compositions has been investigated, along with
how collection geometry affects the amplitude of collected scatter light from small particles,
resolution and standardisation across flow cytometry platforms, accounting for RI and collection
geometry, must be investigated.
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Chapter 6:

Implementing Mie Scatter Modelling as a

Standardisation Technique for EV Analysis
6.1

Introduction

Standardisation, regardless of field, is required to enable reproducibility between research
techniques, within or between laboratories. The EV field in particular requires a standardisation
technique that allows researchers to know which population of EVs they are measuring, such as
MVs and AVs, or whether they are in fact measuring small cells such as residual platelets. Due to
cytometers having varying fluorescent and scatter resolutions, knowing the upper and lower
diameters of detected EV will also enable reproducibility of experiments between laboratories
using machinery with different collection optics.
Implementation of an easily applied method to allow standardisation between the size of submicron populations being analysed by FCMs with differing collection optics is currently required
within this field. This chapter shall explore implementation of a model as a standardisation
technique between FCMs to account for differences between the RI of EVs and calibration beads,
building upon the concept by Van der Pol et al148. This method of standardisation will then be
taken a step further by account for RI and deduce EV population size without the need for
advanced physics, proprietary or unobtainable FCM information. Modelling as a standardisation
technique shall then be validated using biological vesicles combined with a novel staining assay.
6.1.1

Modelling as a Standardisation Technique

Currently stable liposomes of fixed precise diameter are not commercially available and their
similarity with endogenous biological vesicles has not been validated. The same problem stands
with the development of beads with closer RIs to endogenous biological vesicles. Modelling of
flow cytometers, in order to account for the differing RIs of beads when compared to
measurement of EVs, is currently the most appealing method of producing a standardised
protocol between pieces of equipment. Not only does modelling of a flow cytometer’s light
collection allow for sizing of EV in the current generation of flow cytometers, it can also be utilised
to develop newer generations of flow cytometers, better suited to the detection of EVs.
A method of standardisation between FCMs, accounting for RI, for EV analysis is particularly
required, owing to the complications in defining resolution within a FCM system, discussed in
section 2.3. A method enabling this would allow for different collection geometries and
alignments between FCM equipment. One method showing particular promise is implementation
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of Mie scatter with beads of known diameter and RI, (discussed in Chapter 5:). This method then
can deduce the upper and lower diameter of the analysed population to determine type and
portion of EVs analysed, by using the light collection geometries within a given system. This
method however requires an approximate RI for EVs, which is somewhat unknown, and likely to
vary somewhat depending on composition, which is dependent on its derivation. The predicted RI
of EVs is thought to resemble that of cells/bacteria, intracellularly (RI=~1.38±0.02 at 488nm) and,
at the membrane (RI=~~1.48 at 488nm)162-164. Recently a research group has used nanoparticletracking analysis (NTA) to determine the difference in RIs of EVs, showing them to have a mean RI
between 1.35 and 1.40 at 405nm165, 166. Whilst this research is useful in determining RI for
computer modelling, the mean RI is diameter dependent and in the case of this experiment is
biased to modal particle diameter, in this case ~200nm. NTA biases measurement of smaller EVs
due to being dependant on Brownian motion, which is less effective towards the higher end of
the EV diameter range. Even in the lower diameter range where Brownian motion is effective,
large CVs can be seen in the obtained data147. The Mie scatter method of standardisation shall
therefore be built upon, enabling cross-study and cross-platform standardisation of results.

6.2
6.2.1

Methods & Results
Validating SSC Modelling for EV Resolution Quantification Using FCM System
Component Geometry

It can be seen from modelling different collection geometries and angles (Chapter 5:), that the
amount of collected light over a range of submicron particle diameters and refractive indices
shows considerable variation. How well data from acquired submicron particles of known
diameter and RI fit with the predicted models of collection scatter power of those particles in
different cFCMs is next investigated.
6.2.1.1

Model Design Investigating EV Resolution Quantification Using FCM System
Component Geometry

For this work, geometries were obtained from company flow cytometer technical specifications
and collated, shown in Table 6.1. The illuminating laser beam intensities were calculated for each
cFCM system using the total power specified, and beam geometries. Collection angles of each of
the influencing optical components (flow cell, cuvette, lens N.A.) were normalised to the limiting
angle within the flow cell using Snell’s law. The collection limiting angle for the system was then
determined, and used to model the light scattered by illuminated particles in the flow cell.
Depending on the collection limited angle on the pathway from the illuminated particle to the
fibre optic cable, models would either need to simulate light collected in a circular geometry or a
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rectangular geometry, therefore both scripts were run for all cytometers and compared. Particle
refractive indices implemented for modelling can be found in Table 6.1
Testing of flow cytometer EV resolution involved acquiring NIST beads, shown in Table 6.2, at
each cytometer’s lowest flow rate, with the beads diluted until an acquisition rate of 500
events/sec was reached. The acquired flow cytometry output data in arbitrary units was then
overlaid with the modelled data, based on the cytometer collection limited angle. This was
calculated by dividing the median SSC -H value, for a specific bead population by the predicted
light scatter power value for its diameter value. This was calculated for each population, giving a
‘calibration factor’ for each population. The median calibration factor value was taken for all bead
populations, irrespective of RI. The product of outputted SSC-H median value, with the median
calibration factor was then calculated for every population resulting in normalized data, .

Figure 6.1 | Flow diagram of modelling data normalisation.
The flow diagram shows the normalisation process of acquired arbritrary data from flow
cytometer, with predicted data with absolute units from modelling resulting in normalisation
acquired data. C.F.=Calibration Factor, Norm=Normalised.
The rectangular and circular modelling data each had their gradient and variance between
acquired bead data compared with predicted bead data calculated, and were compared across
each cFCM platform. Plotted results are shown in Figure 6.2-Figure 6.5.
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Table 6.1 | Collated Conventional Flow Cytometer Limiting Angles and Specifications.
FACS
Canto

FACS
Canto II

FACS
Aria

Gallios
W2

LSR Fortessa /
FortessaX-20

Attune
NxT

SSC Lens Numerical Aperture (N.A.)

1.2

1.2

1.2

1.2

1.2

1.2

N.A. Limited Collection SSC Angle (º)

63.8

63.8

63.8

63.8

63.8

63.8

Flow Cell Refractive Index

1.463

1.463

1.463

1.463

1.463

1.463

Refractive Index of Water

1.337

1.337

1.337

1.337

1.337

1.337

Cuvette Height (µm)

6500

6500

P.I.

P.I.

6500

4000

Cuvette Width (µm)

7000

7000

P.I.

P.I.

7000

6000

Cuvette Limited FSC Collection (º)

49.3

49.3

N.C.

N.C.

49.3

36.8

Cuvette Limited SSC Collection (º)

52.1

52.1

N.C.

N.C.

52.1

51.2

Flow Cell Height (µm)

180.0

180.0

160.0

150.0

180.0

200.0

Flow Cell Width (µm)

430.0

430.0

250.0

460.0

430.0

200.0

Flow Cell Limited FSC Collection (º)

22.7

22.7

32.6

18.1

22.7

45.0

Flow Cell Limited SSC Collection (º)

67.3

67.3

57.4

71.9

67.3

45.0

Blue Laser Power (mW)

20.00

20.00

20.00

20.00

50.00

50.00

Beam Width (µm) x axis

65.00

65.00

65.00

84.00

65.00

50.00

Beam Height (µm) y axis

9.00

9.00

9.00

10.00

9.00

10.00

Gaussian

Gaussian

Gaussian

Gaussian

Gaussian

Top Hat

1.09E+07

1.09E+07

1.09E+07

7.58E+06

2.72E+07

1.60E+08

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

Syringe

-

-

+++

-

++

+

Cytometer

Beam Profile
2

Beam Intensity (W/m )
Fluidic Pump Quantification
Overall Adjustability

Collection angles are assumed to have an illumination intensity of 488nm. P.I. – proprietary
information. N.C. – not calculable

Table 6.2 | NIST Bead Technical Specifications

Composition

Polystyrene

Silica
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Refractive
Index
(589nm)
1.59

Certified Mean
Diameter
(nm)
81

Microsphere
Density
(g/mL)
1.05

1.59

100

1.05

1

1.59

203

1.05

1

1.59

400

1.05

1

1.59

707

1.05

1

1.59

1019

1.05

1

1.59

1587

1.05

1

1.45

490

1.83

2

1.45

730

1.98

2

1.40

990

2.01

2

1.46

1570

2.18

2

%
Solids
1
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6.2.1.2

Output of EV Resolution Quantification Using FCM System Component Geometry
Model

cFCMs modelled included the FACSCanto - Figure 6.2, Fortessa X-20 - Figure 6.3, LSR Fortessa Figure 6.4, Attune NxT - Figure 6.5. Collated statistics for all cytometers can be found in Table 6.3.
Figures show predicted scattering powers for a range of bead sizes and RIs, at the collection angle
calculated for that FCM. Normalised to each of these figures is acquired NIST bead data. It can be
seen that the acquired bead data fits well with both square and circular aperture collection
models.
Determining how close the acquired data fitted with the predicted data can be seen in three
ways. Firstly, the normalised acquired data points were divided by their predicted values and
plots against the bead diameter. If a bead were to fit perfectly its normalised data over predicted
data value would equal 1. Secondly, the gradient of a line of best fit on a normalised data vs.
predicted data was obtained (forcing the intercept through 0). Thirdly, the sum of variation over
all beads, where a value of 0 would equal the closest fitting, was calculated for each model. Each
of these three observations is displayed to the right of each cytometers modelled resolution curve
in Figure 6.2-Figure 6.5.
It can be seen in all modelled cFCMs that the 990nm silica bead population appears to be in the
region of 1.45/1.46, rather than 1.40 (approximately equivalent to EV high RI) specified, Table 6.2.
Despite being excluded from the calibration step, the 990nm population was assumed to have a
RI of 1.46 so as to be include in the predicted vs. normalised results. The 990nm silica beads were
therefore omitted from any further calibration factor normalisation, gradient, and variance
calculations due to its RI appearing to diverge strongly from the RI supplied by the company. This
was consistent across flow cytometers with varying collection angles as seen.
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Figure 6.2 | Modelling of FACS Canto SSC Collection Optics (52.1° Collection Half-Angle)
Rectangular collection aperture modelling (bottom) was compared to that of circular collection
aperture modelling (top). Graphs on the left show modelled predicted data (solid lines) for
polystyrene, silica, and EV particles. Acquired data (points) is shown for polystyrene and silica bead
populations. The goodness of fit is compared with graphs on the right, with solid line representing
a perfect fit and points on top representing the acquired data for a given population.
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Figure 6.3 | Modelling of Fortessa X-20 SSC Collection Optics (52.1° Collection Half-Angle)
Rectangular collection aperture modelling (bottom) was compared to that of circular collection
aperture modelling (top). Graphs on the left show modelled predicted data (solid lines) for
polystyrene, silica, and EV particles. Acquired data (points) is shown for polystyrene and silica
bead populations. The goodness of fit is compared with graphs on the right, with solid line
representing a perfect fit and points on top representing the acquired data for a given
population.
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Figure 6.4 | Modelling of LSR Fortessa SSC Collection Optics (52.1° Collection Half-Angle)
Rectangular collection aperture modelling (bottom) was compared to that of circular
collection aperture modelling (top). Graphs on the left show modelled predicted data (solid
lines) for polystyrene, silica, and EV particles. Acquired data (points) is shown for polystyrene
and silica bead populations. The goodness of fit is compared with graphs on the right, with
solid line representing a perfect fit and points on top representing the acquired data for a
given population.
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Figure 6.5 | Modelling of Attune NxT SSC Collection Optics (45° Collection Half-Angle)
Rectangular collection aperture modelling (bottom) was compared to that of circular collection
aperture modelling (top). Graphs on the left show modelled predicted data (solid lines) for
polystyrene, silica, and EV particles. Acquired data (points) is shown for polystyrene and silica bead
populations. The goodness of fit is compared with graphs on the right, with solid line representing
a perfect fit and points on top representing the acquired data for a given population.
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Table 6.3 | Summary of Gradient and Variance of Acquired Bead Data for Geometric Models of
Each Cytometer.

Fortessa X-20
LSR Fortessa
Canto
Attune NxT

Gradient
Circular
Rectangular
1.1178
1.0408
1.0121
1.0204
1.0019
0.9177
1.0593
1.0512

Variance
Circular
Rectangular
0.7576
0.8417
0.6313
1.2251
0.8960
0.5734
0.8572
0.8133

Red text indicates gradient closest to y=1x+0, and lowest variance for each collection geometry.
The circular collection aperture appears to show the best fit for FACSCanto, Fortessa X-20, Figure
6.2, Figure 6.3. This indicates that the collection lens, or most likely collection fibre alignment
affected the rectangular geometry of the cuvette limiting angle, or that pinhole apertures were
the limiting angle. It can be seen that despite having the same flow cell and cuvette dimensions,
the Fortessa X-20 fits the rectangular model more closely, and the circular model less closely than
the FACSCanto, further suggesting that the models deviate due to aperture alignment.
It can be seen that gradient and variance fit the same geometry closest for half of the cytometers,
Table 6.3. The discrepancy between these results is unclear. Deciding on the closest fitting model
however is likely best done by assuming the gradient closest to y=1x+0 (predicted equals
acquired) is best used as a predictive measure of fit. All gradients are however very close to
y=1x+0, indicating the component geometries are a good measure of determining the SSC
collection angle within the system.
Furthermore, Figure 6.6 shows how the collection half-angle from two of these cytometers can
affect the relationship between the bead and biological data e.g. The Fortessa X-20, with a
collection angle of 52.1°. shows 203nm polystyrene beads have approximately the same collected
scatter as 490 silica beads. However, the Attune NxT, with a collection angle of 45°, shows the
203nm polystyrene beads to have a collected scatter over 10-fold higher than 490nm silica beads.
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Figure 6.6 | Comparison of Scatter-Cross Sections from Cytometers with Different Collection
Angles.
Shown are the circular aperture scatter-cross sections models of the Fortessa X-20 (half-angle =
52.1°) and Attune NxT (half-angle = 45°) to show the effect that collection half-angle can have on
the relationship between bead and biological data.
This method clearly shows that it is possible to predict the relationship between size and collected
scatter amplitude in a system with known component geometry, thereby being able to account
for RI differences to determine the resolution of a system for particles of known RI. This type of
modelling however relies on information that is viewed as proprietary to FCM manufacturers. The
calculations involved are also not accessible to all biologists as it requires understanding of many
principles that are common to physicists and engineers. A method of determining the collection
angle, and geometry, without needing to determine collection angles using proprietary
information, assumed component RI and optics principles is therefore desirable to make the
implementation of this technique more accessible.
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6.2.2

Validation of Mie Theory as a Standardisation Technique using Residual Platelet,
Apoptotic Vesicle, and Microvesicle Differentiation Assay

So far in this chapter, modelling as a standardisation technique has been based on the acquisition
of beads with a known size and refractive index and normalising their acquired arbitrary output
unit data to predicted scatter power using modelling. This data has shown that modelled
predicted data and acquired bead data show fit very well. Whilst this data suggests modelling
angles of the machine are accurate, the predicted EV data must next be compared with acquired
EV data in order to validate that modelled can be used for biological standardisation. In order to
test this standardisation technique on biological samples a fluorescent assay was developed to
differentiate between EV subsets with distinct size ranges e.g. apoptotic vesicles >1µm,
platelets >1µm, MVs <1µm.
6.2.2.1

Sample Preparation & Acquisition

6mL of blood was drawn from 3 healthy individuals into citrated tubes. Tubes were centrifuged
twice at 2000g for 10 minutes. Plasma was drawn off and stored at -80oC. Supernatants were
thawed at 37°C for 10 minutes. 50µL of plasma was added to 50µL 0.1µm double-filtered HEPES
Buffered Saline (HBS). 2µL of Cell Light Mitochondria-GFP (3 hours), 2µL of 500µM BAPTA-1 (30
mins) or 1µL of 2mM CellEvent Caspase 3/7 (30 mins) and incubated at 37°C before pelleting at
18,000g for 30 mins. Supernatants were discarded and 50µL 0.1µm double-filtered HBS was used
to resuspend the MV pellet. 20µL of 25µg/mL CD41a PerCP-Cy5.5 was added and incubated on ice
for 15 mins. 1µL of 200µM VRD was added and incubated for 5 min before analysis. Unstained
samples and single stained samples were run as controls. Multi-stained samples consisted of VRD,
CD41a, with either CellEvent Caspase 3/7, Cell Light Mitochondrial-GFP, or BAPTA-1-AM. A
Fortessa X-20 was used for analysis, with Megamix Plus FSC (Biocytex, France), polystyrene NIST
and silica NIST beads (Thermofisher, UK) for calibration and Mie scatter modelling. Samples were
diluted until an acquisition rate in the region 500 events per second was reached. Data analysis
was carried out on imported FCS 3.0 files using FlowJo v10.0.8 (FlowJo LLC, Ashland, USA).
Compensation matrices were first set, using CompBead data and single stained controls.
Automated compensation matrix set up in FlowJo was first carried out, before being adjusted
manually.
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6.2.2.2

Results

Figure 6.7 | Mie scatter Circular Aperture SSC modelling of Fortessa X-20 to demonstrate that
modelling of sizes correlated well to actual bead sizes.
Solid coloured lines represent predicted data using modelling, points represent normalised
acquired data. Black dashed lines show the intersection points of 100nm Megamix Bead, 203nm
Polystyrene NIST beads, and 730nm silica beads with the predicted high-to-average, and averageto-low EV refractive index data (membrane RI 1.38±0.02 at 488nm). The light and dark blue
shaded area represents the expected EV size range corresponding to the 100nm Megamix bead.
This represents the minimum EV size detectable. The light and dark orange shaded area represents
the size range of EVs corresponding to the 203nm polystyrene beads. The light and dark yellow
shaded area represents the size range of EVs corresponding to the 730nm silica beads.

It can be seen that calibration with relatively high index beads would lead to a significant
underestimation of the diameter of particles with lower refractive index, such as EVs, which are
represented by three green curves in Figure 6.7 corresponding to their predicted scattered power
with a membrane refractive index of 1.38±0.02. For example, 203nm polystyrene NIST beads
equate to modelled EVs with an upper RI range being 820±100nm in diameter, or 1150±220nm
with a lower RI range.
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Identification of particle derivation was done using an assay that utilized: a membrane stain
(VRD), a platelet marker (anti-CD41a), a calcium sensitive probe (BAPTA-1-AM), an apoptosis
marker (Caspase 3/7), and a mitochondrial stain. Figure 6.8 shows flow cytometry data from nine
phenotypes using multi-stained sample histogram overlays of SSC-H vs. Count. The description for
each of these phenotypes, with their expected derivation using modelling are summarized in
Table 6.4. Assays performed show a 203nm polystyrene NIST bead is shown on each graph for
diameter reference, along with a 730nm silica NIST bead, which equates to modelled EVs with an
upper RI range being 1375±200nm in diameter, or 1800±225nm with a lower RI range, Figure
6.8. Therefore, this modelling technique was then used to determine whether predicted
diameters of EVs based on 203nm polystyrene, and 730nm silica beads correlate with acquired
biological vesicle data.
VRD+, BAPTA-1-AM+, CD41a+ | Events have a membranous structure, platelet markers present,
contain intracellular esterases, have a physiological [Ca2+]i. Most likely platelets and large PMVs. It
can be seen in Figure 6.8, that there are 2 peaks for the phenotype; one at 200nm, and one above
700nm. These results would correlate well with large platelet MVs and platelets, respectively.
VRD+, BAPTA-1-AM+, CD41a- | Events have a membranous structure, non-platelet origin, contain
intracellular esterases, have a physiological [Ca2+]i. Most likely apoptotic vesicles and large MVs. It
can be seen in Figure 6.8, that there is one broad peak for this phenotype spreading over the
200nm and 700nm peaks. One sample appears to have a second peak well above 300nm also.
These would correlate with apoptotic vesicles.
VRD+, BAPTA-1-AM-, CD41a+ | Events have a membranous structure, platelet origin, does not
contain intracellular esterases or does not have a physiological [Ca2+]i. Most likely platelet MVs. It
can be seen in Figure 6.8, that there is 1 peak for the phenotype, <200nm. This would be strongly
indicative of platelet MVs.
VRD+, Caspase 3/7+, CD41a+ | Events have a membranous structure, platelet markers present,
apoptotic markers present. Most likely apoptotic platelets. It can be seen in Figure 6.8, that there
is 1 peak for the phenotype >300nm, with some sample events broadening out to low event
counts below 200nm. These would correlate with platelets and large platelet MV.
VRD+, Caspase 3/7+, CD41a- | Events have a membranous structure, non-platelet origin,
apoptotic markers present. Most likely apoptotic vesicles. It can be seen in Figure 6.8, that there
is 1 peak for the phenotype at 700nm, with a some sample events broadening out to <200nm
and >700nm. These would correlate with a discrete population of apoptotic vesicles.
VRD+, Caspase 3/7-, CD41a+ | Events have a membranous structure, platelet markers present, no
apoptotic markers present. Most likely non-apoptotic platelets and platelet MVs. It can be seen in
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Figure 6.8, that there are 2 peaks for the phenotype; one at 200nm, and one above 700nm. These
results would correlate well with large platelet MVs and platelets, respectively.
VRD+, CellEvent Mito+, CD41a+ | Events have a membranous structure, platelet markers present,
mitochondrial markers present. Most likely platelets, and possibly very large MVs. It can be seen
in Figure 6.8, that there is 1 peak for the phenotype >700nm, with some sample events
broadening out to low event counts below 200nm. These would correlate with platelets and large
platelet MV.
VRD+, CellEvent Mito+, CD41a- | Events have a membranous structure, non-platelet origin,
mitochondrial markers present. Most likely apoptotic bodies, and very large MVs, possibly large
single mitochondrion. It can be seen in Figure 6.8, that there is 1 peak for the phenotype at
700nm, with a some sample events broadening out to <200nm and >700nm. These would
correlate with a discrete population of apoptotic vesicles.
VRD+, CellEvent Mito-, CD41a+ | Events have a membranous structure, platelet markers present,
mitochondrial markers not present. Most likely platelet MVs. It can be seen in Figure 6.8, that
there are 2 peaks for the phenotype; one at 200nm, and one above 700nm. These results would
correlate well with large platelet MVs and platelets, respectively. Due to this population still
showing platelets, it is indicative of the sensitivity of the mitochondrial staining not being high
enough, or the assay not staining all mitochondria.
Platelets can therefore be identified by being positive for the membrane stained (VRD+),
mitochondrial stain (CellEvent Mito+), Caspase 3/7 positive, and CD41 positive. These phenotypes
can be seen in Figure 6.8D & G. The majority of these particles are above the 730nm silica bead
SSC power and are therefore at least above 1200nm if the highest predicted EV refractive index is
assumed. This platelet population overlaps with one of the two populations in Figure 6.8F & I.
There is a trough between the platelet population above the 730nm bead mark and the second
population which is just below 730nm silica bead mark, Figure 6.8F & I. This second population
which is therefore a platelet MV population. MVs have been defined as having an upper limit of
1000nm. If it is assumed that the trough at the upper end of the PMV population and lower end
of the platelet population is equivalent to ~1000nm vesicle, Figure 6.8. The predicted 1000nm SSC
power for EVs fits well with the acquired data and shows the biological vesicles fit closely with the
higher EV predicted refractive index data for EVs.
Apoptotic vesicles in this assay will have the same features as platelets, however they will be
negative for the CD41a platelet marker. These phenotypes can be seen in Figure 6.8E & H.
Apoptotic vesicles are reported to be 1-5µm in diameter. The majority of positively stained
apoptotic bodies sit on the 730nm silica bead mark. This indicates their size is a minimum of
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1200nm, if a high refractive index is assumed. This again is in keeping with previously reported
sizes for apoptotic vesicles.

Table 6.4 | Summary of Results from Multi-Stained Samples, Relating Fluorophore to
Phenotype.

Phenotype
(Fig 6.8A)
VRD+
BAPTA-1-AM+
CD41a+
(Fig 6.8B)
VRD+
BAPTA-1-AM+
CD41a
(Fig 6.8C)
VRD+
BAPTA-1-AMCD41a+
(Fig 6.8D)
VRD+
Caspase 3/7+
CD41a+
(Fig 6.8E)
VRD+
Caspase 3/7+
CD41a(Fig 6.8F)
VRD+
Caspase 3/7CD41a+
(Fig 6.8G)
VRD+
CellEvent Mito+
CD41a+
(Fig 6.8H)
VRD+
CellEvent Mito+
CD41a(Fig 6.8I)
VRD+
CellEvent MitoCD41a+
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Figure 6.8 | Multi-Stained Plasma Assay for Mie Theory Standardisation Technique Validation.
Figure shows multi-stained plasma samples (n=3) overlaid with one another, in combinations of
positive or negative for BAPTA-1-AM, Caspase 3/7, Mitochondrial Stain, and CD41a, with all plots
being positive for VRD. 203nm polystyrene NIST beads, 730nm silica NIST beads, AND 500nm
fluorescent Megamix beads are indicated in each graph.
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In summary, modelling in this particular machine has ~1000nm vesicle cut-off represented by
200nm polystyrene beads, assuming the predicted RI. The phenotypes above describing platelets,
platelet MVs, and apoptotic bodies correlate well with these theoretical cut-offs, and therefore
validate modelling as a standardisation procedure. This staining assay shows that it is likely that
the RI of biological vesicles appears to be slightly higher than the predicted, or that vesicles have a
higher size cut off. In either case 700nm silica NIST beads on this cFCM platform appears to be an
ideal cut-off to separate residual platelets and apoptotic bodies from MVs.
6.2.3

Determining cFCM SSC Collection Angle using Bead Acquisition

As seen in this Chapter, modelling of a cFCM based on its component geometry to account for
refractive index differences between particles of the same size correlates well with acquired
biological data. This technique’s use as a standardisation technique is therefore very promising.
Many of the variables that played into creating this model however was either proprietary
(cuvette geometries, component refractive indices) or unknown (aperture geometry) and
therefore obtained through contacts, or deduced. Using this method of standardisation is
therefore not easily implementable for many in the EV field of research. A method of deducing a
cFCM SSC collection angle for standardisation purposes is therefore required, this shall be
investigated here.
cFCMs contain a number of components in the optical path following particle scatter, before
reaching the SSC photodetector, Figure 6.9A. Understanding which range of angles is being
collected is pivotal in implementing modelling as a standardisation technique. Companies
manufacturing FCM equipment generally share their flow cell dimensions; they do not however
share their cuvette dimensions, which in many cases are the limiting SSC collection angle
(FACSCanto I, FACSCanto II, LSR Fortessa, Fortessa X-20, Gallios W2 etc). Determining the
resolution of FCMs may therefore not be possible with the flow cell dimensions alone.
However, even knowing the component dimensions may not be enough, since an exact RIs need
to be known in order to determine the exact collection angle. Fused silica (SiO2) and quartz is
advertised by different manufacturers to have varying RIs ranging from 1.46 to 1.54 (at 589nm).
Changing the cuvette RI by this range can change the collection angle significantly. It is likely flow
cells differ slightly in RI across machines as the FCMs tested here span several decades in their
production, and components have likely changed in the way they have been manufactured, with
materials differing slightly to offer better transmission efficiency, particularly at lower
wavelengths.
Another area where predicting the collection geometry will be useful is for differing alignments
between machines of the same type. The component most concerned in this case is the alignment
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of the fibre optic cable carrying photons to the detectors, Figure 6.9B. When light is focussed from
the cuvette onto the flow cell, chromatic aberration occurs, separating different wavelengths of
light in space. When FCMs are aligned the fibre, optic cable is moved forwards or backwards until
an optimal position for the users work is reached, Figure 6.9A. In changing this alignment, it is
possible to cut a rectangular collection geometry into a circular collection geometry entirely, or
somewhere in between.
A method to determine the machine resolution without knowing the dimensions of the
components, or RI differences between mediums and alignment would therefore be beneficial to
those using flow cytometers without known component measurements by simply acquiring
beads, and shall be attempted here.
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Figure 6.9 | Overview of Rectangular and Circular Light Collection with FCM System.
A) shows the top-down cross-section schematic of a flow cytometry interrogation zone with an
illuminated particles light path on the way to FSC and SSC detectors. B) shows the optical fibre
acting as the SSC collection aperture, with its movement forwards and backwards showing how
square and circular collection geometries can be changed due to focal point of the SSC collection
lens light (blue). C) shows two cuvettes with the same flow cell dimensions, with a cuvette of
different dimensions. The light path of the flow cell on the left is not impeded by the cuvette
having a flow cell limited collection angle, however the flow cell on the right has its light path from
the flow cell impeded and therefore, has a cuvette limited collection angle.
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6.2.3.1

Experiment & Model Design to Predict FCM SSC Collection Angle

NIST beads, Table 6.2, were acquired one size population at a time on each flow cytometer at
their lowest flow rate, with an event rate of ~500E/sec, until a minimum of 5000 events were
acquired. 990nm silica beads were omitted due to their disagreement with manufacturers details
described in the previous section. The analysed bead population then had their SSC-H median
value recorded. A database of each given NIST bead diameter and RI was computed with
collection half-angles of 0° to 90° in increments of 0.1°, alongside the data acquired on the FCM.
The database was computed for rectangular and circular SSC collection angles.
The obtained SSC-H median value for each bead was then divided by the predicted scatter for
angles 0.1° to 90° sequentially. This data shows the calibration factor required for the obtained
data to overlap with the modelled data across all of these angles. The coefficient of variation
(standard deviation divided by the mean) was then calculated across all bead calibration factors
for each particular angle. The angle at which the coefficient of variation was lowest, including
both rectangular and circular collection apertures, was deduced to be the collection angle of the
flow cytometer. A visual overview of this method can also be seen in Figure 6.11. These scripts
were collated into an independent piece of software, with the graphical user interface shown in
Figure 6.10.

Figure 6.10 | SSC Collection Angle Determination Software Graphical User Interface.
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Figure 6.11 | Overview of cFCM Collection Angle Determination Method.
Top – shows model overviews previously used in Chapter 5 to determine total particle scatter, and
then used to determine collected particle scatter when limited by a flow cell/cuvette geometry.
Middle – shows that the collected particle scatter determined by the its geometry will influence
the collected scatter power or a bead of known size and RI, and therefore the geometry can be
deduced by matching it to a database of all possible collection angles and extremes of collection
geometry (rectangular/circular). Bottom – shows that if the middle two steps are compared, the
collection angle and geometry can be deduced by finding the angle and geometry with the lowest
coefficient of variation between the collected and predicted data.
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6.2.3.2

Output of FCM SSC Collection Angle Model

Acquired NIST bead data was then inputted into the model to deduce the collection limited angle
of the Attune NxT(1) - Figure 6.12, Canto I - Figure 6.13, Fortessa X-20 - Figure 6.14, LSR Fortessa
- Figure 6.15. The closest fitting angles (the angle with a coefficient of variation closest to 0%) are
summarised in Table 6.5.
Figure 6.12 | Determined SSC Collection Angle and Geometry Curves for Attune NxT(1), and
Acquired vs. Modelled Data for the Determined Collection Angle.
Top - Coefficient of Variation
(%) represents the deviation
from how well acquired NIST
bead data fits with different
collection half-angles for
rectangular and circular
model from 0-90°, in 0.05°
increments. A coefficient of
variation value closer to 0
represents less variation
between the acquired and
predicted data for that angle,
and therefore a better fit.
Bottom – shows modelled
data of the acquired bead
refractive indices from
diameters of 0-2000nm, in
increments of 10nm. Acquired
bead data normalised the
predicted data with a median
calibration factor (see
methods) is overlaid with
predicted data to show
goodness of fit at the closest
fitting collection aperture
geometry and collection
angle.
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Figure 6.13 | Determined SSC Collection Angle and Geometry Curves for FACS Canto I, and
Acquired vs. Modelled Data for the Determined Collection Angle.
Top - Coefficient of Variation
(%) represents the deviation
from how well acquired NIST
bead data fits with different
collection half-angles for
rectangular and circular model
from 0-90°, in 0.05°
increments. A coefficient of
variation value closer to 0
represents less variation
between the acquired and
predicted data for that angle,
and therefore a better fit.
Bottom – shows modelled
data of the acquired bead
refractive indices from
diameters of 0-2000nm, in
increments of 10nm. Acquired
bead data normalised the
predicted data with a median
calibration factor (see
methods) is overlaid with
predicted data to show
goodness of fit at the closest
fitting collection aperture
geometry and collection angle.
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Figure 6.14 | Determined SSC Collection Angle and Geometry Curves for Fortessa X-20, and
Acquired vs. Modelled Data for the Determined Collection Angle.
Top - Coefficient of Variation
(%) represents the deviation
from how well acquired NIST
bead data fits with different
collection half-angles for
rectangular and circular model
from 0-90°, in 0.05° increments.
A coefficient of variation value
closer to 0 represents less
variation between the acquired
and predicted data for that
angle, and therefore a better
fit. Bottom – shows modelled
data of the acquired bead
refractive indices from
diameters of 0-2000nm, in
increments of 10nm. Acquired
bead data normalised the
predicted data with a median
calibration factor (see methods)
is overlaid with predicted data
to show goodness of fit at the
closest fitting collection
aperture geometry and
collection angle.
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Figure 6.15 | Determined SSC Collection Angle and Geometry Curves for LSR Fortessa and
Acquired vs. Modelled Data for the Determined Collection Angle.
Top - Coefficient of Variation
(%) represents the deviation
from how well acquired NIST
bead data fits with different
collection half-angles for
rectangular and circular model
from 0-90°, in 0.05°
increments. A coefficient of
variation value closer to 0
represents less variation
between the acquired and
predicted data for that angle,
and therefore a better fit.
Bottom – shows modelled data
of the acquired bead refractive
indices from diameters of 02000nm, in increments of
10nm. Acquired bead data
normalised the predicted data
with a median calibration
factor (see methods) is overlaid
with predicted data to show
goodness of fit at the closest
fitting collection aperture
geometry and collection angle.
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Table 6.5 | Summary of Best Fitting Determined Collection Scatter Angles using Modelling
Compared with Collection Angles Determined by Optical Component Geometry.

Fortessa X-20
LSR Fortessa
FACS Canto
Attune NxT (1)

Geometric
Limiting
Angle (°)
52
52
52
45 (49.6*)

Closest
Fitting
Angle (°)
51.8
49.75
54.5
47.8

Difference
(%)
0.4
4.5
4.6
5.9 (3.8)

*Attune NxT SSC flow cell limiting angle is 45°, however it is possible for FSC spill over into SSC due
to cuvette shape thereby increasing the angle to 49.6°. This is dependent on alignment.
It can be seen in Table 6.5, that the determined collection angle differ from those calculated using
the optical component geometry by a small margin. Determining whether the determined angle
fits more closely than those of calculated with the component geometry is tricky. Due to the
system implemented here, the determined angle will fit more closely with the acquired bead data
due to being selected with the lowest coefficient of variation. This method however relies on the
accuracy of the bead RI being reliable. Ideally the bead RI would be known to three decimal places
rather than two, and measured independently to verify the manufacturer specifications. The
margin by which the collection angles differ is however small enough to use as a standardisation
technique to determine the diameter of vesicles account for the RI differences. This technique will
also increase in reliability with a larger number of beads being acquired.
This method ideally would be validated on a machine with geometries and refractive indices being
meticulously measured, altering the collection angles or geometries with use of slits or apertures
would then allow testing and further validation of the modelling protocol.
Using beads alone without determining cFCM SSC collection geometries, to utilise as a
standardisation technique is therefore viable and extremely useful. This enables researchers to
use modelling as standardisation techniques without companies disclosing proprietary geometries
or component refractive indices. This method also only requires users to input their bead data
and acquired data readings, without the need for advanced physics.

6.3

Conclusion

As seen in the previous chapter separation index alone, using beads such as Megamix as cut-off
values for standardisation, gives no bearing on a flow cytometer’s resolution. Modelling is
therefore required to determine system resolution, while separation index can be used to
monitor the maintenance of a system’s resolution over time, and efforts to increase resolution,
whereby the collection angles and geometry remain consistent.
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When applied to determining the resolution of flow cytometers, modelling appears to be accurate
showing good correlation between acquired and predicted data. Rectangular and circular
collection geometry profiles can also be seen as a useful distinction in fitting acquired with
predicted data.
While there is good correlation between predicted and acquired data, the method currently has
limitations. The technique requires the RI of beads to be accurate to at least 3 decimal places. This
restriction likely accounts for the variation seen in the results, and accounts for some of the
variation seen between the measured optical collection angles and the angles derived from
prediction alone. This inaccuracy makes it hard to determine whether the normalisation of
acquired data to predicted shows imperfections due to different collection angles within the
system, or whether the discrepancies are due to variations in collection geometry either due to
tolerances of building or assumed refractive indices.
The development of a fluorescence assay to separate EV subsets from one another, along with
residual platelets, which all have distinctive size ranges, correlates well to theoretical data
predicted through modelling of flow cytometry equipment. The close fit of acquired bead data,
along with the strong correlation of biological data to modelling validates its use as
standardisation method for the EV field. This data also shows that the accuracy of bead RI and
collection angle calculation may not be perfectly accurate, but it is accurate to infer biological
populations, and is therefore accurate enough in its current form to be used a standardisation
technique.
Having shown that modelling using the optical component geometry information to determine
the collection angle, and validating this method is accurate as a standardisation for biological
data, a further alteration was made in order to determine collection angle without the need for
proprietary, or unobtainable information required for modelling. This method determined the
collection angle of machinery through bead acquisition alone. This method showed little deviation
in collection angle compared to the method using optical component geometry, and makes Mie
theory as a standardisation technique much more accessible to the community, due to only
requiring the acquisition of beads that can be input into a piece of software, instead of obtaining
proprietary component information, calculating collection angles, and performing modelling
requiring advanced knowledge in scatter physics.
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Chapter 7:

Conventional Flow Cytometer Optimisation

for EV Analysis
7.1

Introduction

Commercial cFCM to date have been developed primarily with the analysis of cells in mind. There
are however many different FCM available, with some offering a larger degree of variability in set
up than others. In these systems it is possible to make adjustments that will benefit the analysis
of EVs.
In this chapter, the aim is to determine if it is possible to adjust variables, predominantly fluidics,
to optimise FCMs for EV analysis. The effects on optical resolution and count accuracy will be
investigated. The objective is to explore optimisations that will be suitable for users in a
communal core facility with limited resources, and no prior engineering knowledge.

7.2
7.2.1

Methods & Results
Flow Rate Optimisation

Flow rate adjusts the size of the core stream a particle is suspended in. When a suspended
particle enter the region of core stream the laser intersects, wider core streams will allow for
more than one particle to be present, and in different positions relative to the lasers intensity
profile.
In order to determine the effect of flow rate, fluorescent polystyrene beads of 100, 160, 200, 240,
300, 500, 900nm diameter (Biocytex, France) were analysed on a FACSAria using low, medium and
high flow rates with sheath pressures of 20, 35 and 70 psi, along with 100 and 70µm nozzles. The
results were then plotted using separation index units to determine the highest resolution.
It can be seen that the flow rate has a big influence on the resolution of the cytometer for
submicron particles in the SSC parameter, Figure 7.1. At each pressure and nozzle, it can
consistently be seen the highest resolution is at the lowest flow rate. There is also a trend that
higher pressures results in higher resolutions. The same effect of flow rate on increased S.I. units
on the FSC detector however is not seen, Figure 7.2.
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Figure 7.1 | The Effect of Flow Rate, Sheath Pressure, and Nozzle Diameter on FACSAria Bead
Resolution.
Fluorescent polystyrene beads (100, 200, 240, 300, 500, 900nm diameter) were acquired at high,
medium, and low flow rates. Nozzle diameters (70, 100µm) and sheath pressure (20, 35, 70psi)
were tested for their effect on bead resolution. Bead resolution was calculated using separation
index units. It can be seen that lower flow rates, and high sheath pressures results in high
separation indexes between bead populations.
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Figure 7.2 | The Effect of Flow Rate, Sheath Pressure, and Nozzle Diameter on FACSAria Bead
Resolution.
Fluorescent polystyrene beads (100, 200, 240, 300, 500, 900nm diameter) were acquired at high,
medium, and low flow rates. Nozzle diameters (70, 100µm) and sheath pressure (20, 35, 70psi)
were tested for their effect on bead resolution. Bead resolution was calculated using separation
index units. It can be seen that flow rate does not have large effects on the FSC separation index.
Removal of the neutral density filter (NDF) resulted in large separation index between bead
populations.
7.2.2

FSC Optimisation

In order to determine the effect of flow rate and the neutral density filter (NDF) on FSC
resolution, fluorescent polystyrene beads of 100, 160, 200, 240, 300, 500, 900nm (Biocytex,
France) were analysed on a FACSAria using low, medium and high flow rates with sheath
pressures of 20, 35 and 70 psi, along with 100 and 70µm nozzles, with and without a NDF. All of
these conditions were done with and without a neutral density filter. The results were then
plotted using separation index units to determine the highest resolution.
The removal of the NDF causes an increase in signal from all 3 bead populations. Differentiation of
300nm and 500nm populations is possible when the NDF is removed, but not before, Figure 7.3. It
can also be seen that flow rate also has an effect on resolution, with lower flow rate increasing
the FSC signal at 20psi. It is unclear why there was decreased signal at 70psi, though it is likely to
be due to movement of the core stream, and therefore misalignment with the obscuration bar.
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Figure 7.3 | Neutral Density Filter Testing on the FACSAria FSC Resolution
It can be seen that obscuration bar sizes generally had little effect on the FSC resolution, it is clear
however that the 2mm blocker bar offered the highest resolution for both 900-500nm and 500300nm bead differentiation. Wider obscuration bars in this case likely did not increase resolution
due to the narrow FSC collection angle in the FACSAria.
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Figure 7.4 | Obscuration Bar Testing on FACSAria
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7.2.3

Swarm Detection & Electronic Aborts

‘Swarm detection’ has become a common term in the EV field, used to describe tens, to
hundreds, of small particles in the illuminated region of the core stream simultaneously. These
particles alone would not have a high enough signal to trigger an event alone, but cumulatively
they are capable of scatter enough light to surpass the threshold and trigger an event, merging
their signals and therefore appear as one particle. This has become a common term due to much
of the previous literature ‘swarm detecting’ data. The generally accepted method of determining
single particle detection has been to perform serial dilutions. If the curve produces a linear total
count with serial dilution it is assumed to be singlets.
Flow cytometry systems however have been developed to detect when multiple particles are
present in the interrogation zone simultaneously. This is based on the number of peaks appearing
within a certain time frame. Upon this being detected the event is ‘aborted’ and the count is not
recorded. Most cFCMs record the rate at which events are aborted in this manner, and show a
current and cumulative figure for the number of events aborted, known as the ‘electronic abort
rate’. This method of aborting events was developed with large particles; such as cells in mind. Its
efficacy for detecting multiple small particles that are above or below the detection limits of the
cFCM is relatively unexplored.
The aim of these experiments is to investigate whether even with linear reduction in total counts,
events are being swarm detected, and to what degree.
7.2.3.1

Protocol

Polystyrene NIST beads of 203nm and 1587nm (ThermoFisher Scientific, Paisley, UK) were
analysed on a Fortessa X-20 at the same voltage, with a SSC threshold for one minute at high,
medium, and low flow rates for one minute. Beads were initially recorded at high concentration
and serially diluted until the event rate for low flow rates was <500 events/sec. Upon completion
of events being recorded, the total electronic abort rate was recorded. Bead concentrations were
approximated using their supplied % concentration, and vary up to 10% in concentration.
7.2.3.2

Analysis

Firstly the effect of flow rate, and electronic aborts when compared to analysed bead
concentrations was investigated, Figure 7.5. Plotted on the graph are the total number of
electronic aborts recorded, along with the total number of unaborted particles recorded.
It can be seen that when serial dilution begins at high concentrations the total unaborted count is
lower than the total electronic abort count, signifying the majority of events are being swarm
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detected. As the serial dilution continues a peak is reached for the total unaborted count. The
unaborted peak is reached at higher concentrations for both 1600 and 200nm beads at the low
flow rate, followed by the medium and then high flow rate. Once reaching a peak total unaborted
count, the total unaborted count then decreases relatively linearly for all flow rates. The
electronic abort count however, is still high despite a linear event rate decrease at higher
concentrations, signifying swarm detection, or at least coincidence detection is occurring despite
a linear reduction in total event unaborted counts.

Figure 7.5 | Comparison of Bead Concentration and the Flow Rate on the Amount of Electronic
Aborts.
Plotted are the total recorded count (TC) and total electronic aborts (EA) after one minute of
analysis of 1600nm beads (top) and 200nm beads (bottom). Total counts and total electronic
aborts are shown at high, medium, and low flow rates.
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Further analysis of the electronic aborts compared to flow rate were therefore investigated,
Figure 7.6.

Figure 7.6 | Comparison of Total Electronic Aborts vs. Event Rate.
Plotted are the event rate per second of serially diluted samples, and the percentage of total
events that were electronically aborted for 200nm beads (top), 1600nm beads (middle) and an
overlay of 200nm and 1600nm data (bottom). Bead concentration increases from bottom to top,
with values corresponding to concentrations shown in Figure 7.5.
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It can be seen from these results that the percentage of electronic aborts is directly correlated
with event rate, regardless of bead size, with 1600nm and 200nm bead data overlapping when
data is overlaid. The area of true swarm detection with non-linear event rate compared with total
electronic aborts can be seen when electronic aborts is above 50%.
It is not until the event rate is below 1000 events per second, that the total electronic abort rate
account for 1% of the sample analysed. Despite linearity in serial dilutions, electronic aborts can
account for anything up to 50% of the total sample passing through the interrogation point.
Quantifying the portion of electronic aborts in % to event rate should therefore be done in order
to obtain accurate counts, not just serially diluting until a linear trend occurs.
7.2.4

Sorter Core Stream Enumeration

Whilst cell sorters offer dexterity in their optimisation, their ability to produce reliable absolute
counts is limited due to extended tubing between the sample uptake and the flow cell. The aim of
this section is to produce a method of quantifying the core stream volume reliably in order to
produce a method of calculating absolute counts by quantifying the core stream volume analysed
over time.
A sample of concentrated dye was analysed for a set period of time (1-10mins), with the sample
stream collected from between the FACSAria sorting plates. The collected sample was weighed,
and using a spectrophotometer the dilution of the original sample was measured, then plotted
against a standard curve. The standard curve was then used to determine the amount of original
sample analysed within the set period of time, thus calculating the flow rate. An overview of this
novel enumeration method can be seen in Figure 7.7.
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Figure 7.7 | Overview of Novel Flow Rate Quantification Method.
A number of steps were considered in order to reduce the significance of errors caused by the
weight or spectroscopic measurements. The standard dilutions were made meticulously in 50mL
falcon tubes with measurements in taken in ng. The region of highest spectroscopic accuracy was
determined on a spectrophotometer. The sample dye run on the FACSAria was made to be
approximately the concentration that would fit within the optimal spectroscopic analysis region
upon being further diluted by the FACSAria. The diluted collected sample was analysed on a
spectrophotometer, from here the dilution that had occurred could be calculated. This allows
calculation of the amount of core stream collected, total sheath collected, and the core stream
diameter. Samples were all repeated 3 times and had a mean taken. Spectrophotometer readings
were all read twice with the average being used.
In order to reduce errors in core stream quantification, every step had to be as accurate as
possible. Arguably the most crucial step was the accuracy of the spectrophotometry reading. It
was therefore important that the concentration of dye being analysed was in the area of highest
accuracy for the spectrophotometer. The reading given by a spectrophotometer corresponds to
the transmission of a particular solution. These readings inherently have a sensitivity range as
with all meteorology equipment. At the outer limits of this range the accuracy of the results are
more variable.
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This sensitivity range was deduced by using the following. If 𝑐= is the actual concentration and 𝑇=
is the corresponding transmittance of the solution, the errors of each are 𝑐 and 𝑇, respectively.
Therefore the transmission measured is 𝑇= + 𝑇, which corresponds to 𝑐= + 𝑐. This can be
summed up as 𝑐= + 𝑐 = 𝑐(𝑇= + 𝑇). As can be seen by Figure 7.8, illustrating the –(TlnT)-1
against the optical transmission. A ‘U’ shape appears. By using this curve, we know that the
optical transmission range with the highest accuracy is from ~0.20 to ~0.70.
The preliminary data obtained using this technique is promising and proves the concept. The
standard curve can be seen in Figure 7.8. However, the methods needs improvement at the lower
concentrations plotted as samples are diluted by 40 to 400 times when analysed. A more accurate
spectrophotometer is required or higher concentrations of dye being analysed are required to
compensate for the large dilution resulting from the flow cytometer analysis.
9.00
y = 691.95x6 - 1977.5x5 + 2332x4 - 1441.2x3 + 499.4x2 - 93.668x + 10.254
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Figure 7.8 | Spectrophotometer Transmission Accuracy Curve.
Plotted using acquired data from spectroscopic analysis of standard dilutions as well as diluted
dyes from flow cytometry analysis.
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The overall collected streams remains consistent at low and high flow rates, Figure 7.9.
Mean Overall Stream Collected Comparison
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Figure 7.9 | Scatter Graph Showing the Mean Collected Overall Stream After a Set Amount of
Time at High and Low Flow Rates.
Error bars indicate one standard deviation.
The overall collect core stream however is more variable at a higher flow rate than a lower flow
rate, with larger deviations, Figure 7.10. It appears particularly stable at a low flow rate beyond a
2 minute recording time.
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Figure 7.10 | Scatter Graph Showing the Mean Collected Overall Core Stream After a Set
Amount of Time at a High and Low Flow Rate.
Error bars indicate one standard deviation.
The overall flow rate at a high and low rates can be seen to be fairly stable at both high and low
flow rates, with there being slightly less deviation in the lower flow rate, Figure 7.11.
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Figure 7.11 | Scatter Graph Showing the Mean Overall Collected Flow Rate at High and Low
Settings.
Error bars indicate one standard deviation.
The core stream flow rate can be seen to be more stable at a lower flow rate, than at a higher
flow rate, particularly after 2 minutes, where there is only ~10µL difference in the means and
standard deviations spanning <20µL, Figure 7.12.
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Figure 7.12 | Scatter Graph Showing the Mean Collected Core Stream Flow Rate at High and
Low Settings.
Error bars indicated one standard deviation
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7.3

Conclusion

It can be seen that large differences in the ability and accuracy of cFCM to resolve EVs is related
to how the fluidics of a particular machine are utilised. It can be seen that low flow rates correlate
with increased accuracy in resolving smaller particles both in FSC and SSC . This ensures a more
consistent stream diameter for small particles to travel through. The result is a more consistent
collection angle, along with particles consistently hitting the peak intensity of the Gaussian profile
laser beam. Not only was flow rate linked to be important for resolution, but quantifying the
event rate per sec to determine what portion of sample is likely going to be electronically aborted
is an important finding in ensuring reliable counts.
Fluidic optimisation that was conducted in this chapter had large effects in small particle
resolution. These methods are not however implementable to the same extent on cFCMs
analysers when comparted to cFCM cell sorters.
Although we have shown the benefits of optimising cell sorters for small particle analysis, this
instrumentation has the caveat of not currently being able to determine absolute concentrations
of cells using methods such as counting beads. We have therefore also demonstrated a novel
technique of quantifying the core stream volume over a period of time in order to calculate the
absolute count of particles by quantifying the core stream volume analysed over time.
These novel methods highlight the limits of current cFCMs that have been optimised. These
machines are constrained by their optical, fluidic, and electronic design for cells. In order to move
on further from here for small particle analysis, a dFCM would need to be designed.
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Chapter 8:

Effect of Conventional Flow Cytometer

Optimisation on Clinical EV Sample Acquisition
8.1

Introduction

In the previous chapters, it has been demonstrated that modelling can be used as a resolution
standardisation technique and that various steps can be taken to modify cFCM for EV sample
analysis. The benefits of these optimisation steps was investigated on a translation study
investigating EVs from clinical samples. The aim of this study was to deduce whether an optimised
protocol, based on findings from the previous chapters, affected the outcome of EV counts in
clinical samples, when compared to a non-optimised protocol from samples. These samples were
well suited to this investigation due to patients’ blood volume being diluted by varying amounts
upon cardiopulmonary bypass. By using the haemoglobin concentration measurements over the
course of the surgery, the extent of dilution could be accounted for and normalised. If the
counting method of each protocol was accurate a haemoglobin normalisation factor could
account for the reduction in EV concentration.

8.2
8.2.1

Methods
Study Design

The absolute count of extracellular vesicles over the time course of cardiac bypass surgery was
investigated using non-optimal and optimised extracellular vesicle flow cytometry procedures.
Acquisition protocols, antibody panel design, and acquisition for un-optimised samples were
conducted by J. Schofield et al*. Acquisition protocol, antibody panel design and titration, analysis
protocol, and cytometer modelling were conducted by J. Welsh. Sample acquisition was
performed by M. Duffield. Statistical analysis was carried out by J. Welsh and M. Duffield. Some of
this data has previously been presented as part of J. Schofield and M. Duffield’s MMedSc theses.
8.2.2

Ethics

Ethics approval was given by the South Central NRES committee (Ref: 11/SC/0214) and the
University of Southampton ERGO committee (Submission ID:14646). All participants provided
written informed consent. All sample and participant data were link anonymised, with the master
key kept under secure storage.
*This work was conducted as part of an MMedSci project title: “The effect of Cardiac
Bypass Surgery on Platelet Microparticles’ in April 2013
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8.2.3

Sample Isolation & Storage

19 individuals each donated 9 venous samples (6mL each) throughout the cardiac bypass surgery
procedure, ranging from pre-anaesthesia, to 5-days post-operative, Table 8.1. Pre- and perioperative samples were taken from the sampling port of the central venous and arterial lines.
During cardiopulmonary bypass, samples were taken from the cardiopulmonary bypass machine.
The 5-day post-bypass sample was taken from a venous cannula. The first 3mL of blood was
discarded before collecting the 6mL sample into lithium heparin-coated Vacutainer tubes (BD
Biosciences, Oxford, UK). Shear-stress was minimized by breaking the Vacutainer seal prior to
sample collection. Samples were centrifuged within one hour twice at 2000g for 10 minutes at
room temperature, isolating platelet poor plasma (PPP). Samples were initially stored at -20°C
until transportation to -80°C freezers.
8.2.4

Sample Preparation

A comparison of key differences between protocols for sample preparation can be found in Figure
8.1.
8.2.4.1

Non-Optimised Sample Preparation

Non-optimised samples were thawed at 4°C for 10mins. 7.5µL of 6.25µg/mL anti-CD41a FITC (BD
Bioscience, Oxford, UK), 7.5µL of 6.25µg/mL anti-CD42b PerCP (BioLegend, London, UK), 7.5µL of
6.25µg/mL anti-CD61 Pacific Blue (eBioscience, High Wycombe, UK), and 7.5µL of anti-CD62P PE
(BD Bioscience, Oxford, UK) were added to a TruCount tube, before 30µL of PPP was added. After
incubation, samples were diluted with 2.5mL of 0.22µm double-filtered phosphate bufferedsaline. One set of unstained and isotype matched controls were prepared for total analysis.
8.2.4.2

Optimised Sample Preparation

Optimized samples being thawed at 37°C for 10 minutes. 30µL of PPP was added to 50µL 0.1µm
double-filtered HEPES buffered saline (dfHBS) with 3µL of 200µg/mL anti-CD41a BV421 (BD
Bioscience, Oxford, UK), 5µL of 400µg/mL anti-CD42b PerCP (Biolegend, London, UK), 5µL of
50µg/mL anti-CD61 APC (BD Bioscience, Oxford, UK), and 20.8µL of 6µg/mL anti-CD62P PE (BD
Bioscience, Oxford, UK). Samples were incubated for 5mins before 10µL of 83µg/mL anti-MFGE8
FITC (Cambridge Bioscience, Cambridge, UK) was added and incubated on ice in the dark for a
further 10 mins before acquisition. Following incubation, 1mL of 0.1µm dfHBS was added to
incubated sample. An appropriate volume of this dilution was transferred to 1mL 1µm dfHBS in a
tube with a known number of fluorescent beads for enumeration of the sample volume (TruCount
Tubes, BD Bioscience, Oxford, UK), so as to obtained an acquisition rate of 500 events/sec. If the
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volume required to obtain below 500 events/sec was below 10µL a mid-dilute tube was used.
Isotype matched controls for were used for all colours, were analysed for each sample and diluted
to the same extent as their matched antibody.

Figure 8.1 | Overview of key difference between the optimised and non-optimised protocols.
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8.2.5

Sample Acquisition

Both cytometers picked have identical collection geometries, within the restraints of component
manufacturing tolerance. This therefore means resolution standardisation curves using Mie
theory will have the same size cut-offs for EV populations. A comparison of key differences
between protocols for sample acquisition can be found in Figure 8.1.
8.2.5.1

Non-Optimised Sample Acquisition

Samples were analysed using a FACSCanto II (BD Biosciences, Oxford, UK) with FACSDiva software.
Voltages were set to allow fluorescent polystyrene beads (Megamix, Biocytex, France) ranging in
diameter from 0.5 to 3 µm, and TruCount beads within the FSC -A vs. SSC -A window.
Compensation settings were calculated manually using fluorescently labelled platelet microvesicle
populations (CD41a Pacific Blue, Annexin V FITC, Annexin V PerCP and Annexin V PE). Samples
were analysed at medium or high flow rates until approximately 15,000 to 30,0000 TruCount
beads had been obtained (gated on FSC-A vs. SSC-A).
8.2.5.2

Optimised Sample Acquisition

A BD Special Order LSRFortessa X-20 using FACSDiva 8.0 software (BD Biosciences, Oxford, UK)
was used for EV sample acquisition and analysis. 100, 300, 500, 900nm fluorescent polystyrene
beads (Megamix Plus FSC , Biocytex, France) were analysed on FSC-H, SSC -H. SSC and FSC
voltages were increased until the 900nm population appeared in the upper right corner of a plot
without detector saturation. A SSC threshold was set using the median SSC-H parameter of
100nm polystyrene fluorescent beads. 100, 200, 400, 700, 1000nm Polystyrene and 500, 700,
1000nm silica NIST beads (Thermofisher Scientific, Loughborough, UK) were then recorded a set
thresholds and voltages for Mie scatter reference. Beads coated with anti-immunoglobin
molecules (CompBeads) (BD Bioscience, Oxford, UK) independently stained with each fluorophore
at the same concentration as samples, stained for 20 mins before acquisition, were analysed for
each fluorophore, increasing the voltage for each until at the top of fluorescence-H log plot. An
unstained sample was then analysed at the set fluorescence and scatter voltages. Appropriate
thresholds were then set on ‘OR’ for each fluorescent channel, just above autofluorescence. All
samples were analysed for initially for 30 seconds at the lowest flow rate attainable, allowing the
core stream to stabilise, before being recorded for 6 minutes. Samples were diluted until an event
rate of £500 events/sec was stable, with limited electronic aborts.
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8.2.6
8.2.6.1

Data Analysis
Non-Optimised Data Analysis

Data analysis was carried out on FACSDiva software. Microvesicles were defined using
polystyrene fluorescent beads of 0.5-3.0µm, with manually drawn gates of FSC-A vs. SSC-A dot
plots. Data was reanalysed so as to have more representative results, with singlet gating being
used on SSC-H vs. SSC-A plot. Fluorescence gating was re-done using the Height parameter with
isotype controls for background fluorescence reference. The gating strategy resulted in 14
discrete subpopulations of platelet microvesicles.
8.2.6.2

Optimised Data Analysis

Data analysis was carried out on imported FCS 3.0 files using FlowJo v10.0.8 (FlowJo LLC, Ashland,
USA). Compensation matrices were first set, using CompBead data with the automated
compensation matrix set up in FlowJo.
Gating of MVs populations, based on Mie theory studies shown in previous chapters, was done
between the bottom of the 100nm fluorescent polystyrene population (threshold set to median
100nm) and modal 200nm polystyrene NIST population. The AV population was set from the
modal 200nm population to the 900 fluorescent polystyrene population. The total population
(MA) was gated from lower 100nm fluorescent bead population up to the modal 900nm
population. Fluorescent gating of negative events was done using isotype-matched controls for
every patient. A bisector tool was used to set the left-hand gate at 99.9% of the population for
each fluorophore-H measurement. Events appearing above this gate were assumed positively
stained. These gates were then layered in order to identify specific EV subsets. MFGE8-FITC
stained populations, as an exception, used a negatively stained population in order to determine
positive events.
The gating strategy employed resulted in a total of 69 unique phenotypes. A subset of which were
chosen for the analysis in the subsequent chapter, in order to have a manageable number of
parameters to analyse.
8.2.7

EV Count Normalisation

Absolute EV counts were calculated by analysing stained samples in TruCount tubes (BD
Bioscience, Oxford, UK). TruCount beads were gated on APC-Cy7-H vs. BV510-H. Absolute counts
were then calculated using the following equations. Note, sample volume allows for dilution of
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the sample with antibody mastermix, and further dilutions that allowed for events rates £500
events/sec.
𝐴𝑏𝑠𝑜𝑙𝑢𝑡𝑒 𝑀𝑉 𝑐𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡 =

8.2.8

𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑇𝑟𝑢𝐶𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡 𝑏𝑒𝑎𝑑 𝑛𝑜.
𝑅𝑒𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑑𝑒𝑑 𝑃𝑎𝑟𝑎𝑚𝑒𝑡𝑒𝑟 𝑐𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡
×
𝑅𝑒𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑑𝑒𝑑 𝑇𝑟𝑢𝐶𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡 𝑏𝑒𝑎𝑑𝑠
𝑆𝑎𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑒 𝑉𝑜𝑙𝑢𝑚𝑒 𝑖𝑛 𝑇𝑟𝑢𝐶𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡 𝑇𝑢𝑏𝑒

Statistical Analysis

Data was analysed using Statistical Package for the Social Sciences (SPSS) Version 23.0 (IBM, New
York, USA), and GraphPad Prism 6 (GraphPad Software Inc., La Jolia, USA). Time-points were
compared using Wilcoxon matched pairs signed rank tests. The un-optimised samples here are
likely swarm detecting EVs and predominantly measuring residual platelets due to gating from
500-3000nm on polystyrene beads. Therefore, the optimised sample were compared using the
residual platelet and apoptotic vesicle gate (200-900nm polystyrene beads), rather than the true
MV gate (100-200nm polystyrene beads).

8.3

Results

Due to the small sample size analysed only all CD41a+, all CD61+, all CD62P+, all CD42b+,
phenotypes were compared and summarised in Figure 8.2 and Table 8.1.
The majority of counts across all CD markers for sampling (T0 to T8) are significantly different,
with the optimised protocol consistently being showing higher counts than that of the nonoptimised protocol. The standard error in the optimised protocol counts is also consistently lower
than that of the non-optimised protocol counts.
Furthermore, the haemodilution correction, which attempts to account for the dilution of MVs
due to cardiopulmonary bypass, can account for the drop in MV count with the optimised
protocol. Haemodilution alone however does not account for the drop in MV concentration in the
non-optimised protocol, indicating there is a mismatch between the amount of dilution and drop
in MV count.
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Figure 8.2 | Summary Graphs of Results of CD41, CD61, CD62P, CD42b Only Phenotypes from
Optimised and Non-Optimised Sample Preparation and Analysis Protocols.
Non-haemocorrected PMV count (blue symbols/lines) and haemocorrected PMV count (green
symbols/lines) (mL-1) (logarithmic scale from 1x103 to 1x108) vs venous sampling point. A) CD41a+
B) CD42b+ C) CD61+ D) CD62P+. Data displayed is mean values with 95% confidence intervals.
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Time-point descriptions are shown on Table 8.1. Red arrows indicate individuals being placed on
cardiopulmonary bypass.
Table 8.1 | Summary Data from Wilcoxon-Matched Pairs Signed Rank Test Comparing
Optimised and Non-Optimised Protocols for Counting Platelet MVs.

Sample
Point
T0
T1
T2
T3
T4
T5
T6
T7
T8

Stage of Surgery
Pre-operative,
Post anaesthetic induction,
Intra-operative,
Pre-heparin administration
Intra-operative,
Post-heparin administration
On cardiopulmonary bypass,
Pre-aortic cross clamping
On cardiopulmonary bypass, 10mins
post-aortic cross clamping
On cardiopulmonary bypass, 10mins
post-aortic cross clamp removal
Post-cardiopulmonary bypass, Postprotamine administration
24-hours post-operative
5-days post-operative

CD41a

CD61

CD62P

CD42b

0.0431

0.8927

0.0431

0.0796

0.0001

0.0141

0.0002

0.0001

0.0001

0.2122

0.0486

0.0001

0.0002

0.0065

0.0002

0.0002

0.0001

0.0005

0.0001

0.0001

0.0002

0.0021

0.0002

0.0002

0.0001

0.0055

0.0002

0.0002

0.0002
0.0010

0.0021
0.0355

0.0002
0.0010

0.0021
0.0052

Highlighted (red) results represent p<0.05 and therefore a statistically significant difference
between the optimised and non-optimised values.

8.4

Conclusion

These results have shown that the optimisation protocol steps produced more reliable, higher EV
counts, with the ability to account for dilution occurring in vivo, during cardiac bypass surgery,
using haemodilution normalisation. The non-optimal protocol analysis was unable to normalise
the dilution factor using haemodilution normalisation, as well as producing lower, more varied EV
counts. These results therefore nicely show the benefit to clinical sample analysis of modelling as
a resolution standardisation technique, over previous attempts of bead calibration, as well as
conventional flow cytometer optimisation discussed in Chapter 7:. Whilst the comparison of
protocols is not perfect due to many varying aspects of the protocols differing, the results do
show a representative effect of the summation of non-optimal procedures in the final results
when comparing the methods. Future work may wish to pick individual areas of the protocol to
alter, in order to accurately pinpoint what steps the largest differences in count accuracy can be
attributed to. It is however most likely that the medium and high flow rates are the biggest factor
in variability between results in the non-optimal protocol. This combined with a single dilution for
all samples likely meant swarm detection frequently occurred, and would account for the
significant decrease in counts seen. Now reliable standardisation techniques, and optimal settings
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of the cFCMs for EV analysis have been discovered, clinical sample analysis can now be
conducted.
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Chapter 9:

Clinical EV Sample Analysis: Non-Alcoholic

Fatty Liver Disease
9.1

Introduction

Non-alcoholic fatty liver disease (NAFLD ) is estimated to affect 10-40% of adults worldwide, and
in developed countries is the most common liver disease in adolescents and children. There
currently exist no effective medical treatments that are capable of completely reversing the
disease other than dietary alterations, lifestyle changes and bariatric surgery. NAFLD is a
progressive condition (Figure 9.1) characterised by the excess accumulation of fat in hepatocytes;
steatosis. Steatosis often leads to hepatocyte injury with portal and lobular inflammation, nonalcoholic steatohepatitis (NASH). From here cirrhosis can occur, with some individuals then
developing hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC). HCC has also been shown to occur in the absence of
cirrhosis. NAFLD can be diagnosed or detected with imaging, but lesions of NASH can only
currently be observed definitively with liver biopsies. A non-invasive diagnosis of NASH is
therefore required for diagnosis purposes as well as follow-up monitoring of patients.

Figure 9.1 | Stages of NAFLD Progression from Healthy Liver, to Hepatocellular Carcinoma
(HCC).
Edited image167.
NAFLD is frequently associated with diabetes168. Both NALFD and diabetes are associated with
increased cardiovascular risk factors and mortality. Type 2 diabetes mellitus (T2DM), NAFLD and
obesity are insulin-resistant states that have all been associated with variation in EV subsets,
when compared to those of healthy controls, Table 9.1. Individuals with central obesity are at an
increased risk of insulin resistance, therefore increasing the risk of developing T2DM or NAFLD.
Individuals with T2DM are also thought to be more susceptible to developing a more severe form
of NAFLD. Currently only one publication has investigated EV subsets as potential biomarkers for
NALFD169. EVs from several derivations are likely involved in NAFLD due to increased
cardiovascular risk, and inflammation associated with the disease, and also correlated with
increased EV concentrations, Table 9.1.
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Table 9.1 | Studies Conducted to Date using MVs as Biomarkers in T2DM, NAFLD and Obesity.

Disease
T2DM

Procoagulant

Microvesicle markers

Marker

(∧ increase, ∨ decrease, Ξ maintained)

170

Annexin V

∧CD31+/CD42-, CD31+/CD42+, CD51, CD45, ΞCD62e

Feng et al., 2010

Annexin V

∧ total microvesicles CD142, CD66e, CD61

Diamant et al., 2002

N/A

∧ CD62P, CD63

Shouzu et al., 2004

N/A

∧ CD62P, CD63, CD14

Ogata et al., 2005, 2006

172, 173

N/A

∧ CD31, CD105, CD106

Tramontano et al., 2010

174

N/A

∧ CD42

Nomura et al., 1995

Annexin V

∧ CD62P, GPIX, CD63, PAC-1, CD14,

Nomura et al., 2004

176

N/A

∧ CD144, Ξ CD41

Bernard et al., 2009

177

N/A

∧ CD42a/CD42b

Nomura et al., 2011

178

N/A

∧ CD42b

Koga et al., 2006

Annexin V

∧ CD45, CD66b, CD14

Sabatier et al., 2002

N/A

∧ CD62P, CD40

Tan et al., 2005

Annexin V

∧ CD31+/CD42b-, CD31+/AnV+

Jung et al., 2011

Annexin V

∧ CD42a/42b

Nomura, 2009

Annexin V

∧ CD144, CD41, CD62P

Tsimerman et al., 2011

Annexin V

∧ CD142

Sommeijer et al, 2005

NAFLD

Annexin V

∧ CD14, ∨ CD41, CD15

Kornek et al. 2012

Obesity

Annexin V

∧ Total microvesicles

Goichot et al., 2006

Annexin V

∧ CD31, CD42b

Esposito et al., 2006

N/A

∧ CD144

Gunduz et al., 2012

Annexin V

∧ Total microvesicles, ∧ CD41+, CD31+/CD41-

Stepanian et al, 2013

N/A

∧ CD41+

Murakami et al, 2007

Platelets Markers – CD41, CD42, CD31, CD61, CD62P
Endothelial Markers – CD144, CD105, CD106, CD31, CD61, CD62P
Leukocyte Markers – CD14, CD15
Macrophage/Monocyte Markers – CD14, CD15, CD105
Universal Markers – Annexin V, CD63
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181
182

183
184

185
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9.2

Study Aims

The aim of this study is to investigate EV modulation within NAFLD with regard to several aspects
of the disease, Figure 9.2. Questions to be answered include:
1. Which MV and AV phenotype concentrations are highest in NAFLD?
2. How do PMV, EMV, and LMV concentrations differ in NAFLD with regard to treatment
group at baseline, obesity, sex, and metabolic syndrome?
3. What is the relationship between EV concentration and liver fibrosis in NAFLD?
4. What is the relationship between EV concentration and liver & systemic inflammation?
5. What is the relationship between EV concentration and steatosis?

Figure 9.2 | Investigation of EV Modulation in NAFLD .
Shown are the interacting factors in the progression and development of NAFLD to liver fibrosis
(blue) with the effects that could lead to EV modulation (red).

9.3
9.3.1

Methods
Study Design

Here EMV and LMVs were analysed implementing overlapping markers, allowing a detailed
phenotypic analysis of subpopulations within NAFLD. The modulation of platelet, endothelial, and
leukocyte EVs in individuals with NAFLD was investigated, in a subset of samples from a larger
study. The design and rationale for the WELCOME (Wessex Evaluation of fatty Liver and
Cardiovascular markers in NAFLD with OMacor Therapy) study have previously been reported191.
Briefly 103 participants were randomized to either Omacor (docosahexaenoic acid (DHA) +
eicosapentaenoic acid (EPA)) 4 g per day (n = 51) or 4 g per day of placebo (olive oil; n = 52).
DHA+EPA and placebo capsules were gelatine coated and of similar appearance and taste.
Erythrocyte EPA and DHA enrichment were (between baseline and end of study) to test
adherence to the intervention in the DHA+EPA group and for contamination monitoring with DHA
and EPA in the placebo group. Allocated medication compliance was also monitored by recording
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returned unused capsules192. 44 patient samples were selected from the WELCOME Trial cohort,
to determine the use of EVs as biomarkers for NAFLD. The subgroup was selected to represent
the characteristics of the full study population based on (age, sex, treatment groups, body mass
index (BMI), and fibrosis severity). Here only baseline data, and not post-treatment data is
presented. Overall study design, recruitment, sample collection and all non-EV measurements
were performed by Prof C. Byrne’s research team. EV acquisition protocol, antibody panel design
and titration, analysis protocol and cytometer modelling were conducted by J. Welsh. Sample
acquisition was performed by H. McMillan, M. Duffield and J. Welsh. Sample analysis and
statistical analysis was carried out by J. Welsh.
9.3.2

Ethics

The WELCOME study was approved by the Southampton and South West Hampshire local
research ethics committee (08/H0502/165). All participants gave informed written consent.
Omacor (DHA+EPA as ethyl esters), also known as Lovaza, was provided free of charge by Pronova
BioPharma/Abbott (Pronova BioPharma ASA, Lysaker, Norway; Abbott Laboratories,
Southampton, UK). The conduct of the trial, data analyses, and manuscript writing are all
undertaken by the authors and are completely independent from Pronova BioPharma/Abbott.
9.3.3

Quantifying and Predicting Liver Fibrosis

Many ways of scoring liver fibrosis, and predicting liver fibrosis have been proposed. Methods
used within the WELCOME trial are as follows.
9.3.3.1

Scheuer Fibrosis Score, 1991

The Scheuer Fibrosis Score is a histological scoring system of liver fibrosis, with grades 0-4. 0 = no
fibrosis, 1 = enlarged, fibrotic portal tracts, 2=periportal or portal-portal septa but intact
architecture, 3=fibrosis with architectural distortion but no obvious cirrhosis, 4=probable or
definite cirrhosis193.
9.3.3.2

Kleiner Score, 2005

The Kleiner Score, is a histological feature scoring system developed for use in clinical trials as a
NAFLD stage score. The Kleiner score is composed of 14 histological features including steatosis
(0-4), lobular inflammation (0-2), hepatocellular ballooning (0-2), and fibrosis (0-4)194.
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9.3.3.3

Fibrosis score, 2007

The Fibrosis Score, is a result of regression modelling using a variety of variables and is aimed at
distinguishing fibrosis severity of 0-2 from 3-4. The resulting formula is as follows:
−1.675 + 0.037×𝐴𝑔𝑒 𝑦𝑒𝑎𝑟𝑠 + 0.094×𝐵𝑀𝐼
0.99×

-gh
-ih5jklm

^_
`a

+ 1.13×𝐼𝐹𝐺/𝐷𝑖𝑎𝑏𝑒𝑡𝑒𝑠(𝑦𝑒𝑠 − 1, 𝑛𝑜 = 0) +

− 0.013 × 𝑝𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑡 𝑐𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡 ×10n /𝐿 − 0.66×𝑎𝑙𝑏𝑢𝑚𝑖𝑛 𝑔/𝑑𝐿 .

IFG = Impaired fasting glucose, AST=aspartate transaminase, ALT=alanine transaminase. The cutoffs values for the categories are: >0.676, High likelihood of advanced fibrosis, –1.455-0.676,
intermediate likelihood of advanced fibrosis, <–1.455 low likelihood of advanced fibrosis195.
9.3.3.4

Enhanced Liver Fibrosis (ELF) score, 2008

The ELF score, distinguishes fibrosis severity of 0-2 from 3-4. Using the formula:
𝐿𝑁 𝐻𝐴 ×0.681 + 𝐿𝑁 𝑃𝐼𝐼𝐼𝑁𝑃 ×0.775 + 𝐿𝑁 𝑇𝐼𝑀𝑃1 ×0.494 − 7.412196.
LN=Natural Log, HA=Hyaluronic Acid, PIIINP=Type III Procollagen Peptide, TIMP1= TIMP
Metallopeptidase Inhibitor 1.
9.3.4
9.3.4.1

Quantifying Fat Accumulation
Hepatic Fat Fractionation

This method involves calculating the hepatic fat fraction (HFF) as a percentage using the
difference between in phase and out of phase measurements using proton spectroscopic imaging,
a technique based on detecting the magnitude of chemical shifts 197.
9.3.4.2

Magnetic Resonance Spectroscopy

This method involves quantification of hepatic fat compared to water by using magnetic
resonance signal intensities from images198.
9.3.4.3

Dual-Emission X-ray Absorptiometry

This method involves calculating density using two x-ray beams of varying energy levels. The
absorption of these beams can be then converted into a measure of specific soft tissues through
signal attenuation199.
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9.3.5

Circulating Inflammatory Factor Measurement

Tissue inhibitor of matrix metalloproteinase-1 (TIMP-1) and hyaluronic acid (HA) were analysed
using an ELISA kit Dynex DS2 platform. The Procollagen-III N-terminal Propeptide (PIIINP) assay
was performed with a UniQ radioimmunoassay kit supplied by Orion Diagnostica (Product
no.68570). IL-10, IL-8, MMP-9, MCP-1, IL-6, TNF𝛼 were measured on the Meso Scale Discovery
(MSD) assays (Meso Scale Diagnostics LLC, Maryland, USA).
9.3.6

Sample Isolation & Storage

Blood samples (n=206) were drawn into citrated tubes using a 21G needle. Blood was centrifuged
twice at 2000xg for 10 mins. The plasma was collected and aliquoted into 1mL tubes and stored at
-80°C.
9.3.7

Sample Preparation

Antibody master mixes were made by adding antibodies and isotypes to 4 x 1.5mL labelled
Eppendorfs. Volumes can be found in Table 9.4. Antibodies were used to distinguish between
different EV derivations, Table 9.3. Procoagulant positive and negative were based on the
presence of MFGE8, which binds to phosphatidylserine. Antibodies were vortexed briefly before
pipetting. Master mixes were stored on ice, in the dark.
Table 9.2 | Cell types showing prominent expression of antibodies used.
CD Marker

Alternative Name

Prominent Expression

CD14

LPS Receptor

Mon./Mac., Gran.

CD16

FCRIIIA

Mon./Mac, Gran, T Cell, NK Cell, DC

CD284

TLR4

Mon./Mac.

CD41a

GPIIb

Platelets

CD42b

GPIX

Platelets

CD31

PECAM-1

Endothelial, Platelets

CD105

Endoglin

Endothelial

N/A

Lactadherin/MFGE8

Apoptotic Vesicles, Microvesicles

Mon./Mac. – Monocyte/Macrophage, Gran. – Granulocyte, NK Cell – Natural Killer Cell.
Selected EV cohort samples (n=88) were removed from the -80°C freezer, and stored on dry ice
before being incubated at 37°C for 10 mins. 30µL of sample were added to FACS tubes containing
50µl 0.1µm double-filtered HEPES buffered saline (dfHBS). These also contained IgG master mixes,
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antibodies, or just HBS depending on whether the sample was going to be isotype controls,
antibody stained, or unstained samples, respectively.
Samples were then incubated on ice in the dark for 20 mins before being diluted further in 1mL of
0.1µm dfHBS. An appropriate volume of the sample was then transfer to a FACS tube (TruCount
tube for antibody samples) containing 1mL of 0.1µm dfHBS that resulted in an event rate of
<500E/s.
9.3.8

Sample Acquisition

A BD Special Order LSRFortessa X-20 using FACSDiva 8.0 software (BD Biosciences, Oxford, UK)
was used for EV sample acquisition and analysis. 100, 300, 500, 900nm fluorescent polystyrene
beads (Megamix Plus FSC , Biocytex, France) were analysed on FSC-H, SSC -H. SSC and FSC
voltages were increased until the 900nm population appeared in the upper right corner of a plot
without detector saturation. A SSC threshold was set using the median SSC-H parameter of
100nm polystyrene fluorescent beads. 100, 200, 400, 700, 1000nm Polystyrene and 500, 700,
1000nm silica NIST beads (Thermofisher Scientific, Loughborough, UK) were then recorded at set
thresholds and voltages for Mie scatter reference. CompBeads (BD Bioscience, Oxford, UK)
independently stained with each fluorophore at the same concentration as samples, stained for
20mins before acquisition, were analysed for each fluorophore, increasing the voltage for each
until at the top of fluorescence-H log plot. An unstained sample was then analysed at the set
fluorescence and scatter voltages. Appropriate thresholds were then set on ‘OR’ for each
fluorescent channel, just above autofluorscence. All samples were analysed for initially for 30
seconds at the lowest flow rate attainable, allowing the core stream to stabilise before events,
before being recorded for 6minutes. Samples were diluted until an event rate of £500 events/sec
was stable, with limited electronic aborts.
9.3.9

Data Analysis

Data analysis was carried out on imported FCS 3.0 files using FlowJo v10.0.8 (FlowJo LLC, Ashland,
USA). Compensation matrices were first set, using CompBead data with the automated
compensation matrix set up in FlowJo.
Gating of MVs populations was based on Mie theory modelling of the Fortessa X-20 shown in
previous chapters. Cut-offs for the MV gate were chosen to be from the 100nm fluorescent
polystyrene population (threshold set to median 100nm) and modal 200nm polystyrene NIST
population (Figure 6.7). The AV population was set from the modal 200nm population to the 900
fluorescent polystyrene population. The total population (MA) was gated from lower 100nm
fluorescent bead population up to the modal 900nm population. Fluorescent gating of negative
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events was done using isotype-matched controls for every patient. A bisector tool was used to set
the left-hand gate at 99.9% of the population for each fluorophore-H measurement. Events
appearing above this gate were assumed positively stained. These gates were then layered in
order to identify specific EV subsets. MFGE8-FITC stained populations (MFG+), as an exception,
used a negatively stained population in order to determine positive events.
The gating strategy employed resulted in a total of 78 unique phenotypes. Further populations
were created using sums of populations, and ratios. This conclusive list exceeded 600 variables. A
subset of which were chosen for the analysis in the subsequent chapter, in order to have a
manageable amount. Cell derivation was determined based on high expression cell types and
were categorised using Table 9.3.
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CD284
NCD284

CD284

NCD284

NMFG

Leukocyte Panel

NCD284

MFG

CD284
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CD105
MFG

Endothelial Panel

NCD105
CD105
NMFG
NCD105
CD105
NCD105

CD16
CD16
CD14
NCD14
CD14
CD14
CD16
CD16
CD16
CD14
NCD14
CD14
CD14
CD16
CD16
CD16
CD14
CD14
CD14
CD16

NCD14
CD14
NCD16
NCD16
NCD16
CD16
NCD14
NCD14
CD14
NCD16
NCD16
NCD16
CD16
NCD14
NCD14
CD14
NCD16
NCD16
CD16
NCD14

CD284 MON
CD284 MON
CD284 MON
CD284 MON
NCD284 MON
NCD284 MON
OTHER
CD284 MON
CD284 MON
CD284 MON
CD284 MON
NCD284 MON
NCD284 MON
OTHER
CD284 MON
CD284 MON
CD284 MON
NCD284 MON
NCD284 MON
OTHER

NCD31
CD31
CD41/42
CD41/42
CD31
NCD31
CD31
CD41/42
CD41/42
CD31
NCD31
CD31
CD41/42
CD41/42
CD31

NCD41/42
NCD41/42
NCD31
CD31
NCD41/42
NCD41/42
NCD41/42
NCD31
CD31
NCD41/42
NCD41/42
NCD41/42
NCD31
CD31
NCD41/42

EMV
EMV
PMV
PMV
EMV
EMV
EMV
PMV
PMV
EMV
EMV
EMV
PMV
PMV
EMV

Table 9.3 | Categorical Phenotyping Method Used for EV Cell Derivation Grouping, Based on
Prominent CD Marker Expression.
NCDx- Negatively stained for CD Marker ‘x’, CDx – Positively stained for CD Marker ‘x, MFGPositively Stained for MFGE8, NMFG-Negatively Stained with MFGE8, CD284 MON –
Monocyte/Macrophage Derivation with a CD284 positive phenotype, NCD284 MON –
Monocyte/Macrophage Derivation with a CD284 negative phenotype, PMV- Platelet Derivation,
EMV-Endothelial Derivation, OTHER- T-cell, Dendritic Cell, or Natural Killer Cell Derivation.
9.3.10

EV Count Normalisation

Absolute EV counts were calculated by analysing stained samples in TruCount tubes (BD
Bioscience, Oxford, UK). TruCount beads were gated on APC-Cy7-H vs. BV510-H. Absolute counts
were then calculated using the following equations. Note, sample volume allows for dilution of
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the sample with antibody mastermix, and further dilutions that allowed for events rates £500
events/sec.
𝐴𝑏𝑠𝑜𝑙𝑢𝑡𝑒 𝑀𝑉 𝑐𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡 =

9.3.11

𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑇𝑟𝑢𝐶𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡 𝑏𝑒𝑎𝑑 𝑛𝑜.
𝑅𝑒𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑑𝑒𝑑 𝑃𝑎𝑟𝑎𝑚𝑒𝑡𝑒𝑟 𝑐𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡
×
𝑅𝑒𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑑𝑒𝑑 𝑇𝑟𝑢𝐶𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡 𝑏𝑒𝑎𝑑𝑠
𝑆𝑎𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑒 𝑉𝑜𝑙𝑢𝑚𝑒 𝑖𝑛 𝑇𝑟𝑢𝐶𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡 𝑇𝑢𝑏𝑒

Statistical Analysis

Data was analysed using Statistical Package for the Social Sciences (SPSS) Version 23.0 (IBM, New
York, USA), and GraphPad Prism 6 (GraphPad Software Inc., La Jolia, USA). EV data was added to a
pre-existing SPSS database including metabolic, fibrosis and inflammatory markers courtesy of
Professor C. D. Byrne. Samples were tested for normality using Shapiro-Wilk tests with a p< 0.05
marking significance. Variables were duplicated and then converted to Log10 values and re-run
using a Shapiro-Wilk tests, with a p<0.05 marking significance. All variables were autotransformed with variables above 3.0 standard deviations replaced with cut-off values, these
variables were then re-run through the Shapiro-Wilk tests, with a p<0.05 marking significance.
Non-parametric data was compared using a Kruskal-Wallis test, if nominal comparison variables
were above 2. A Mann-Whitney U-test was used if non-parametric data was being compared to a
nominal data set of 2. A one-way analysis of variance was used to compare parametric variables
against nominal variables with more than 2 categories. Unpaired sample t-tests were used to
compare EV variables between nominal variables between 2 groups. Multiple comparisons tests
used for nominal variables were subjective depending on the variable and were done as stated in
the results.
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Antibody
MFGE8
CD42b
CD41a
CD105
CD31
NA
NA
NA
NA
MFGE8
CD14
CD16
CD284
NA
NA
NA

Fluorochrome
FITC
PerCP
PerCPCy5.5
BV421
PE
PerCP
PerCPCy5.5
BV421
PE
FITC
PerCPCy5.5
BV421
PE
PerCPCy5.5
BV421
PE

Conc. (µg/mL) Test Vol (µL) µg per test
NA
83
10
0.83
Mouse IgG1, κ
400
5
2
Mouse IgG1, κ
25
20
0.5
Mouse IgG1, κ
50
5
0.25
Mouse IgG1, κ
6.25
20
0.125
Mouse IgG1, κ
100
20
2
Mouse IgG1, κ
200
2.5
0.5
Mouse IgG1, κ
200
1.25
0.25
Mouse IgG1, κ
50
2.5
0.125
NA
83
10
0.83
Mouse IgG2b, κ
100
5
0.5
Mouse IgG1, κ
50
5
0.25
Mouse IgG1, κ
50
5
0.25
IgG2b, Mouse
12.5
40
0.5
IgG1, Mouse
200
1.25
0.25
IgG1, Mouse
50
5
0.25

Isotype

Supplier
Cambridge Bioscience
BD Bioscience
BD Bioscience
BD Bioscience
BD Bioscience
BD Bioscience
BD Bioscience
BD Bioscience
BD Bioscience
Cambridge Bioscience
BD Bioscience
BD Bioscience
BD Bioscience
BD Bioscience
BD Bioscience
BD Bioscience
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Table 9.4 | NAFLD Study Antibody and Isotype Information.

Listed are the antibody and isotype panels implemented in the NAFLD investigation.
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Endothelial

Leukocyte

Antibodies

Isotype

Isotype Antibodies

9.4
9.4.1

Results
Cohort Characteristics

Cohort characteristics are given in
Table 9.5. Samples were selected to match gender, metformin and diabetes as closely as possible.
Table 9.5 | Cohort Selection Summary.
Selected Cohort Overview
Gender

Male=22 Female=22

Age (years)
Diabetes

49.89 SD±11.41
T2DM = 22 T1DM = 1 No DM = 21

Metformin
BMI (kg m-2)

Yes = 20 No = 24
32.62 SD±6.10

Fibrosis

1.86 SD±1.35 n=28

Summarised are the variables that were aimed to be matched from the full cohort, to the selected
cohort. These parameters include, gender, age, diabetes (type 1=T1DM, type 2=T2DM), metformin
use, BMI, and fibrosis.
9.4.1.1

EV Overview

Absolute count comparisons of microvesicle (MV) and apoptotic vesicle (AV) cell derivations are
shown in Figure 9.3a, c, respectively. Absolute comparisons of MV and AV expressed CD marker
expression are shown in Figure 9.3b, d, respectively. Groupings of phenotypes can be seen in
Table 9.3. CD284 positive monocyte/macrophages (CD284 MON) MVs and AVs counts are the
most abundant cell derivation, Figure 9.3a, c. This group is however primarily composed of CD14.
The ‘other’ leukocyte grouping is the least abundant EV phenotype. CD14 positive MVs and AVs
are the most prevalent with CD16 positive least prevalent in MVs, and CD284 positive being the
least prevalent marker in AVs.
9.4.1.2

Diabetes

Diabetes has commonly been associated with EV increases170-185. The effect diabetes on individuals
with NAFLD was therefore investigated in the selected cohort. A comparison of individuals
diagnosed with T2DM compared to individuals who did not have DM was carried out using a
Kruskal Wallis Test. No difference was observed for any of the EV testing variables (data not
shown).
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9.4.1.3

Obesity

The severity of obesity and its correlation to EV modulation was investigated. It was not possible
to compare obese to lean individuals, due to lack of lean individuals in the cohort. Individuals
were grouped based on their BMI in groups overweight (BMI 25-29.9), obese (BMI 30-39.9) and
extremely obese (BMI >40), and compared using a Kruskal Wallis Test for differences in EV
phenotypes. No differences were observed in the tested MV and AV phenotypes (data not
shown).
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Figure 9.3 | Overview of Microvesicle (MV) and Apoptotic Vesicle (AV) Median Absolute Counts from
Endothelial, Platelet and Leukocyte Origin in Individuals with NAFLD.
Shown are the breakdown of MV absolute count cell derivation (a), MV CD marker prominence (b), AV
absolute count cell derivation (c), AV CD marker prominence (d), and summarised in the bottom table
are the statistical significances between cell derivations and prominent CD markers.
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9.4.1.4

Sex

Sex has been suggested to affect EV concentrations78. The effect of sex was therefore
investigated. EV phenotypes and phenotypic ratios were compared between men and women.
Differences were observed predominantly for endothelial cell derived AV phenotypes,
Figure 9.4. The differences between endothelial derived AV phenotypes
(AB_ALL_CD105_NCD31_NCD41|42, AB_ALL_EMV) are due to an outlier, Figure 9.4a,b. The ratio
of endothelial to platelet derived AVs (p=0.037) and number of procoagulant residual platelets to
non-procoagulant residual platelets (p=0.025) are significantly different between the sexes,
Figure 9.4c, d. In summary there is a higher number of procoagulant to non-procoagulant platelet
concentration in females than males (
Figure 9.4d), and a higher number of total endothelial apoptotic bodies to platelets in males when
compared to females (
Figure 9.4c).

AB_ALL_CD105_NCD31_NCD41_42

AB_ALL_EMV

AB_EMV_O_PMV

AB_MFG_PMV_O_NMFG_PMV

Table 9.6 | Summary of Significant Difference between Genders and EV Concentrations.

Total N

44

44

44

40

Mann-Whitney U

156

154

153

283

Wilcoxon W

409

407

406

493

Test Statistic

156

154

153

283

Standard Error

42.603

42.603

42.603

36.967

Standardized Test Statistic

-2.019

-2.066

-2.089

2.245

Asymptotic Sig. (2-sided test)

0.044

0.039

0.037

0.025

Exact Sig. (1-sided test)

NA

NA

NA

0.024
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Figure 9.4 | Summary of Significant Difference between Genders and EV Concentrations.
Figure shows comparison histograms of phenotypes showing significance between sexes.
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9.4.1.5

Metabolic Syndrome

Due to nearly all individuals being diagnosed with the IDF classification of metabolic syndrome, a
comparison of individuals with and without metabolic syndrome could not be done. The features
of metabolic syndrome are: high fasting blood glucose concentration (≥ 100mmol/dL), low
concentration of high-density lipoprotein (HDL) concentration (< 40mg/dL), hypertension
(systolic blood pressure ≥ 130 mm Hg, or diastolic ≥ 85 mm Hg), and hypertriglyceridemia (≥
150mg/dL), were therefore compared using EV counts for each phenotype using a Mann-Whitney
U test. Due to all patients enrolled in the trial exceeding the IDF central obesity cut off value,
comparisons could not be made. Significant results can be found summarised in Table 9.7. It can
be seen that there are clear differences in the EV phenotypes modulated by the conditions
leading to the metabolic syndrome classification.
Increased fasting blood glucose is associated with increased numbers of CD284 MVs, as well as an
increased ratio of platelet MVs to monocyte MVs. Increased fasting blood glucose is associated
with decreased procoagulant endothelial AVs, and decreased CD16+ CD14+ monocytes AVs, Table
9.7.
Decreased HDL is associated with increased ratio of monocyte MVs and endothelial MVs to CD16
only leukocyte MVs, Table 9.7.
Increased triglycerides are associated with increases in endothelial and platelet MVs, and CD16
only leukocyte AVs. A lower ratio procoagulant endothelial MVs and AVs is also associated with
triglycerides, Table 9.7.
Hypertension is associated with increased endothelial MV to platelet MV, and endothelial MV to
leukocyte MV ratios, Table 9.7.
In summary, leukocyte MVs and AVs are associated predominantly with high blood glucose, while
decreased leukocyte MVs and AVs and increased endothelial MVs and AVs are associated with
high triglycerides, low HDL, and hypertension.
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Table 9.7 | Summary of Significant EV Phenotype Concentration Differences in Metabolic
Syndrome Criteria.
Phenotype

MV

Hyperglycaemia

MFG EMV over NMFG EMV

0.032

CD284 MON over NCD284 MON

0.027

CD284 over CD14

0.028

PMV over MON

0.043

HDL

Hypertriglyceridemia

Hypertension

0.028

0.024

NMFG EMV

0.033

NMFG PMV

0.048

ALL EMV

0.028

ALL CD31

0.028

EMV over MON

0.018

0.000

EMV over CD14

0.010

0.000

CD31 over CD14

0.038

0.019

EMV over PMV

0.046

EMV over NCD284 MON

0.000

EMV over ALL CD284

0.000

CD105 over CD284

0.003

CD105 over CD14

0.007

Mon over Other LMVs

0.039

EMV over OTHER LMVs

0.035

ALL CD31 ONLY

0.022

ALL CD16 ONLY
AV

MV + AV

0.003

NMFG EMV over NMFG PMV

0.037

MFG EMV over NMFG EMV

0.046

CD16 CD14 ONLY

0.040

CD284 over CD16

0.025

MFG EMV over NMFG EMV

0.025

CD284 MON over NCD284 MON

0.025

CD284 over CD14

0.024

EMV over MON

0.034

EMV over CD14

0.025

0.027

Mon over Other

0.035

EMV over OTHER

0.029

NMFG EMV

0.033

ALL EMV

0.038

ALL CD31

0.035

MFG EMV over NMFG EMV

0.017

EMV over CD14

0.045

0.000

MA_EMV over NCD284 MON

0.000

MA_EMV over MON

0.006

EMV over CD284

0.017

CD105 over CD284

0.016

CD105 over CD14

0.049

Cut-offs: Triglycerides >150mg/dL, HDL cholesterol <40mg/dL (males) <50mg/dL (females), Blood
pressure >130 mm Hg systolic, >85 mm Hg diastolic, Fasting blood glucose >100mmol/dL. Peachcoloured cells indicate group above cut-off having increased mean rank (i.e. significantly increased
with feature), green-coloured cell indicate group above cut-off having a lower mean rank (i.e.
significantly decreased with feature).
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9.4.2

Relationship between EVs and Liver Fibrosis

Currently the gold-standard diagnosis of fibrosis severity is a liver biopsy, with fibrosis being one
of the final stages in the progression of NAFLD, Figure 9.5. This raises practical issues due to
biopsies being invasive and costly, as well as making it hard to test therapeutic interventions over
a period of time. It would therefore be useful if a simple blood based biomarker test was
available. We have investigated the relative behaviour of EVs and liver fibrosis to test if EVs are a
suitable biomarker.

Figure 9.5 | Investigation of EV Modulation Due to Liver Fibrosis
Here comparisons of fibrosis scoring methods, within the trial, were compared using Spearmen
correlation to confirm their relationship with fibrosis biopsy scoring (Scheuer fibrosis score) in this
cohort, Table 9.8.
Table 9.8 | Spearmen Correlation Analysis of Fibrosis Scoring Methods.
ELF Score
C.C.

Sig.

Fibrosis Score
N

ELF Score
Fibrosis Score

.325*

0.034

43

Scheuer Fibrosis Score

.770**

<0.001

28

Scheuer Fibrosis Score

C.C.

Sig.

N

C.C.

Sig.

N

.325*

0.034

43

.770**

<0.001

28

.475*

0.011

28

.475*

0.011

28

C.C. – correlation coefficient, Sig – Significance.
Linearity of the scoring systems can be confirmed, with the results from Spearmen correlation
analysis, Table 9.8. It can be seen that the ELF score has a higher correlation coefficient and
significance than Fibrosis score, when compared with the Scheuer Fibrosis score.
Spearmen correlation was then conducted between the fibrosis regression scores, and
endothelial EV variables, to determine whether EV phenotype absolute counts linearly correlate
with fibrosis severity, Table 9.9. Due to both fibrosis scoring methods showing significant
correlations with Scheuer Fibrosis scores, EV phenotypes were compared to all three scoring
methods.
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Table 9.9 | Spearmen Correlation Analysis of Fibrosis Scoring Systems with Endothelial EV
Phenotypes
ELF Score
Phenotypes

MV

AV

MV+AV

C.C.

Fibrosis Score

Sig.

N

C.C.

Scheuer Fibrosis Score

Sig.

N

C.C.

Sig.

ALL_CD105_NCD31_NCD41

-0.154

0.318

44

-0.033

0.833

43

-.489**

0.008

28

ALL_NCD105_CD31_NCD41

-0.077

0.619

44

-0.122

0.436

43

-.401*

0.034

28

NMFG_EMV

-0.074

0.633

44

-0.039

0.803

43

-.428*

0.023

28

ALL_EMV

-0.065

0.677

44

-0.058

0.711

43

-.425*

0.024

28

ALL_CD105

-0.164

0.288

44

-0.005

0.975

43

-.441*

0.019

28

MFG_PMV_O_NMFG_PMV

.313*

0.041

43

-0.167

0.292

42

.486*

0.01

27

NMFG_EMV_O_NMFG_PMV

-0.132

0.393

44

0.162

0.299

43

-.388*

0.042

28

EMV_O_PMV

-0.266

0.081

44

0.113

0.47

43

-.476*

0.01

28

AV_MFG_EMV_O_MFG_PMV

0.023

0.888

40

.333*

0.038

39

-0.11

0.601

25

MA_ALL_CD105_NCD31_NCD41

-0.149

0.336

44

-0.017

0.913

43

-.490**

0.008

28

MA_NMFG_EMV

-0.064

0.679

44

-0.016

0.919

43

-.383*

0.044

28

MA_ALL_EMV

-0.056

0.719

44

-0.034

0.829

43

-.410*

0.03

28

MA_MFG_PMV_O_NMFG_PMV

0.248

0.105

44

-0.177

0.257

43

.384*

0.044

28

MA_EMV_O_PMV

-0.253

0.098

44

0.15

0.338

43

-.418*

0.027

28

C.C. – correlation coefficient, Sig – Significance.
It can be seen that all EV phenotypes correlating to fibrosis scores are inverse correlations,
meaning that EV counts decrease as severity of fibrosis decreases. Procoagulant positive to
negative ratios all appear to be positive correlations, meaning there is a higher concentration of
phosphatidylserine positive EVs compared to phosphatidylserine negative EVs. Endothelial over
platelet ratios being inverse also, meaning there are increased numbers of residual platelets and
platelet MVs when compared to endothelial AVs and MVs, respectively. It can also be seen that
ELF and fibrosis score do not correlate with any endothelial or platelet EV phenotypes, but instead
with the ratio of procoagulant to non-procoagulant EV phenotypes. Testing of linearity between
endothelial and platelet phenotypes with fibrosis scoring highlighted potential phenotypes worth
considering under a more appropriate statistical test, such as an ANOVA or Kruskal-Wallis multiple
comparisons post-hoc test.
Spearmen correlation was then conducted between the fibrosis regression scores and leukocyte
EV variables to determine whether EV phenotype counts linearly correlate with fibrosis severity,
Table 9.10.
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Table 9.10 | Spearmen Correlation Analysis of Fibrosis Scoring and Leukocyte EV Phenotypes
ELF Score

MV

AV

MV+AV

Fibrosis Score

Scheuer Fibrosis
Score
C.C.
Sig.
N

Phenotypes

C.C.

Sig.

N

C.C.

Sig.

N

MFG_MV2

0.002

0.991

44

-.328*

0.032

43

-0.347

0.07

28

ALL_NCD284_CD16_NCD14

-0.107

0.488

44

-0.172

0.27

43

-.397*

0.036

28

ALL_NCD284_NCD16_CD14

-0.016

0.92

44

-.314*

0.04

43

-0.298

0.123

28

NMFG_MON

-0.195

0.205

44

-.303*

0.048

43

-.479**

0.01

28

ALL_MON

-0.154

0.318

44

-0.297

0.053

43

-.440*

0.019

28

ALL_CD16

-0.155

0.314

44

-0.142

0.363

43

-.391*

0.039

28

ALL_CD14

-0.15

0.33

44

-.310*

0.043

43

-.448*

0.017

28

MV_PMV_OTHER

0.248

0.104

44

0.038

0.809

43

.377*

0.048

28

AV_MFG_MV2

0.017

0.914

44

-.343*

0.024

43

-0.332

0.084

28

AV_ALL_CD284_NCD16_NCD14

-0.01

0.951

44

-0.078

0.621

43

-.387*

0.042

28

AV_ALL_NCD284 MON

-0.057

0.714

44

-0.068

0.666

43

-.392*

0.039

28

AV_ALL_CD284

-0.057

0.714

44

-0.068

0.666

43

-.392*

0.039

28

AV_EMV_OTHER

-0.041

0.792

43

.316*

0.042

42

0.241

0.217

28

MA_MFG_MV2

0.002

0.988

44

-.358*

0.018

43

-0.344

0.073

28

MA_ALL_NCD284_CD16_NCD14

-0.074

0.634

44

-0.229

0.139

43

-.401*

0.034

28

MA_ALL_NCD284_NCD16_CD14

0.013

0.932

44

-.303*

0.048

43

-0.218

0.265

28

MA_NMFG_MON

-0.222

0.147

44

-0.297

0.053

43

-.460*

0.014

28

MA_ALL_ NCD284 MON

-0.048

0.757

44

-0.165

0.289

43

-.390*

0.04

28

MA_ALL_MON

-0.17

0.27

44

-0.295

0.055

43

-.436*

0.02

28

MA_ALL_CD284

-0.048

0.757

44

-0.165

0.289

43

-.390*

0.04

28

MA_ALL_CD16

-0.148

0.336

44

-0.168

0.281

43

-.401*

0.035

28

MA_ALL_CD14

-0.183

0.236

44

-.302*

0.049

43

-.430*

0.022

28

C.C. – correlation coefficient, Sig – Significance.
Unlike endothelial and platelet EV phenotypes, many leukocyte phenotypes correlate with fibrosis
score, though none correlated with ELF score, Table 9.10. LMV phenotypes are particularly
correlated with fibrosis appear to be of monocyte origin, Table 9.10. It can be seen that all EV
phenotypes correlating to fibrosis scores are all inverse correlations. The ratios of endothelial, and
platelet EVs, to other CD16 leukocyte EVs is positive. Further investigation into monocyte MV
concentration correlation with fibrosis severity is therefore warranted.
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The ‘ALL MON’ (Sum of CD14+ and CD14+CD16+) population was normalised using Log10 function
and further investigated using a Gabriel post-hoc multiple comparisons test, Figure 9.6.

Figure 9.6 | Fibrosis Severity Multiple Comparisons with Monocyte Subset Concentration
Shown are the concentration of Monocyte derived MVs stratified by patient liver fibrosis biopsy
score. Tables below show significance of the data with an ANOVA and post-hoc multiple
comparisons test.
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Multiple comparisons testing of the ‘ALL MON’ concentration with fibrosis severity reveals an
inverse correlation with monocyte MV count decreasing as fibrosis severity increases. This
relationship was further tested by using a linear regression model. The ELF regression score is
currently widely used to diagnose the severity of fibrosis, and consists of 3 parameters (TIMP-1,
Hyaluronic acid (HA), and P3NP). It was not possible to test the ‘ALL MON’ variable in the ELF
regression model due to the lack of samples tested. Its predict power as a fibrosis marker in a
regression model was instead investigated compared to the other ELF score variables using a
receiver operator curve (ROC), Figure 9.7.

Figure 9.7 | Fibrosis Severity ROC
The sensitivity and specificity of ALL_MONs to predict severe from non-severe fibrosis was
compared to the ELF score, and its individual constituents – TIMP1, HA, P3NP.
A ROC curve shows the true positive rate (sensitivity) against the false positive rate (1-specificity).
It can be seen using the area under the curve ROC comparison of the ELF score and its
constituents that the ALL_MON parameter shows higher relative area under the curve, than
TIMP-1. It may therefore be beneficial as a parameter within the ELF score. The n value of this
tested cohort is however too small to definitively show its benefit of using the ALL_MON variable
within the ELF score.
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Further testing of LMVs, and in particular CD14+ & CD14+CD16+ is therefore merited in ordered
to further elucidate their potential as diagnostic biomarkers, with regard to fibrosis severity in
NAFLD.
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9.4.3

Relationship between EVs and Liver Inflammation and Circulating Inflammation
Modulatory Factors

NAFLD is a chronic inflammatory condition, with changes seen in the liver as well as in a number
circulating inflammatory factors. Here the correlation of EVs with liver inflammation and
circulating inflammatory modulators were investigated, Figure 9.8.

Figure 9.8 | Investigation into the Association Between Inflammation and EV Modulation.
Looking first of all at liver inflammation, it was seen that no individual MV or AV concentration
corresponded directly with the level of lobular inflammation on a scale of 0-3 (0 = no
inflammatory foci, 1 = <2 inflammatory foci per 200 x field, 2 = 2-4 inflammatory foci per 200 x
field, 3 = >4 inflammatory foci per 200 x field) (Data not shown).
Spearmen analysis of EVs with circulating inflammatory factors: interleukin-10 (IL-10), interleukin8 (IL-8), interleukin-6 (IL-6), monocyte chemoattractant protein-1 (MCP-1), matrix
metallopeptidase-9 (MMP-9), tissue inhibitor of metallopeptidases-1 (TIMP-1), tumour necrosis
factor-a (TNFa) was carried out.
IL-8 was associated with increased numbers of a number of platelet MV phenotypes, ALL PMV
shown in Figure 9.9a. MMP-9 was associated with a decrease in a specific subset of platelet MVs,
ALL NCD105 CD31 CD41|42 shown in Figure 9.9b. IL-6 was correlated with CD14 only MVs, Figure
9.9c. TNFa was associated with increases in NCD284 and CD284 monocytes, Figure 9.10a, b.
TIMP-1 was associated with both PS positive platelet and endothelial derived MV increases
(Figure 9.11a,b), as well as procoagulant CD284 positive and negative (NCD284) monocytes
(Figure 9.11c, d). IL-10 and MCP-1 did not show a correlation with any EV concentration increases.
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Figure 9.9 | IL-8, MMP-9, & IL-6 Correlation Scatterplots with Platelet and Leukocyte EV
phenotypes
Shown are EV phenotypes that show significant correlation with IL-6 concentration.
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Figure 9.10 | TNFa Correlation Scatterplots with Leukocyte EV phenotypes
Shown are EV phenotypes that show significant correlation with TNFα concentration.
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Figure 9.11 | TIMP-1 Correlation Scatterplots with Platelet, Endothelial, and Leukocyte EV
phenotypes
Shown are EV phenotypes that show significant correlation with TIMP-1 concentration.
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In summary, TIMP-1 is associated with increases in leukocyte MV release, and PS positive
endothelial and platelet release. TNFa and IL-6 only correlate with leukocyte MV release, while
MMP-9 and IL-8 are associated with platelet MV release, Figure 9.12.

Figure 9.12 | Relationship Between Inflammation and EV Modulation.
Summarised are the EV phenotypes that show significant correlations with inflammatory factors in
NAFLD.
9.4.4

Relationship between EVs and Steatosis

The accumulation of fat in the liver (steatosis) is a hallmark of NAFLD. The severity of steatosis
alone however does not act as a predictor of the stage of NAFLD. Here the predictive potential of
EVs to determine the severity of steatosis is investigated. In addition, this study examines
whether the relationship between EVs and other hallmark features of NAFLD such as
inflammation and liver fibrosis are independent or related to steatosis, Figure 9.13.

Figure 9.13 | Investigation into the Association between Steatosis and EV Modulation.
Firstly, steatosis scores obtained from surgery, using qualitative analysis with steatosis grading
from 0-3, with <5%, 5-33%, 33-66%, and >66% fat coverage, respectively were compared to other
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techniques of determining fat concentration. Methods include: Dual-energy x-ray absorptiometry
measurement of free fat, fat mass, and bone mineral density, expressed in Kg and %, Hepatic fat
fractionation using magnetic resonance spectroscopy. It can be seen that qualitative steatosis
scoring only correlates positively with hepatic fat fractions (correlation coefficient 0.420, p=0.026,
n=28), and weakly with DEXA Trunk/Limb Fat Mass Ratio (correlation coefficient 0.379, p=0.047,
n=28). This was done to investigate if a continuous variable had a very strong correlation with
steatosis, in which case it would be a useful measure to statistical compare with absolute counts.
The association between steatosis and different EV phenotype concentrations was then
compared across groups using a Kruskal-Wallis test, Table 9.11. Other methods of measuring fat
accumulations were omitted due to not correlating with steatosis scoring (data not shown). It can
be seen that CD31 phenotypes (ALL_NCD105_CD31_NCD41, ALL CD31, MA_ALL_CD31), PSnegative PMVs (NMFG_MPV), and the AV-leukocyte ratio (AV_Mon_Other, MA_Mon_Other)
show differences between absolute counts across steatosis severity. CD31-only MVs show the
most significant relationship with steatosis severity, p=0.016. More numerical power however
would be required to determine whether CD31 only is higher in the most severe steatosis group,
Figure 9.14.
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MA_ALL_CD31

AV_Mon_Other

MA_Mon_Other

Asymp. Sig.

ALL_CD31

df

NMFG_PMV

Chi-Square

ALL_NCD105_CD31_NCD41

Table 9.11 | Association between Steatosis and EV Phenotypes

8.244

6.961

8.091

6.375

6.251

6.605

2

2

2

2

2

2

0.016

0.031

0.018

0.041

0.044

0.037
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Figure 9.14 | Association between Steatosis and CD31 MVs
Steatosis severity is on a scale from non-severe (1) to severe (3)
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9.5

Conclusion

The findings in this chapter particularly highlight the complexity and heterogeneity of NAFLD as a
disease. It can be seen that the simplified progression of NAFLD from steatosis to liver fibrosis,
does have associations with distinct EV subsets, particularly with those that have been identified
as MVs, as summarised in Figure 9.15.

Figure 9.15 | Overview of NAFLD Progression and Association with Particular EV Subsets at
Different Stages.
Summarised are the EV phenotypes that show significant correlations with liver fibrosis,
inflammatory factors and steatosis in NAFLD.
This study set out to answer the following questions:
•

Which MV and AV phenotype concentrations are highest in NAFLD?

CD14 LMVs is highest in concentration, with EMV and PMVs next most abundant. CD16 and
CD284 LMVs are lowest in concentration. This was also true for AVs.
•

How do PMV, EMV and LMV concentrations differ in NAFLD with regard to diabetes,
obesity, sex, and metabolic syndrome?

Sex appeared to influence EMV and PMV phenotypes, with metabolic syndrome criteria
modulating EMVs, PMVs, and LMVs. Diabetes and obesity severity showed no difference in EV
phenotypes tested.
•

What is the relationship between EV concentration and liver fibrosis in NAFLD ?

CD14 MVs showed a strong inverse correlation with the severity of fibrosis.
•
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What is the relationship between EV concentration and liver & systemic inflammation?

Clinical EV Sample Analysis: Non-Alcoholic Fatty Liver Disease
Circulating inflammatory factors showed correlations with EMVs, PMVs, and LMVs. TIMP-1 and
TNF𝛼 showed the strongest correlations with EV subsets. No relationship was observed between
lobular inflammation severity and EVs.
•

What is the relationship between EV concentration and steatosis?

Severe steatosis is associated with increased CD31-postive EMV concentration.
Due to the limited statistical power of the small sample size, it is not possible to further depict
associations between EV subsets and hypothesize a more comprehensive mechanistic reasoning
for the modulation EV subsets in NAFLD. It is however clear from this pilot study that MVs from a
broad range of cellular origins are being highly modulated in response to their environment. The
most distinct result is the association of fibrosis severity with a decreased concentration of CD14
MVs.
The development of resolution determination techniques, along with cFCM optimisation
techniques for EV analysis has enabled differentiation between MVs and AVs more
comprehensively than has previously reported in the literature. This study therefore provides
novel insights into the progression of NAFLD and its association with EVs.
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Chapter 10: General Discussion
In order to analyse EVs in clinical samples, novel methods had to be developed, validated and
tested. The six experimental chapters in this thesis describe novel advances in the EV field.
1. Chapter 4 investigates how flow cytometer resolution should be quantified for small
particles, and the variation seen between commercial cFCMs.
2. Chapter 5 of this thesis introduces key concepts in understanding how small particles
scatter light, and the relationship between size, the amplitude of light scattered, and
spatial distribution of scattered light. The effect of limiting the collection of light being
collected at different angles and geometries was then investigated, simulating the
effect of flow cytometry scatter collection, and its effects on small particle resolution.
3. Chapter 6 investigates Mie theory as a standardisation technique in flow cytometry.
This modelling was extended to allow prediction of flow cytometer collection
geometries from bead acquisition alone. An assay was also developed to differentiate
and enumerate EVs, apoptotic vesicles, and residual platelets. This assay also acted to
validate the modelling standardisation in Chapter 6.
4. Chapter 7 of this thesis introduced the problems faced with cFCM detection limits.
Methods of optimisation for cFCM were demonstrated, along with presenting a novel
method of core stream enumeration.
5. Chapter 8 of this thesis compared a non-optimised analysis protocol, to an optimised
protocol developed in Chapter 5, on clinical samples. The results showed that the
optimised protocol produced reliable counts, higher in number and lower in variation.
6. Chapter 9 of this thesis focussed on EVs in individuals with NAFLD. This chapter again
utilised the novel techniques developed in Chapters 4-7 to allow differentiation of EV
subsets, to a higher resolution and using phenotypes that have previously been
investigated to date. This study also provides novel insights in to the modulation of
PMV, EMV, and LMV with regard to liver fibrosis severity, inflammation and steatosis
in NAFLD.

10.1

General Limitations

Across all experiments implementing biological samples, the number of samples analysed was a
limiting factor. This was due to funds available, not having a functioning cFCM, or time
constraints. The cFCMs implemented in data analysis within this thesis are not dedicated FCMs,
the full population of EVs was therefore not detectable, and possibly not the population majority,
due to the detection limit of the Fortessa X-20 being ~170-200nm for EVs, based on Mie theory.
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Stronger significance in results may therefore be gained from detection of EVs with an increased
resolution, particularly in the NAFLD study. Whilst Mie theory as a standardisation technique has
been demonstrated in this thesis particularly with regard to platelet MVs, RI of EVs from different
cell derivations must be demonstrated to fully validate this standardisation technique. Having
clear cut cell derivations, particularly for leukocytes, is a difficult task. Here this was done by
researching the cell types with the most abundant expression of the particular CD marker. It is
however possible for phenotypes such as CD14 and CD284 to be derived from
monocyte/macrophages and granulocytes. Once an EV is outside of its cell of derivation it may be
unlikely that its derivation can ever be deduced from a plasma sample if a unique marker to that
cell is not expressed.

10.2

EV Detection & Resolution Standardisation

The first steps in the standardisation field resulted in the development of polystyrene beads,
without fully accounting for their RI or differing collection geometries in cFCMs, in 201085. Using
Mie theory to account for RI was first proposed as a standardisation technique 2 years later148.
While this technique accounted for RI of polystyrene and silica beads, and other verification
studies have attempted to measure the RI of very select sizes of EVs, a biological assay to date has
not validated Mie theory as a standardisation technique. Here, this has been done for the first
time, and confirmed that the predicted and measured RI of EVs are a good approximation. Mie
theory as a standardisation technique partly has not caught on due to the complexity in physics
calculations for biologists, as well as gaining access to proprietary information. The work
illustrated in the thesis has provided a method that would allow biologists to use Mie theory as a
standardisation technique, with only needing access to a library of reference values, and acquiring
beads of known size and RI on a particular flow cytometer (publication in preparation). This
potentially opens up doors for many in the field that were previously unable to use this technique
as a standardisation procedure.
Alternative methods for determining diameter have also been demonstrated, one of which uses
intercalating dyes and has been demonstrated to resolve vesicles of 30nm diameter48. By
determining the molecules of equivalent soluble fluorophore (MESF) units of a particular dye and
running the correct controls, it is possible to infer surface area based on the fluorescence
intensity of the intercalating dye 48. By calculating surface area, one is able to further deduce
diameter. Though attractive as a measurement technique for cFCM due to fluorescence
triggering having a higher signal to noise ratio than scatter, it requires a large amount of work per
sample, and is unlikely practical for large cohort studies. If implementable however this technique
can be further developed so as to determine RI using Mie theory, due to diameter being
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determined irrespective of EV RI This method may be useful for comparison of sizing EV samples
for their overlap with the methods evaluated here. Vesicles such as lipoproteins may however be
the limiting factor in methods utilised for this protocols such as this where staining of membrane
lipids solely is required.
It is becoming increasingly clear from the development of standardisation techniques that the
resolution, both of fluorescence and scatter, is currently too low in cFCMs to accommodate the
phenotyping of the full range of EVs. The development of dFCMs (dedicated-FCMs) is required for
the progression of this field as a whole. Utilising the findings from cFCM optimisation into a dFCM
would therefore be a future area of development of this work, which has already begun with
preliminary data in Chapter 5. Developments in EV detection and resolution made in this thesis
now allow accurate and sensitive analysis of EVs in clinical samples.

10.3

EVs in Non-Alcoholic Fatty Liver Disease

Multi-organ inflammation is a common phenomenon in obesity, diabetes and NAFLD, and is likely
to alter MV production due to stimulation of the vasculature, leukocytes and platelets. The
phenotype of the resulting MV is also likely to differ to those of healthy controls due to the
inflammatory phenotype of the cells shedding MVs. Studies to date have shown this, particularly
in T2DM which has had the most clinical research conducted of the three conditions, where MVs
are concerned. The majority of studies conducted to date show an increase in platelet,
endothelial and leukocyte MVs.
Only one study has been conducted on NAFLD MVs to date, Table 9.1, and showed a decrease in
platelet MVs and CD15 leukocyte MVs, with an increase in CD14 MVs, Table 9.1. Therefore, the
data in the conducted pilot study of this thesis contributes to the field in a significant and novel
way.
As seen in many of the previously published studies on metabolic diseases, Table 9.1, few true
phenotypic analyses have been done, due to using only a single marker for the identification of
each MV cell type derivation. In none of the published studies, Table 9.1, has RI been taken into
account, or high-resolution flow cytometry been conducted. In many of these publications it is
therefore likely that swarm detection, or larger EVs such as AVs, along with residual platelets have
been analysed. This would make sense since many publications to date have referenced PMVs
accounting for 90% of the MV population200-202. If cytometers were not measuring below the
200nm polystyrene bead mark on SSC, Table 9.1, it would only be possible to analyse residual
platelets and swarm detected MVs. The implications of the standardisation techniques developed
in 2012 and further developed here and validated therefore have heavy implications on the
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current published literature. Many EVs detected in early literature likely are swarm detected
events or AVs. The true potential of MVs as biomarkers in metabolic disease is therefore yet to be
elucidated.
The standardisation techniques utilised in this thesis have therefore provided a novel perspective
into the use of MV and AVs as biomarkers in metabolic disease. Despite offering novel insights
into NAFLD, Table 9.1 particularly with regard to the fibrosis severity, the studies here were
limited by sample size and lack of healthy controls, which were a limitation of funds and study
design. Future work would therefore aim to have a comparison point to healthy controls, along
with analysing a larger number of samples to allow subset analysis in this complicated disease.
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Appendices
Appendix A
A.1

FSC Obscuration Bar Optimisation

Introduction

It can be seen from modelling particle scatter that the majority of light scattered by submicron
particles of all sizes, has the highest intensity of light directed in the first ~60degrees, figure 7. It
can also be seen that submicron particle scatter and size decrease in a relatively linear fashion
unlike SSC light, figure 8.
For these reasons FSC optimisation could have large benefits in terms of sizing EVs. Here I try to
determine the ideal obscuration bar size for dedicated flow cytometer FSC optics, which has a
laser beam spot size of 25x5µm and a total power of 50mW. I will also try to determine the
maximum amount of noise generated by the focussing sheath to determine the maximum
amount of noise possibly derived from it.

A.2

Methods

A basic Rayleigh scatter model was created to simulate the noise derived from sheath into the FSC
collection optics. This model was based on the work done by Morel who described the Rayleigh
scatter of pure water in expression203:
𝑏 𝜆, 𝜃 = 𝑏n= 1 + cos 3 𝜃

550
𝜆[𝑛𝑚]

{.|{

This model has been altered to take into account the FSC optics of a flow cytometry system, a
diagram of which can be seen in Figure 21. This model assumes:
•

The laser beam is an infinitely thin line and its power is constant throughout the cell.

•

Radial symmetry of the laser, beam block and collection lens.

•

All light scattered into the lens (𝑟} ), but outside the beam block (𝑟~ ), is collected.

•

Light scattering from the beam happens at any point 𝑥 = 0 𝑡𝑜 𝐿.
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Figure 21 - Shows an overview of the Rayleigh scatter model created
The total fraction of laser light scattered into the lens by Rayleigh scatter can be described as:
𝑞 = 2𝜋

i
ƒ (…)
𝑑𝑥 ƒ „ (…) 𝑏(𝜆, 𝜃) sin 𝜃𝑑𝜃
=
†

with

𝜃~,} 𝑥 = tan‰8

5†,„
…

The result of integration is as follows:

𝑞 = 2𝜋𝑏n=
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𝜆[𝑛𝑚]

{.|{
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where:
𝑃Šj‹}Œl_• = 𝑞𝑃=
The amount of light scatter from a particle can then be compared to that of the sheath by using
the following equation:
𝑃Žj5k = 𝐼= 𝑟•3 𝜋𝑄‘’j = 𝑃=
Where 𝑟• is the particle radius and 𝐼= =

Ž“

5“a 4

𝑟•3
𝑟=3

𝑄‘’j

, 𝑟= is the laser spot size assuming a circular beam,

𝑄‘’j is the Mie coefficient using circular or rectangular collection aperture scripts mentioned
previously.
In order to accurately implement Mie theory, the scattered light path from the illuminated
particle to the detector is required. This includes refractive indices of mediums and collection
angles. Typically, an illuminated particle will be suspended in a saline solution with a matched
refractive index to the solution it is being hydrodynamically focussed with. Here I have assumed
refractive index of ~1.337. The light then propagates to the flow cell with an approximate
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refractive index of ~1.463. In the forward scatter direction, the scattered light will then hit air,
with a refractive index of ~1.00, before being focused with a lens.
The ideal obscuration bar size can be calculated by using the laser beam waist at the point of
where the obscuration bar would be, then using the predicted scatter of particles using Mie
theory. By subtracting the laser spill over at different blocking angles from the predicted scatter of
particles at the same angles, the optimum signal to noise ratio and therefore obscuration bar size
can be deduced. This is heavily dependent upon the laser’s beam profile, intensity and spot size
and the overall collection angle of scattered light.
In order to simulate the signal to noise ratio for the FSC optics, the contributing factor of sheath
was determined using Rayleigh scatter. This was done assuming a collection lens with a N.A. of
0.43 found as standard on the commercial Attune NxT, limiting the collection half angle to 33.69°
and of 0.80 which would allow a collection half angle of 45°, taking full advantage of the square
flow cell.

A.3

Results

Using the Rayleigh scatter model previously discussed, it is possible to determine the contribution
of sheath to signal noise, and the effect of different obscuration bar sizes, as seen in Figures 2223.

Prayleigh (mW) from H20 with different obscuration bars
(N.A. 0.43)
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Figure 22 - Shows the estimated noise derived from sheath in the flow cell and the effect of
increasing the obscuration bar with a collection lens with a numerical aperture of 0.43
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Prayleigh (mW) from H20 with different obscuration bars
(N.A. 0.80)
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Figure 23 - Shows the estimated noise derived from sheath in the flow cell and the effect of
increasing the obscuration bar with a collection lens with a numerical aperture of 0.80.
It can be seen applying this data to the predicted light scatter of particles to create an optimal
signal to noise ratio, gives an optimum signal at ~20-22° for both 0.43 and 0.80 numerical
apertures, Figure 24&25. It can also be seen that the signal to noise ratio decreases at a slower
rate with a collection lens with a 0.80 N.A. than that of the 0.43 N.A. lens.
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Figure 24 - Shows the optimal obscuration bar size with regards to signal to laser noise for a
collection lens with a numerical aperture of 0.43
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Optimal5FSC5Obscuration5Size5Based5On5Subracting5 Laser5Spillover5 from5Collected5Particle5Light5Scatter5(N.A.50.80)
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Figure 25 - Shows the optimal obscuration bar size with regards to signal to laser noise for a
collection lens with a numerical aperture of 0.80

A.4

Discussion

This work shows that the 0.80 N.A. FSC collection angle has more tolerance in implementation
that the 0.43N.A. and gives a starting point for both lenses to develop optimal FSC obscuration
bars for a laser beam with a spot size of 5x5µm.
Future work will involve developing obscuration bars that create the predicted collection angles
to determine if the theoretical optimum signal to noise ratio is the optimal size in practice.
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Appendix B
B.1
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.
35.
36.
37.
38.
39.
40.
41.
42.
43.
44.

NAFLD Testing Variables

EV Phenotypes Output Variables

MFG_MV1
MFG_CD105_CD31_NCD41
MFG_CD105_NCD31_NCD41
MFG_NCD105_CD31_CD41
MFG_NCD105_CD31_NCD41
MFG_NCD105_NCD31_CD41
NMFG_CD105_CD31_NCD41
NMFG_CD105_NCD31_NCD
41
NMFG_NCD105_CD31_CD41
NMFG_NCD105_CD31_NCD
41
NMFG_NCD105_NCD31_CD
41
ALL_CD105_CD31_NCD41
ALL_CD105_NCD31_NCD41
ALL_NCD105_CD31_CD41
ALL_NCD105_CD31_NCD41
ALL_NCD105_NCD31_CD41
MFG_EMV
MFG_PMV
NMFG_EMV
NMFG_PMV
ALL_EMV
ALL_PMV
ALL_CD105
ALL_CD31
MFG_EMV_O_NMFG_EMV
MFG_PMV_O_NMFG_PMV
MFG_EMV_O_MFG_PMV
NMFG_EMV_O_NMFG_PMV
EMV_O_PMV
CD31_O_CD105
AB_MFG_MV1
AB_MFG_CD105_CD31_NCD
41
AB_MFG_CD105_NCD31_NC
D41
AB_MFG_NCD105_CD31_CD
41
AB_MFG_NCD105_CD31_NC
D41
AB_MFG_NCD105_NCD31_C
D41
AB_NMFG_CD105_CD31_NC
D41
AB_NMFG_CD105_NCD31_
NCD41
AB_NMFG_NCD105_CD31_C
D41
AB_NMFG_NCD105_CD31_
NCD41
AB_NMFG_NCD105_NCD31
_CD41
AB_ALL_CD105_CD31_NCD4
1
AB_ALL_CD105_NCD31_NC
D41
AB_ALL_NCD105_CD31_CD4
1

45. AB_ALL_NCD105_CD31_NC
D41
46. AB_ALL_NCD105_NCD31_C
D41
47. AB_MFG_EMV
48. AB_MFG_PMV
49. AB_NMFG_EMV
50. AB_NMFG_PMV
51. AB_ALL_EMV
52. AB_ALL_PMV
53. AB_ALL_CD105
54. AB_ALL_CD31
55. AB_MFG_EMV_O_NMFG_E
MV
56. AB_MFG_PMV_O_NMFG_P
MV
57. AB_MFG_EMV_O_MFG_PM
V
58. AB_NMFG_EMV_O_NMFG_
PMV
59. AB_EMV_O_PMV
60. AB_CD31_O_CD105
61. MA_MFG_MV1
62. MA_MFG_CD105_CD31_NC
D41
63. MA_MFG_CD105_NCD31_N
CD41
64. MA_MFG_NCD105_CD31_C
D41
65. MA_MFG_NCD105_CD31_N
CD41
66. MA_MFG_NCD105_NCD31_
CD41
67. MA_NMFG_CD105_CD31_N
CD41
68. MA_NMFG_CD105_NCD31_
NCD41
69. MA_NMFG_NCD105_CD31_
CD41
70. MA_NMFG_NCD105_CD31_
NCD41
71. MA_NMFG_NCD105_NCD31
_CD41
72. MA_ALL_CD105_CD31_NCD
41
73. MA_ALL_CD105_NCD31_NC
D41
74. MA_ALL_NCD105_CD31_CD
41
75. MA_ALL_NCD105_CD31_NC
D41
76. MA_ALL_NCD105_NCD31_C
D41
77. MA_MFG_EMV
78. MA_MFG_PMV
79. MA_NMFG_EMV
80. MA_NMFG_PMV
81. MA_ALL_EMV
82. MA_ALL_PMV
83. MA_ALL_CD105

84. MA_ALL_CD31
85. MA_MFG_EMV_O_NMFG_E
MV
86. MA_MFG_PMV_O_NMFG_P
MV
87. MA_MFG_EMV_O_MFG_PM
V
88. MA_NMFG_EMV_O_NMFG_
PMV
89. MA_EMV_O_PMV
90. MA_CD31_O_CD105
91. MFG_MV2
92. MFG_CD284_CD16_CD14
93. MFG_CD284_CD16_NCD14
94. MFG_CD284_NCD16_CD14
95. MFG_CD284_NCD16_NCD14
96. MFG_NCD284_CD16_CD14
97. MFG_NCD284_CD16_NCD14
98. MFG_NCD284_NCD16_CD14
99. NMFG_CD284_CD16_CD14
100.
NMFG_CD284_CD16_
NCD14
101.
NMFG_CD284_NCD16
_CD14
102.
NMFG_CD284_NCD16
_NCD14
103.
NMFG_NCD284_CD16
_CD14
104.
NMFG_NCD284_CD16
_NCD14
105.
NMFG_NCD284_NCD1
6_CD14
106.
ALL_CD284_CD16_CD
14
107.
ALL_CD284_CD16_NC
D14
108.
ALL_CD284_NCD16_C
D14
109.
ALL_CD284_NCD16_N
CD14
110.
ALL_NCD284_CD16_C
D14
111.
ALL_NCD284_CD16_N
CD14
112.
ALL_NCD284_NCD16_
CD14
113.
MFG_GRAN
114.
MFG_MON
115.
NMFG_GRAN
116.
NMFG_MON
117.
ALL_GRAN
118.
ALL_MON
119.
ALL_CD284
120.
ALL_CD16
121.
ALL_CD14
122.
MV_Gran_Mon
123.
MV_Mon_Other
124.
MV_Gran_Other
125.
MV_CD284_CD14
126.
MV_CD14_CD16
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127.
MV_CD284_CD16
128.
MV_EMV_GRAN
129.
MV_EMV_MON
130.
MV_EMV_OTHER
131.
MV_PMV_GRAN
132.
MV_PMV_MON
133.
MV_PMV_OTHER
134.
MV_EMV_CD284
135.
MV_EMV_CD14
136.
MV_EMV_CD16
137.
MV_PMV_CD284
138.
MV_PMV_CD14
139.
MV_PMV_CD16
140.
MV_CD105_CD284
141.
MV_CD105_CD14
142.
MV_CD105_CD16
143.
MV_CD31_CD284
144.
MV_CD31_CD14
145.
MV_CD31_CD16
146.
AB_MFG_MV2
147.
AB_MFG_CD284_CD1
6_CD14
148.
AB_MFG_CD284_CD1
6_NCD14
149.
AB_MFG_CD284_NCD
16_CD14
150.
AB_MFG_CD284_NCD
16_NCD14
151.
AB_MFG_NCD284_CD
16_CD14
152.
AB_MFG_NCD284_CD
16_NCD14
153.
AB_MFG_NCD284_NC
D16_CD14
154.
AB_NMFG_CD284_CD
16_CD14
155.
AB_NMFG_CD284_CD
16_NCD14
156.
AB_NMFG_CD284_NC
D16_CD14
157.
AB_NMFG_CD284_NC
D16_NCD14
158.
AB_NMFG_NCD284_C
D16_CD14
159.
AB_NMFG_NCD284_C
D16_NCD14
160.
AB_NMFG_NCD284_N
CD16_CD14
161.
AB_ALL_CD284_CD16_
CD14
162.
AB_ALL_CD284_CD16_
NCD14
163.
AB_ALL_CD284_NCD1
6_CD14
164.
AB_ALL_CD284_NCD1
6_NCD14
165.
AB_ALL_NCD284_CD1
6_CD14
166.
AB_ALL_NCD284_CD1
6_NCD14
167.
AB_ALL_NCD284_NCD
16_CD14
168.
AB_MFG_GRAN
169.
AB_MFG_MON
170.
AB_NMFG_GRAN
171.
AB_NMFG_MON
172.
AB_ALL_GRAN
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173.
AB_ALL_MON
174.
AB_ALL_CD284
175.
AB_ALL_CD16
176.
AB_ALL_CD14
177.
AB_Gran_Mon
178.
AB_Mon_Other
179.
AB_Gran_Other
180.
AB_CD284_CD14
181.
AB_CD14_CD16
182.
AB_CD284_CD16
183.
AB_EMV_GRAN
184.
AB_EMV_MON
185.
AB_EMV_OTHER
186.
AB_PMV_GRAN
187.
AB_PMV_MON
188.
AB_PMV_OTHER
189.
AB_MV_CD284
190.
AB_EMV_CD14
191.
AB_EMV_CD16
192.
AB_PMV_CD284
193.
AB_PMV_CD14
194.
AB_PMV_CD16
195.
AB_CD105_CD284
196.
AB_CD105_CD14
197.
AB_CD105_CD16
198.
AB_CD31_CD284
199.
AB_CD31_CD14
200.
AB_CD31_CD16
201.
MA_MFG_MV2
202.
MA_MFG_CD284_CD1
6_CD14
203.
MA_MFG_CD284_CD1
6_NCD14
204.
MA_MFG_CD284_NCD
16_CD14
205.
MA_MFG_CD284_NCD
16_NCD14
206.
MA_MFG_NCD284_CD
16_CD14
207.
MA_MFG_NCD284_CD
16_NCD14
208.
MA_MFG_NCD284_NC
D16_CD14
209.
MA_NMFG_CD284_CD
16_CD14
210.
MA_NMFG_CD284_CD
16_NCD14
211.
MA_NMFG_CD284_NC
D16_CD14
212.
MA_NMFG_CD284_NC
D16_NCD14
213.
MA_NMFG_NCD284_C
D16_CD14
214.
MA_NMFG_NCD284_C
D16_NCD14
215.
MA_NMFG_NCD284_
NCD16_CD14
216.
MA_ALL_CD284_CD16
_CD14
217.
MA_ALL_CD284_CD16
_NCD14
218.
MA_ALL_CD284_NCD1
6_CD14
219.
MA_ALL_CD284_NCD1
6_NCD14
220.
MA_ALL_NCD284_CD1
6_CD14

221.
MA_ALL_NCD284_CD1
6_NCD14
222.
MA_ALL_NCD284_NC
D16_CD14
223.
MA_MFG_GRAN
224.
MA_MFG_MON
225.
MA_NMFG_GRAN
226.
MA_NMFG_MON
227.
MA_ALL_GRAN
228.
MA_ALL_MON
229.
MA_ALL_CD284
230.
MA_ALL_CD16
231.
MA_ALL_CD14
232.
MA_Gran_Mon
233.
MA_Mon_Other
234.
MA_Gran_Other
235.
MA_CD284_CD14
236.
MA_CD14_CD16
237.
MA_CD284_CD16
238.
MA_EMV_GRAN
239.
MA_EMV_MON
240.
MA_EMV_OTHER
241.
MA_PMV_GRAN
242.
MA_PMV_MON
243.
MA_PMV_OTHER
244.
MA_EMV_CD284
245.
MA_EMV_CD14
246.
MA_EMV_CD16
247.
MA_PMV_CD284
248.
MA_PMV_CD14
249.
MA_PMV_CD16
250.
MA_CD105_CD284
251.
MA_CD105_CD14
252.
MA_CD105_CD16
253.
MA_CD31_CD284
254.
MA_CD31_CD14
255.
MA_CD31_CD16
256.
DIFF_MFG_MV1
257.
DIFF_MFG_CD105_CD
31_NCD41
258.
DIFF_MFG_CD105_NC
D31_NCD41
259.
DIFF_MFG_NCD105_C
D31_CD41
260.
DIFF_MFG_NCD105_C
D31_NCD41
261.
DIFF_MFG_NCD105_N
CD31_CD41
262.
DIFF_NMFG_CD105_C
D31_NCD41
263.
DIFF_NMFG_CD105_N
CD31_NCD41
264.
DIFF_NMFG_NCD105_
CD31_CD41
265.
DIFF_NMFG_NCD105_
CD31_NCD41
266.
DIFF_NMFG_NCD105_
NCD31_CD41
267.
DIFF_ALL_CD105_CD3
1_NCD41
268.
DIFF_ALL_CD105_NCD
31_NCD41
269.
DIFF_ALL_NCD105_CD
31_CD41
270.
DIFF_ALL_NCD105_CD
31_NCD41

271.
DIFF_ALL_NCD105_NC
D31_CD41
272.
DIFF_MFG_EMV
273.
DIFF_MFG_PMV
274.
DIFF_NMFG_EMV
275.
DIFF_NMFG_PMV
276.
DIFF_ALL_EMV
277.
DIFF_ALL_PMV
278.
DIFF_ALL_CD105
279.
DIFF_ALL_CD31
280.
DIFF_MFG_EMV_O_N
MFG_EMV
281.
DIFF_MFG_PMV_O_N
MFG_PMV
282.
DIFF_MFG_EMV_O_M
FG_PMV
283.
DIFF_NMFG_EMV_O_
NMFG_PMV
284.
DIFF_EMV_O_PMV
285.
DIFF_CD31_O_CD105
286.
DIFF_AB_MFG_MV1
287.
DIFF_AB_MFG_CD105
_CD31_NCD41
288.
DIFF_AB_MFG_CD105
_NCD31_NCD41
289.
DIFF_AB_MFG_NCD10
5_CD31_CD41
290.
DIFF_AB_MFG_NCD10
5_CD31_NCD41
291.
DIFF_AB_MFG_NCD10
5_NCD31_CD41
292.
DIFF_AB_NMFG_CD10
5_CD31_NCD41
293.
DIFF_AB_NMFG_CD10
5_NCD31_NCD41
294.
DIFF_AB_NMFG_NCD1
05_CD31_CD41
295.
DIFF_AB_NMFG_NCD1
05_CD31_NCD41
296.
DIFF_AB_NMFG_NCD1
05_NCD31_CD41
297.
DIFF_AB_ALL_CD105_
CD31_NCD41
298.
DIFF_AB_ALL_CD105_
NCD31_NCD41
299.
DIFF_AB_ALL_NCD105
_CD31_CD41
300.
DIFF_AB_ALL_NCD105
_CD31_NCD41
301.
DIFF_AB_ALL_NCD105
_NCD31_CD41
302.
DIFF_AB_MFG_EMV
303.
DIFF_AB_MFG_PMV
304.
DIFF_AB_NMFG_EMV
305.
DIFF_AB_NMFG_PMV
306.
DIFF_AB_ALL_EMV
307.
DIFF_AB_ALL_PMV
308.
DIFF_AB_ALL_CD105
309.
DIFF_AB_ALL_CD31
310.
DIFF_AB_MFG_EMV_
O_NMFG_EMV
311.
DIFF_AB_MFG_PMV_
O_NMFG_PMV
312.
DIFF_AB_MFG_EMV_
O_MFG_PMV
313.
DIFF_AB_NMFG_EMV
_O_NMFG_PMV

314.
DIFF_AB_EMV_O_PM
V
315.
DIFF_AB_CD31_O_CD
105
316.
DIFF_MA_MFG_MV1
317.
DIFF_MA_MFG_CD105
_CD31_NCD41
318.
DIFF_MA_MFG_CD105
_NCD31_NCD41
319.
DIFF_MA_MFG_NCD1
05_CD31_CD41
320.
DIFF_MA_MFG_NCD1
05_CD31_NCD41
321.
DIFF_MA_MFG_NCD1
05_NCD31_CD41
322.
DIFF_MA_NMFG_CD1
05_CD31_NCD41
323.
DIFF_MA_NMFG_CD1
05_NCD31_NCD41
324.
DIFF_MA_NMFG_NCD
105_CD31_CD41
325.
DIFF_MA_NMFG_NCD
105_CD31_NCD41
326.
DIFF_MA_NMFG_NCD
105_NCD31_CD41
327.
DIFF_MA_ALL_CD105_
CD31_NCD41
328.
DIFF_MA_ALL_CD105_
NCD31_NCD41
329.
DIFF_MA_ALL_NCD10
5_CD31_CD41
330.
DIFF_MA_ALL_NCD10
5_CD31_NCD41
331.
DIFF_MA_ALL_NCD10
5_NCD31_CD41
332.
DIFF_MA_MFG_EMV
333.
DIFF_MA_MFG_PMV
334.
DIFF_MA_NMFG_EMV
335.
DIFF_MA_NMFG_PMV
336.
DIFF_MA_ALL_EMV
337.
DIFF_MA_ALL_PMV
338.
DIFF_MA_ALL_CD105
339.
DIFF_MA_ALL_CD31
340.
DIFF_MA_MFG_EMV_
O_NMFG_EMV
341.
DIFF_MA_MFG_PMV_
O_NMFG_PMV
342.
DIFF_MA_MFG_EMV_
O_MFG_PMV
343.
DIFF_MA_NMFG_EMV
_O_NMFG_PMV
344.
DIFF_MA_EMV_O_PM
V
345.
DIFF_MA_CD31_O_CD
105
346.
DIFF_MFG_MV2
347.
DIFF_MFG_CD284_CD
16_CD14
348.
DIFF_MFG_CD284_CD
16_NCD14
349.
DIFF_MFG_CD284_NC
D16_CD14
350.
DIFF_MFG_CD284_NC
D16_NCD14
351.
DIFF_MFG_NCD284_C
D16_CD14

352.
DIFF_MFG_NCD284_C
D16_NCD14
353.
DIFF_MFG_NCD284_N
CD16_CD14
354.
DIFF_NMFG_CD284_C
D16_CD14
355.
DIFF_NMFG_CD284_C
D16_NCD14
356.
DIFF_NMFG_CD284_N
CD16_CD14
357.
DIFF_NMFG_CD284_N
CD16_NCD14
358.
DIFF_NMFG_NCD284_
CD16_CD14
359.
DIFF_NMFG_NCD284_
CD16_NCD14
360.
DIFF_NMFG_NCD284_
NCD16_CD14
361.
DIFF_ALL_CD284_CD1
6_CD14
362.
DIFF_ALL_CD284_CD1
6_NCD14
363.
DIFF_ALL_CD284_NCD
16_CD14
364.
DIFF_ALL_CD284_NCD
16_NCD14
365.
DIFF_ALL_NCD284_CD
16_CD14
366.
DIFF_ALL_NCD284_CD
16_NCD14
367.
DIFF_ALL_NCD284_NC
D16_CD14
368.
DIFF_MFG_GRAN
369.
DIFF_MFG_MON
370.
DIFF_NMFG_GRAN
371.
DIFF_NMFG_MON
372.
DIFF_ALL_GRAN
373.
DIFF_ALL_MON
374.
DIFF_ALL_CD284
375.
DIFF_ALL_CD16
376.
DIFF_ALL_CD14
377.
DIFF_MV_Gran_Mon
378.
DIFF_MV_Mon_Other
379.
DIFF_MV_Gran_Other
380.
DIFF_MV_CD284_CD1
4
381.
DIFF_MV_CD14_CD16
382.
DIFF_MV_CD284_CD1
6
383.
DIFF_MV_EMV_GRAN
384.
DIFF_MV_EMV_MON
385.
DIFF_MV_EMV_OTHE
R
386.
DIFF_MV_PMV_GRAN
387.
DIFF_MV_PMV_MON
388.
DIFF_MV_PMV_OTHE
R
389.
DIFF_MV_EMV_CD284
390.
DIFF_MV_EMV_CD14
391.
DIFF_MV_EMV_CD16
392.
DIFF_MV_PMV_CD284
393.
DIFF_MV_PMV_CD14
394.
DIFF_MV_PMV_CD16
395.
DIFF_MV_CD105_CD2
84
396.
DIFF_MV_CD105_CD1
4
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397.
DIFF_MV_CD105_CD1
6
398.
DIFF_MV_CD31_CD28
4
399.
DIFF_MV_CD31_CD14
400.
DIFF_MV_CD31_CD16
401.
DIFF_AB_MFG_MV2
402.
DIFF_AB_MFG_CD284
_CD16_CD14
403.
DIFF_AB_MFG_CD284
_CD16_NCD14
404.
DIFF_AB_MFG_CD284
_NCD16_CD14
405.
DIFF_AB_MFG_CD284
_NCD16_NCD14
406.
DIFF_AB_MFG_NCD28
4_CD16_CD14
407.
DIFF_AB_MFG_NCD28
4_CD16_NCD14
408.
DIFF_AB_MFG_NCD28
4_NCD16_CD14
409.
DIFF_AB_NMFG_CD28
4_CD16_CD14
410.
DIFF_AB_NMFG_CD28
4_CD16_NCD14
411.
DIFF_AB_NMFG_CD28
4_NCD16_CD14
412.
DIFF_AB_NMFG_CD28
4_NCD16_NCD14
413.
DIFF_AB_NMFG_NCD2
84_CD16_CD14
414.
DIFF_AB_NMFG_NCD2
84_CD16_NCD14
415.
DIFF_AB_NMFG_NCD2
84_NCD16_CD14
416.
DIFF_AB_ALL_CD284_
CD16_CD14
417.
DIFF_AB_ALL_CD284_
CD16_NCD14
418.
DIFF_AB_ALL_CD284_
NCD16_CD14
419.
DIFF_AB_ALL_CD284_
NCD16_NCD14
420.
DIFF_AB_ALL_NCD284
_CD16_CD14
421.
DIFF_AB_ALL_NCD284
_CD16_NCD14
422.
DIFF_AB_ALL_NCD284
_NCD16_CD14
423.
DIFF_AB_MFG_GRAN
424.
DIFF_AB_MFG_MON
425.
DIFF_AB_NMFG_GRA
N
426.
DIFF_AB_NMFG_MON
427.
DIFF_AB_ALL_GRAN
428.
DIFF_AB_ALL_MON
429.
DIFF_AB_ALL_CD284
430.
DIFF_AB_ALL_CD16
431.
DIFF_AB_ALL_CD14
432.
DIFF_AB_Gran_Mon
433.
DIFF_AB_Mon_Other
434.
DIFF_AB_Gran_Other
435.
DIFF_AB_CD284_CD14
436.
DIFF_AB_CD14_CD16
437.
DIFF_AB_CD284_CD16
438.
DIFF_AB_EMV_GRAN
439.
DIFF_AB_EMV_MON
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440.
DIFF_AB_EMV_OTHER
441.
DIFF_AB_PMV_GRAN
442.
DIFF_AB_PMV_MON
443.
DIFF_AB_PMV_OTHER
444.
DIFF_AB_MV_CD284
445.
DIFF_AB_EMV_CD14
446.
DIFF_AB_EMV_CD16
447.
DIFF_AB_PMV_CD284
448.
DIFF_AB_PMV_CD14
449.
DIFF_AB_PMV_CD16
450.
DIFF_AB_CD105_CD28
4
451.
DIFF_AB_CD105_CD14
452.
DIFF_AB_CD105_CD16
453.
DIFF_AB_CD31_CD284
454.
DIFF_AB_CD31_CD14
455.
DIFF_AB_CD31_CD16
456.
DIFF_MA_MFG_MV2
457.
DIFF_MA_MFG_CD284
_CD16_CD14
458.
DIFF_MA_MFG_CD284
_CD16_NCD14
459.
DIFF_MA_MFG_CD284
_NCD16_CD14
460.
DIFF_MA_MFG_CD284
_NCD16_NCD14
461.
DIFF_MA_MFG_NCD2
84_CD16_CD14
462.
DIFF_MA_MFG_NCD2
84_CD16_NCD14
463.
DIFF_MA_MFG_NCD2
84_NCD16_CD14
464.
DIFF_MA_NMFG_CD2
84_CD16_CD14
465.
DIFF_MA_NMFG_CD2
84_CD16_NCD14
466.
DIFF_MA_NMFG_CD2
84_NCD16_CD14
467.
DIFF_MA_NMFG_CD2
84_NCD16_NCD14
468.
DIFF_MA_NMFG_NCD
284_CD16_CD14
469.
DIFF_MA_NMFG_NCD
284_CD16_NCD14
470.
DIFF_MA_NMFG_NCD
284_NCD16_CD14
471.
DIFF_MA_ALL_CD284_
CD16_CD14
472.
DIFF_MA_ALL_CD284_
CD16_NCD14
473.
DIFF_MA_ALL_CD284_
NCD16_CD14
474.
DIFF_MA_ALL_CD284_
NCD16_NCD14
475.
DIFF_MA_ALL_NCD28
4_CD16_CD14
476.
DIFF_MA_ALL_NCD28
4_CD16_NCD14
477.
DIFF_MA_ALL_NCD28
4_NCD16_CD14
478.
DIFF_MA_MFG_GRAN
479.
DIFF_MA_MFG_MON
480.
DIFF_MA_NMFG_GRA
N
481.
DIFF_MA_NMFG_MO
N
482.
DIFF_MA_ALL_GRAN

483.
DIFF_MA_ALL_MON
484.
DIFF_MA_ALL_CD284
485.
DIFF_MA_ALL_CD16
486.
DIFF_MA_ALL_CD14
487.
DIFF_MA_Gran_Mon
488.
DIFF_MA_Mon_Other
489.
DIFF_MA_Gran_Other
490.
DIFF_MA_CD284_CD1
4
491.
DIFF_MA_CD14_CD16
492.
DIFF_MA_CD284_CD1
6
493.
DIFF_MA_EMV_GRAN
494.
DIFF_MA_EMV_MON
495.
DIFF_MA_EMV_OTHE
R
496.
DIFF_MA_PMV_GRAN
497.
DIFF_MA_PMV_MON
498.
DIFF_MA_PMV_OTHE
R
499.
DIFF_MA_EMV_CD284
500.
DIFF_MA_EMV_CD14
501.
DIFF_MA_EMV_CD16
502.
DIFF_MA_PMV_CD284
503.
DIFF_MA_PMV_CD14
504.
DIFF_MA_PMV_CD16
505.
DIFF_MA_CD105_CD2
84
506.
DIFF_MA_CD105_CD1
4
507.
DIFF_MA_CD105_CD1
6
508.
DIFF_MA_CD31_CD28
4
509.
DIFF_MA_CD31_CD14
510.
DIFF_MA_CD31_CD16
511.
LOG_MFG_MV1
512.
LOG_MFG_CD105_CD
31_NCD41
513.
LOG_MFG_CD105_NC
D31_NCD41
514.
LOG_MFG_NCD105_C
D31_CD41
515.
LOG_MFG_NCD105_C
D31_NCD41
516.
LOG_MFG_NCD105_N
CD31_CD41
517.
LOG_NMFG_CD105_C
D31_NCD41
518.
LOG_NMFG_CD105_N
CD31_NCD41
519.
LOG_NMFG_NCD105_
CD31_CD41
520.
LOG_NMFG_NCD105_
CD31_NCD41
521.
LOG_NMFG_NCD105_
NCD31_CD41
522.
LOG_ALL_CD105_CD3
1_NCD41
523.
LOG_ALL_CD105_NCD
31_NCD41
524.
LOG_ALL_NCD105_CD
31_CD41
525.
LOG_ALL_NCD105_CD
31_NCD41
526.
LOG_ALL_NCD105_NC
D31_CD41

527.
LOG_MFG_EMV
528.
LOG_MFG_PMV
529.
LOG_NMFG_EMV
530.
LOG_NMFG_PMV
531.
LOG_ALL_EMV
532.
LOG_ALL_PMV
533.
LOG_ALL_CD105
534.
LOG_ALL_CD31
535.
LOG_MFG_EMV_O_N
MFG_EMV
536.
LOG_MFG_PMV_O_N
MFG_PMV
537.
LOG_MFG_EMV_O_M
FG_PMV
538.
LOG_NMFG_EMV_O_
NMFG_PMV
539.
LOG_EMV_O_PMV
540.
LOG_CD31_O_CD105
541.
LOG_AB_MFG_MV1
542.
LOG_AB_MFG_CD105
_CD31_NCD41
543.
LOG_AB_MFG_CD105
_NCD31_NCD41
544.
LOG_AB_MFG_NCD10
5_CD31_CD41
545.
LOG_AB_MFG_NCD10
5_CD31_NCD41
546.
LOG_AB_MFG_NCD10
5_NCD31_CD41
547.
LOG_AB_NMFG_CD10
5_CD31_NCD41
548.
LOG_AB_NMFG_CD10
5_NCD31_NCD41
549.
LOG_AB_NMFG_NCD1
05_CD31_CD41
550.
LOG_AB_NMFG_NCD1
05_CD31_NCD41
551.
LOG_AB_NMFG_NCD1
05_NCD31_CD41
552.
LOG_AB_ALL_CD105_
CD31_NCD41
553.
LOG_AB_ALL_CD105_
NCD31_NCD41
554.
LOG_AB_ALL_NCD105
_CD31_CD41
555.
LOG_AB_ALL_NCD105
_CD31_NCD41
556.
LOG_AB_ALL_NCD105
_NCD31_CD41
557.
LOG_AB_MFG_EMV
558.
LOG_AB_MFG_PMV
559.
LOG_AB_NMFG_EMV
560.
LOG_AB_NMFG_PMV
561.
LOG_AB_ALL_EMV
562.
LOG_AB_ALL_PMV
563.
LOG_AB_ALL_CD105
564.
LOG_AB_ALL_CD31
565.
LOG_AB_MFG_EMV_O
_NMFG_EMV
566.
LOG_AB_MFG_PMV_
O_NMFG_PMV
567.
LOG_AB_MFG_EMV_O
_MFG_PMV
568.
LOG_AB_NMFG_EMV_
O_NMFG_PMV
569.
LOG_AB_EMV_O_PMV

570.
LOG_AB_CD31_O_CD1
05
571.
LOG_MA_MFG_MV1
572.
LOG_MA_MFG_CD105
_CD31_NCD41
573.
LOG_MA_MFG_CD105
_NCD31_NCD41
574.
LOG_MA_MFG_NCD1
05_CD31_CD41
575.
LOG_MA_MFG_NCD1
05_CD31_NCD41
576.
LOG_MA_MFG_NCD1
05_NCD31_CD41
577.
LOG_MA_NMFG_CD1
05_CD31_NCD41
578.
LOG_MA_NMFG_CD1
05_NCD31_NCD41
579.
LOG_MA_NMFG_NCD
105_CD31_CD41
580.
LOG_MA_NMFG_NCD
105_CD31_NCD41
581.
LOG_MA_NMFG_NCD
105_NCD31_CD41
582.
LOG_MA_ALL_CD105_
CD31_NCD41
583.
LOG_MA_ALL_CD105_
NCD31_NCD41
584.
LOG_MA_ALL_NCD10
5_CD31_CD41
585.
LOG_MA_ALL_NCD10
5_CD31_NCD41
586.
LOG_MA_ALL_NCD10
5_NCD31_CD41
587.
LOG_MA_MFG_EMV
588.
LOG_MA_MFG_PMV
589.
LOG_MA_NMFG_EMV
590.
LOG_MA_NMFG_PMV
591.
LOG_MA_ALL_EMV
592.
LOG_MA_ALL_PMV
593.
LOG_MA_ALL_CD105
594.
LOG_MA_ALL_CD31
595.
LOG_MA_MFG_EMV_
O_NMFG_EMV
596.
LOG_MA_MFG_PMV_
O_NMFG_PMV
597.
LOG_MA_MFG_EMV_
O_MFG_PMV
598.
LOG_MA_NMFG_EMV
_O_NMFG_PMV
599.
LOG_MA_EMV_O_PM
V
600.
LOG_MA_CD31_O_CD
105
601.
LOG_MFG_MV2
602.
LOG_MFG_CD284_CD
16_CD14
603.
LOG_MFG_CD284_CD
16_NCD14
604.
LOG_MFG_CD284_NC
D16_CD14
605.
LOG_MFG_CD284_NC
D16_NCD14
606.
LOG_MFG_NCD284_C
D16_CD14
607.
LOG_MFG_NCD284_C
D16_NCD14

608.
LOG_MFG_NCD284_N
CD16_CD14
609.
LOG_NMFG_CD284_C
D16_CD14
610.
LOG_NMFG_CD284_C
D16_NCD14
611.
LOG_NMFG_CD284_N
CD16_CD14
612.
LOG_NMFG_CD284_N
CD16_NCD14
613.
LOG_NMFG_NCD284_
CD16_CD14
614.
LOG_NMFG_NCD284_
CD16_NCD14
615.
LOG_NMFG_NCD284_
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